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ABSTRACT 
The oxidation of iron in air or oxygen at temperatures between 
300°C and 800°C is accompanied by the growth of filamentary crystals from 
the outer oxide surface. Below 470°C the predominant crystal habit is 
pointed platelets of approximately 10 ]Jm thic¥-..ness and 1-4 lJm length, while 
above 4 70°C ribbon-like whiskers of 5 ]Jm to 2 ]Jm thickness and lengths. up 
to 30 lJm are observed. 
The structure of these crystals has been examined by transmission 
electron microscopy and electron diffraction. Selected area electron 
diffraction spot patterns have been indexed using a rapid computer tech-
nique which has been developed to compare the geometry of diffraction 
patterns with reciprocal latti'ce planes of any crystal. Both platelets 
and whiskers are shown to consist of aFe o3 with <lOl> 1 h b h d 1 2 structura r om o e ra 
growth direction. A feature of diffraction from the platelet crystals is 
the presence of continuous reciprocal lattice streaks, which indicate the 
existence of a high density of planar defects lying parallel to ·the (010) 
platelet face. Most of the whisker filaments consist of multiple crystals 
with a common <lOl> growth direction; and no evidence of lattice twist,to 
indicate the existence of screw dislocations, is provided by the diffraction 
patterns. 
The construction of a high temperature controlled atmosphere 
specimen chamber for the JEM 7A electron microscope has enabled the growth 
process of the oxide filaments to be dire?tly observed. Specimen motion 
includes tilting to a limit of 15° about any axis in the plane of the 
specimen and continuous observation is possible at temperatures up to 
0 1000 C and gas pressures up to 30 kPa. After an initial induction period 
both whisker and platelet crystals are preferentially nucleated on surface 
protruberances and exhibit a linear rate of growth with respect to time 
The linear growth is abruptly terminated at a variety of filament lengths. 
(ii) 
At 500°C a variation of growth rates of l. 6llm/min to O.lllm/min is 
observed between adjacent filaments on a single specimen; and a maximum 
growth rate of 15 llm/min has been observed at approximately 800°C. 
Platelet crystals maintain a constant shape and broaden at the base as 
the length increases. 
Arguments are presented in support of the proposal that the growth 
of both platelets and whiskers occurs by transport of oxide molecules to 
the filament tips by surface diffusion over whisker and platelet side-
walls of high crystalline perfection; rate control being attributed to 
the generation and propagation of growth steps at the filament tips. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SCOPE OF THESIS 
With the exception of gold, no pure metal or alloy is stable in air 
at room temperature. All metals tend to form oxides and, although the 
rate of reaction is very slow at low temperatures in many instances, the 
utilisation of metals at high temperatures is severely limited by 
reactions with their gaseous environment. 
Over the past three decades considerable research has been directed 
towards the development of oxidation-resistant alloys capable of 
providing the improved performance demanded by high-temperature 
technology. The primary basis for much of this effort has been the work 
of Carl Wagner who demonstrated in the 1930's the importance of point 
defects in the diffusion processes controlling the formation of what were 
observed to be coherent uniform oxidation layers on metal surfaces. 
Development of this theory led to optimism ·that it would become possible 
to predict the manner in which alloying elements would modify the defect 
structure of oxide layers,·and hence to predict the high temperature 
behaviour of new materials rather than rely on a purely empirical approach. 
Many workers in the field were surprised when early electron 
microscopes and other improved experimental techniques revealed a degree 
of complexity in oxidation mechanisms and structures which was previously 
uncontemplated. These observations revealed that the oxide grows 
normally as discrete particles and crystallites in a variety of shapes 
and forms during the initial stages of oxidation. Even after a thin base 
film of oxide has been formed on the metal, the surface is often covered 
with dense growths of crystallites in the form of mounds, polyhedra, 
columnar crystals, whiskers and platelets. As the number of observations 
2. 
of such part~cles increased, the tendency to regard the whisker and 
platelet growth as either exceptional or unessential to the course of the 
oxidation re0ction was replaced by the acknowledgement that these are 
quite normal features of certain stages of most oxidation processes. 
Consequently, the diffusion-controlled theory of oxide layer formation 
had to be reconsidered in terms of nucleation processes, phase boundary 
processes and crystal growth kinetics. It also became evi~ent that the 
development of alloys based on the interpretation of oxidation behaviour 
in terms of simple diffusion models is unlikely to be accomplished. 
Despite considerable research effort applied to the elucidation of 
the structure and growth mechanism of these surface particles, their 
o::~currence and their relation to oxide layer formation remain largely 
unexplained. The discovery of the exceptional mechanical properties of 
filamentary particles and their potential for utilisation as strengthening 
agents in composite materials has provided additional impetus for this 
research effort. 
This project was commencedwith the objective of determining the 
structure and growth mechanism of filamentary oxide particles by examin~ 
ation with electron microscopy and electron diffraction techniques. The 
scope of this thesis is suggested by this objec·tive, although the extent 
of the investigation has been largely restricted to the oxide formations 
on iron surfaces. The vast literature on whisker a11LI allied growth 
phenomena has been surveyed and numerous reported observations of oxide 
particulate growth have been examined in terms of the existing theory. 
The difficulties in successfully observing successive stages in the 
growth of a single Whisker particle, by alternate observation and 
oxidation in a furnace external to the electron microscope, led to the 
design and development of a controlled atmosphere high-temperature srecimen 
stage for a transmission electron microscope which allows in situ 
observation of oxidation reactions. This stage provides for tilting of 
3. 
the specim~n to enable effective utilisation of selected area electron 
diffraction as the reaction proceeds. The development of computer 
techniques to interpret electron diffraction·patterns from non-cubic 
structures has also been an integral part of this study, as no experience 
of electron diffraction from these materials existed in New Zealand at 
the commencement o£ this project in 1970~ 
1.2 INITIAL STAGES OF OXIDE FORMATION 
The first step in the reaction between a metal and oxygen is the 
adsorption of gas on the metal surface. Observations of this process are 
rare, owing to the difficulties in producing "clean" metal surfaces and 
the stringent high-vacuum requirements needed to maintain them, but low-
1 
energy electron diffraction (LEED) studies on clean surfaces have 
established that the adsorbed molecules of oxygen are dissociated and may 
form a variety of two-dimensional structures depending on the nature of 
the adsorbent and adsorbate; the exposed crystal face; degree of coverage; 
temperature; and the presence of impurity atoms or surface defects. The 
adsorbed layer may range from the amorphous, like that found in adsorption 
of oxygen on silicon, to the regular ordered structures such as are 
formed on nickel surfaces. 
After the metal surfaces have become completely covered with 
chemisorbed oxygen, LEED observations revealed that_ isolated oxide nuclei 
appear at what seem to be random positions on the surface. These nuclei 
grow laterally by surface diffusion,in the form of small expanding islands 
of fairly constant height, until the entire metal surface is covered with 
an oxide film less than 10 monolayers thick. The end of this first stage 
is indicated by an abrupt decrease in the rate of oxygen uptake. 
Observations of these early stages of oxidation are summarised by Rhodin 
t 12 3 4 1 k. k. 5 e a& , Kofstad, Benard , and Kubasc1ews land Hop lns . 
As soon as the nucleation behaviour became known, a number of 
4. 
researchers asserted that the locations of the nuclei are controlled by 
the presence of defects. However, further research has shown that 
although the presence of surface defects is important when the reaction 
takes place at low temperatures the influence decreases at higher 
temperatures. At high temperatures all the characteristics of homogeneous 
nucleation are exhibited, the number of nuclei being determined only by 
the temperature and concentration of the oxidising agent. 
Although the effect of nucleation is most pronounced at the 
commencemen·t of the reaction, i·ts existence greatly influences the texture, 
structure, and epitaxy of the thick oxide films and surface growtrj s which 
form later. Nuclea·tion and surface diffusion processes at the metal/oxide 
interface may control the rate of oxid.ation when porous non-protective 
films are formed at high temperatures, or when new phases are nucleated 
on the surface of an initial layer. For example; under certain conditions 
the oxidation rate of iron has an unusual dependence on the oxygen pressure 
owing to the nucleation and growth of Fe2o3 crystals on the surface of 
6 the initial layer of Fe 3o4 
1.3 GROWTH OF OXIDE LAYERS 
1.3.1 Low Temperatures 
The initial stage of oxidation results in a compact oriented layer 
of oxide crystals covering the metal surface. Thi layer constitutes a 
physical barrier separating the reactants. When such a film has formed 
it is assumed in most theories that the·reaction rate of further oxidation 
is determined by transport of the reacting ions through the film. At 
high temperatures this transport is assumed to involve diffusion due to 
a chemical potential gradient across the scale, but at lower temperatures 
ion transport is facilitated by an electrical potential gradient. It is 
assumed that oxygen atoms are adsorbed on the oxide surface, and that an 
equilibrium between the metal and adsorbed oxygen is established by the 
5. 
rapid tunnelling of electrons through the thin oxide film. This process 
establishes the electrical potential' gradient which provides the driving 
force for diffusion. 
A characteristic feature of low temperature oxidation is that the 
oxidation reaction is initially very rapid but that it gradually decreases 
to very low levels. The extent of the reaction is often proportional to 
the logarithm of elapsed time, which results in a thin protective film 
covering the metal surface. To explain this behaviour a large number of 
h . h 3, 7 t eor1es ave been developed , most of which attempt to relate the 
influence of a number of competing mechanisms. These mechanisms include 
electric field~induced transport; chemical diffusion; space charges in 
the oxide. film; rate control by electron tunnelling; preferential diffusion 
along grain boundaries and other low resistance paths; adsorption; and 
nucleation and growth ~echanisms. The rapid rate of change and the 
experimental difficulties associated with the study of thin film formation 
makes it diffiGult or impossible to verify the validity of the various 
models and the parameters in the derived equations. Most of the theories 
also assume the existence and formation of uniform plane-parallel oxide 
films but, as indicated previously, this is not a generally acceptable 
assumption. The mechanisms of low temperature oxidation, therefore, 
remain poorly m1derstood. 
1.3.2 High Temperatures 
The classical theory of oxidation at high temperatures, proposed by 
8 9 Wagner ' , assumes a volume diffusion of the reacting ions or a transport 
of electrons across the growing compact layer is the rate-determining 
process of the total reaction. Reactions at phase boundaries are 
considered to be very rapid, and it is assumed that thermodynamic 
equilibrium is established between the oxide and the oxygen gas at the 
oxide/gas interface and between the metal and the oxide at the metal/oxide 
interface. The driving force for the reaction is the free-energy change 
6. 
associated with formation of the oxide, and concentration gradients of the 
components are tormed in the oxide ·layer as a result of the reaction. 
On the basis of this model of ionic transport through a film lattice 
of different concentrations at the two interfaces, Wagner derived an 
expression for the rate of thickening which predicted the increase in the 
film thickness with time to be inversely proportional to the film thickness. 
Hence the thickness at a given time is proportional to the square root of 
time which is in accordance with parabolic rate laws that are frequently 
obtained experimentally. However, attempts to relate the observed growth 
rates to the thermodynamic parameters which control diffusion through the 
oxide have met with many difficulties. Numerous complications have been 
revealed which may modify reaction kinetics to such an extent that the 
theory has very limited value as a means of predicting oxidation behaviour 
in most systems. The most significant complicating factors are as follows: 
(a) Multilayered Scales: 
If a metal has several oxidation states and forms a number of 
compounds vri th oxygen, these compounds are arranged in layers with the 
compound richest in oxygen at the oxide-gas interface and the 
compound richest in metal in contact with the metallic base. 
The total oxidation behaviour will be determined by the nature of 
the oxide in the different layers. It is not unusual to find that 
the higher oxide forms a porous non-protective ~cale growing on a 
compact scale of a lower oxide. 
(b) Grain Boundary and Short Circuit Diffusion: 
The polycrystalline nature of oxide layers implies that 
enhanced diffusion will occur along grain boundaries and other low 
resistance paths and may be the predominant mode of transport, 
particularly at low temperatures. Grain boundary diffusion is 
normally a function of grain orientation, which provides an 
additional factor to be considered. 
7. 
(c) Orientation Relationships between Phases: 
The existence of well defined crystallographic 
relationships between the metal and its oxide, or between 
i 
adjacent oxide layers, may improve the adherence of the oxide and 
increase the rate at which ions can transfer across the phase 
boundaries. 
(d) Accumulation of Impurities: 
Electron microscopic examination of oxide/metal interfaces 
reveals that the interface morphology is very dependent on the 
metal porosity .. In the case of iron the metal/oxide interface 
is a smooth plane when the iron is of very high (zone melted) 
purity, but mqy be highly irregular when small quantities of 
impurities are present. The irregularity is due to the 
accumulation of less easily oxidised impurities in the metal 
adjacent to the interface. This change of metal composition 
in the vicinity of the interface becomes more significant as 
the impurity level increases. When the level of impurities is 
of the order of one percent rapid modification of the metal 
composition may occur, leading to numerous possi,ble changes in 
the reaction kinetics. 
(e) Porosity: 
In addition to the accumulation of impurities at the 
interface, the accumulation of vacancies in the oxide frequently 
creates ca.vities at the metal/oxide interface and porosity in 
the oxide. In such cases the cavities may act as barriers to 
the solid state diffusion process or may cause rupture of the 
oxide scale. In either case, solid-state diffusion through the 
scale is no longer rate~determining. 
8. 
(f) Stress in the Oxide Layer: 
Stresses in oxide films may be generated by epitaxial 
relat'ionships, oxide-metal lattice mismatch, the formation of cavities, 
the growth mbrphology of the oxide, differences in oxidation 
rates between neighbouring grains, the presence of foreign 
inclusions which are oxidised at different rates from the parent 
metal, differences in thermal expansion, and other factors. 
These stresses may lead to cracking and rupture of the layer or 
stripping of the layer from the metal surface, particularly after 
it has reached a certain critical thickness. In these circumstances 
the oxidation kinetics commonly revert to a linear relationship. 
Such kinetics may reflect that phase boundary relationships 
involving adsorption and nucleation have become rate·~determiningq 
that gas diffusion through the pores is limiting the reaction, or 
that successive cycles of diffusion-controlled oxidation followed 
by layer breakdown are occurring. Hence, the course of the 
reaction is dependent to a major extent on the mechanical properties 
of the oxide layers, their ability to plastically deform under 
load/ and their adherence to the substrate. 
A different type of oxidation reaction kinetics occurs in the case 
where the rate-determining step is no longer diffusiu,l through the oxide, 
but is some phase boundary process. The most common examples involve 
adsorption or dissociation of adsorbed molecules at the gas/oxide interface 
in atmospheres with low oxygen partial pressure. In such circumstances 
the reaction takes place at a constant rate and resembles the behaviour 
when the oxide is not compact. 
1.4 OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF IRON 
The outstanding technological importance of iron and its alloys has 
resulted in considerable expenditure of effort to understand its oxidation 
b h . f h' k . h 'd' . 3-5,10 e av1our. Surveys o t lS wor appear 1n t e ox1 at1on texts , 
and the following discussion is confined to aspects of the oxidation of 
iron under conditions which promote the growth of surface particlessuch 
as whiskers and platelets. 
Iron forms three stable oxides, namely: wustite, FeO (face centred 
cubic), magnetite Fe
3
o
4 
(face centred cubic), and hematite a Fe 2o3 
(rhombohedral) . Details of the structure of these compounds and of 
maghemite yFe2u3 ,goethite aFeOOH, and lepidocrocite yFeOOH, are provided 
in ,Appendix 4. 
9. 
The equilibrium diagram of the iron-oxygen system in Figure 1.1 shows 
that two distinct temperature regions must be considered for the oxidation 
of iron. 0 Below 570 .C the greatest part of the oxide layer consists of 
Fe 3o4 , which is covered with thin outer layers of yFe 2
o
3 
and aFe
2
o3 as 
shown in Figure 1.2. FeO is not stable in bulk below 570°c, but it may 
continue to be present as a thin film adjacent to the metal surface at 
temperatures down to 400°C. 0 Above 570 C the oxide layer consists 
primarily of FeO, with thin outer layers of Fe3o4 
and Fe2o3 
as shown in 
Figure 1.3. The FeO proportion of the total oxide produced increases with 
increasing temperature until significant quantities of Fe
3
o
4 
and Fe2o 3 can 
no longer be detected above 750°C. From many observations, Hauffe 10 
presents the simplified schematic representation of the oxidation mechanism 
in this temperature range which is shown in Figure 1.4. 
Kinetic investigations have been pa:r:alleled by studies to determine 
the structure of the oxide films and their orientation relationships. 
11 Electron microscopic investigations by Gulbransen and co-workers showed 
that the course of high .temperature oxidation can be separated into four 
stages, as is shown in Figure 1.5. The initial stage involves the 
chemisorption of a layer of oxygen atoms which rapidly grows into a compact 
film of fine oxide crystallites approximately lOnm thick. This is followed 
by the nucleation and growth of larger crystals which grow in rows 
10. 
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Stacking faults 
Composition of thin iron oxide film on 
single crystal surfaces below 570°C. 
c.p.c. designates a close-packed cubic 
array of oxygen planes with a distribution 
of cations resembling that of Y~e 2 o 3 . 
From Sewell and Cohen16 . 
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Fig. 1.4 Schematic representation of the diffusion 
processes and phase boundary reactions during 
the oxidation of iron in oxygen. From Hauffe10 . 
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Fig. 1.5 Model of early ·stage oxide formation on iron 
0 ll 
at 850 C. From Gulbransen and Tallman . 
14. 
along preferred directions on the iron surface, thus forming a granular 
oxide film oriented to the metal surface, but with several oxide crystals 
to each metal grain. 
12 
Bardolle and Benard showed that the number of FeO 
0 
nuclei formed at 850 C is a function of the temperature, oxygen pressure, 
d h . . . 13 'd' d . an t e or1entat1on of the underly1ng surface. Hondros ox1 1se th1n 
foils at 500°C and made simultaneous observations of the foil dislocation 
structure and surface nuclei to demonstrate that the nucleation sites are 
essentially independent of the emergence of dislocations at the surface. 
h b . . f. d b .. . h 14 T ese o servat1ons were ver1 1e y Ronnqu1st and T omas , at temperatures 
as low as 200°C, who found no preferential nucleation at grain or sub-grain 
boundaries, but who also observed that nucleation appeared to be easier on 
cold-worked specimens than on .annealed specimens. 
At temperatures below 570°C the nuclei generally consist of Fe 3o4 , 
although a number of electron diffraction investigations have revealed 
. 14,15,16 
the presence of reflections forbidden by the Fe 3o4 latt1ce . These 
reflections are characteristic of the cubic yFe
2
o
3
phase and show the same 
orientation as the Fe
3
o
4 
crystals. However, not all reflections expected 
for the yFe
2
o
3 
phase are observed. (A discussion of the similarities 
between the Fe
3
o
4 
and yFe 2o3 
structures is included in Appendix 4.) A 
similar oxide phase, composed of cubic close-packed, oxygen planes with a 
cation distribution resembling that of yFe2o3., is frequently found in a 
thin film separating the Fe
3
o4 and yFe 2o3 layers in later stages of 
oxidation at temperatures between 200°C and 570°C. The presence of this 
phase is shown in Figure 1. 2. 
The reason for the ordered growth sites, which favour nucleation on 
certain rows of the metal grain as shown in Figure 1.5, is not clear. 
Gulbransen and co-workers determined that ordering of these nucleation 
sites was influenced by the composition of the atmosphere in which 
specimens were annealed prior to oxidation. In particular, the presence 
of hydrogen promoted ordering of the oxide nuclei. 
17,18 Laukonis and Coleman 
15'. 
demonstrated this effect by oxidising single crystal iron whiskers between 
0 0 300 C and 800 c. Although the oxide nuclei were randomly oriented on 
unannealed specimens, electron microscope examination of replicas from 
hydrogen annealed crystals showed ordered mosaic patterns of oriented 
nuclei, indicating preferential nucleation at very fine growth steps which 
were not previously observable .bY the replica technique. 
15 Boggs et al demonstrated that the orientation of the inital Fe 3o4 
layer, formed between 200°C and 400°C, may also affect the nucleation and 
growth of layers of higher order oxide phases which may form subsequently. 
Herringbone textures,· suggestive of a Widmansfatten structure, were observed 
on the surface of early-stage oxide formed in this temperature range. 
Electron diffraction indicated. the textured growth to be acicular aFe 2o3 
crystals growing into a fine grained Fe 3o4 base layer from sites of 
crystals formed and their lateral growth rate is a function of the 
orientation of the Fe 0 matrix and the oxygen pressure. The model 
3 4 
proposed for the arrangement of the oxide layers on the four iron crystal 
faces studied is shown in Figure 1.6. 
1.5 WHISKER AND PLATELET FORMATION 
The formation of whiskers and platelets on oxide surfaces occurs 
over a wide range of conditions during the oxidation lf many metals. 
Table 1.1 illustrates the diversity of the observations of the phenomena, 
and, although it is not intended to provide a complete summary of such 
observations, it does indicate the range of conditions under which whisker 
and allied growth forms are observed and the range of research activity 
in this field. The table has been restricted to gas-metal reactions 
involving oxygen, although sulphides, hydroxides and nitrides commonly 
exhibit similar growth forms. A number of oxides can also be prepared in 
filamentary form by growth from molten salt solutions ("flux growth"). 
Fe304 
a Fe 
( 111 ) 
a Fe 
yFe2o3 
( 1'11 ) 
( 112) 
Fig. 1.6 Concept of the arrangement of the oxide layers 
on four low index iron crystal faces. 
B t l 15 From oggs e a . 
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METAL 
Beryllium 
Magnesium 
Aluminium 
Titanium 
Chromium 
TABLE 1.1 
17. 
FILAMENT TYPE CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH 
REFS. 
BeO whiskers of hexagonal cross-
section. Many hollow, growth 
direction <oooi> and <lolo> 
Thickness <1. 5 1Jm, length <15 mrn. 
A few platelets. 
Spikes length 1- 811m 
1450 - 1500 ° c 
Moist argon plus 
impurities. 
400°C for 60- 100 
hours in air 
19 
20 
(i) aAl o 3 whiskers mostly of (i) hex~gonal cross-section Heating Al or TiA1 3 in moist H2 af. 1300 -
7.1-29 
with [OOOl] growth direction 
Many hollow with axial 
cavities of 0. 5- 3. 0 )Jm 
diameter. Thickness 3-50 11m 
length 1- 30 ·mm. Platelets 
up to several mm in width 
also observed. 
(ii) aA12o 3 whiskers and ribbons 
of similar dimensions to 
(i) above, terminated by 
droplets of Al. 
(iii) ctA12o 3 platelets of thick-
ness 15 nm and length 
<31Jm. 
Growth direction [1000] 
Whiskers 
145ooc. 
(i.i) Evaporation and 30 
condensation of 
aluminium on 
alumina at 
1250°C in vacuum 
of6.7mPa 
(5 x 10-5 mrnHg) 
(iii) Al in steam at 
540°C and 4.1 
MPa pressure. 
31 
20,32 
Thin rounded platelets of thick- 500°C in 0.1 atm. 33 
ness 10 nm, width 711m and length dry o 2 for 120 hours 31Jm. Structure may be cr2o 3 . 
Also whiskers of 10- 20 nm thick-
ness and 311m length. 
Summary of oxide whisker and platelet growth on 
metal surfaces at elevated temperature. 
continued 
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,-----------~-----------------------------------~-------------------------.---------
METAL FILAMENT TYPE 
CONDITIONS FOR 
·GROWTH EEFS. 
-------------~----------------------------------- ------------------------4-------~ 
Iron (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
aFe 0 whiskers thickness 
2 3 
<15 nm , length <50 lJm 
Blade-shaped platelets 
( i) 300-'850°C in dry 
air or o 2 . 
(ii) 400°C in o 2 or in 
air with traces 
of H20. 
Broad rounded platelets, (iii) Cold worked iron 
thickness 10 nm, width 7. 51Jm at 400°C in dry 
length 7. 5 lJm 0 2 . 
11,17 
33-44. 
11,37, 
39,45, 
46. 
11,4 7. 
Austenitic (i) 
Stainless 
Steels 
Irregular whiskers of (i) 
thickness 160 nm, length 2 lJm 
600- 900°C in dry 
air or o2 . 
~1,33, 
40. 
Nickel 
Copper 
(ii) An.gular plat-elets,thickness (ii) 500°C in wet o
2 
48 
10 nm, width 61Jm, length for 24 hours 
(i) 
31Jm 
NiO whiskers of thickness (i) 
<1 1Jm, length <200 1Jm. At 
higher po2 larger whiskers 
of hexagonal and blade-
shaped cross-section formed 
with thicknesses 5 -l51Jm, 
length <10 mm. 
Pure Ni heated to 49 
1450°C in argon 
with low po2 . 
(ii) NiO needles thickness 200nm ( ii) 400- 600°C in air 20,21, 
length 7 lJm or o 2 for 60 -120 33,40, hours. 49. 
CuO needles of thickness 20 -
100 nm, length 1- 10 lJm. Many 
whiskers broaden into platelets 
near base. GeneraLly have [110] 
0 300 ~- 800 C in air 
or 0 2 " 
34,40 
50-57. 
growth direction I 
~~--------~----~---1 
Zinc ZnO whiskers, platelets and 350- 850°C in air or ~20,21, 
Niobium 
dendrites typically of width o 2 (also at 960- 34,40 
1 1 lJm, length 10 lJm. 98ooc. under close 58. 
atmosphere control) 
900°C in air at 
1. 3 Pa (0. 01 mm Hg) 
for 25 hours 
20,62. 
TABLE 1.1 (continued) 
' continued e •• 
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,-----------~---------------------------------~-----------------------.~-------~ 
FILAMENT TYPE CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH 
REFS" 
Molybdenum Mo03 needles 
5 80 ° C in N + 0 + H 2 0 20 , 21 . 2 2 
l-------+--------------------+---------------1·------l 
Tantalum 
Tungsten 
Lead 
Needles Between 200°C and 
700°C in air 
(i) y-tungsten oxide (W02 72 > (i) 
needles with bundle • 
structure. Thickness <so nm 
700-1000°C under 
vacuum of 0. 05 4-
9.3 Pa_~4 X 10 -
1 X 10 mm Hg) 
(ii) Y-tungsten oxide ribbons 
and whiskers (some whiskers 
of irregular section with 
droplets on tips) . 
(iiD w20 o58 , w18 o 49 , wo2 & wo 3 
whiskers of length <8mm 
(ii) decomposition of 
ammonium tung-
state at 700 C. 
(iii) Tungsten coil 
heated in temp-
erature gradient 
from 100 C to 
1 0 . 200 C ln argon 
containing approx. 
2 00 P a ( 1. 5 mm H g) 
H20. 
Pb3o 4 needles of length <10 11m l40-300°C in air 
TABLE i.l (continued) 
20 '21. 
20,21, 
59. 
60,61. 
49. 
20,40. 
20~ 
Although tb~ observations reported in Table 1.1 include a wide 
·variety of particle shapes, sizes and growth conditions, a number of common 
. t 
features are observed in many of them: 
(a) The majority. of whiskers and platelets are reported to be 
single crystals of high perfection, altho'llgh many irregular 
filaments are also formed. 
(b) In the vast majority of cases, whiskers occur only after a 
base oxide film of substantial thickness has formed, and do not 
grow directly on the metal surface. 63 . Howe.ver, Pfefferkorn observed 
· · ·a· h. k f f' d 4 o · · ox1 e w 1s ers·on copper a ter 1ve secon s at oo c 1n a1r. 
(c) The presence of a, thick oxide substrate suggests that the 
rate of forma.tion of surface particles ·will, in most instances, be 
controlled by the diffusion of cations through the base oxide layer. 
Consequently, it is assumed that surface whisker growth will not 
significantly affect the overall kinetics of the metal-gas reaction. 
(d) Whenever whiskers have been positively identified, they have 
been found to consist of the highest oxide which is stable under 
the conditions of the exper.i,ment .. For example, copper oxide 
whiskers are invariably found to consist of cuo, even under 
conditions where .the base oxide layer is cu2o .. 
(e) Differentgl;'owtb morphologies, such as whiskers, ribbons or 
platelets of varying cross-section~, commonly occur simultaneously. 
The largerceystals of Al20~ and BeO are amenable to study by optical 
t-echniques, and by x-ray· diffraction,· and also have potential for use as 
strengthen,j.nq aqents in composite materials• Most of the smaller filaments 
can only be observed by electron microscopy, however, and their growth 
process.has.not been dir~ctly.observed .. 
21. 
CHAPTER 2 
GROWTH OF CRYSTAL WHISKERS AND ASSOCIATED MORPHOLOGIES 
2.1 TYPES OF WHISKER GROWTH 
Filamentary crystal forms have been the subject of considerable 
investigation for many years. Observations on whiskers were reported 
64 
as early as 1574 by Erker who noted hairlike growths emerging from 
copper and silver halide ores. Many studies of filamentary particles, 
which were treated as laboratory curiosities, continued to be reported 
spasmodically until the 1940' s when ·the growth of metal whiskers from 
metal surfaces was found to be the cause of short circuits in miniaturised 
communications equipment, and extensive efforts were made to suppress 
their formation. 
In 1952, however, the study of filamen-tary crystals obtained a new 
significance when Herring and Galt 65 experimentally determined the streng-th 
of tin whiskers to be an order of magnitude higher than that of bulk tin 
and approaching the streng-th of perfect crystals. This discovery 
immediately stimulated extensive research into this crystal form, not only 
with a view to utilising the potential of whiskers as strengthening agen-ts, 
but also because they provide convenient defect-free single crystal speci-
mens for examination of the general physical prope:1·-r ies of solids. The 
extent of this effort is indicated in a report by Carnpbell 66 , in 1970, 
that more than thirty elements and fifty compounds had been grown in 
whisker form. 
The extensive literature on whisker observations has been surveyed 
67,68 in many comprehensive reviews, including those by Brenner Nabarro 
21 18 
and Jackson , and Coleman These reviews encompass an enormous 
variety of observations on the growth forms, crystal structure, growth 
conditions, growth mechanisms, and physical properties of whiskers. The 
22. 
major part of an International Conference on Crystal Growth, held in 
Cooperstown, New York in 1958, was devoted to filamentary forms of crystal 
growth, and the reviews by Brenner and by Nabarro and Jackson arearticles 
from the conference proceedings. Despite the optimism at that time that 
some rational theory of crystal_growth would encompass the variety of 
crystal types observed, subsequent years of observation and a prolifer~ 
ation of proposed growth mechanisms have left the phenomenon of whisker 
growth largely unexplained. It is now quite clear that a wide variety of 
mechanisms are involved, and that each case must be studied individually. 
It also seems likely that two or more quite different mechanisms may 
operate simultaneously under some conditions. 
Nabarro and Jackson divide observations into a series of categories 
based on the physical conditions under which whisker growth occurred. 
These categories are: 
(a) :~roper whiskers (growth from the solid without the atoms which 
form the whisker experiencing a change of phase) . 
(b) Growth from vapour. 
(c) Precipitation from solution. 
(d) Chemical deposition (including oxidation) . 
(e) Formation under mechanical ·stress. 
(f) Formation by electrolysis. 
I Since it is plain that many of these growth iorms are interrelated, 
and that factors such as mechanical stress, vapour pressure, and purity of 
the substrate have a profound influence on many different growthmechanisms, 
it seems appropriate to discuss the processes responsible for the 
filamentary growth in more general terms, namely: 
(a) Growth from the base. 
(b) Growth from the tip. 
23. 
2.2 WHISKER GROWTH FROM THE BASE 
Metal whiskers, notably those of tin, zinc and cadmium, grow 
spontaneously from the solid state at room temperature, when conditions 
are appropriate, by a process resembling extrusion from the base. These 
whiskers generally have diameters of 0.05~5.0 ~m and lengths ranging 
from 100 ~m to several centimetres. They grow most readily from thin 
plated coatings (0. 25 llm thick), less readily from heavy coatings (12 ~ m 
thick.); only with difficulty from solid polycrystalline materials; and 
never on single crystals. The growth rate is higher at increased 
temperature and is not uniform. There is normally an induction period 
followed by a period of rapid growth which ceases abruptly. The growth 
I 
rate is increased by the presence of atmospheric oxygen, water vapour or 
organic contaminants, but continues at a slower rate under ultra high 
vacuum. It is not inhibited by protective coatings of oil or lacquer. 
Pressure applied to the substrate substantially increases the growth rate; 
in some cases by many orders of magnitude. 
These 'proper' whiskers grow in a large variety of shapes and sizes. 
Most are single crystals of high crystalline perfection with their axes 
parallel to a prominent crystal direction. They are usually of polygonal 
cross-section with low index planes as their side faces. Although most 
whiskers are straight, kinked, straight, and spiral growths frequently 
occur simultaneously, the kink angles being grouped around the principal 
crystallographic directions. 
2.2.1 Growth Theories based on Dislocation Mechanisms 
Most of the theories of growth of "proper" whiskers. from metallic 
substrates require: 
(a) Dislocations in the substrate which meet the surface with 
a component of the Burgers vector normal to the surface. 
(b) A dislocation mechanism for generating vacancies at the 
whisker base. 
24. 
(c) A driving force to enable the transport mechanism to work. 
(d) A sink for the vacancies. 
69 Frank proposed the first mechanism for whisker growth from the base 
as a process in which oxidation of the metal surface provides the driving 
force. The surface oxidation effectively reduces the surface free energy 
to a negative value, and so encourages the spontaneous increase of the 
surface area of the body by movement of the dislocations which terminate 
on the surface. For a screw dislocation this motion is a glide, raising 
a new step in the surface, whereas for an edge dislocation the motion is a 
climb, exposing a new row of atoms in the surface which still remajns flat. 
The dislocation end will travel over the metal surface until it finds a 
position of equilibrium, and if it encounters a groove in the surface it 
will be constrained to move along the groove since it has effectively a 
line tension. The underside of any projection from the smooth surface 
will form a closed path similar to a groove to which the dislocation end 
may attach and, unless it reaches a position of equilibrium in this closed 
path, it will move round and round the base of the projection indefinitely. 
For each circuit made by the dislocation end, the projection will be 
_displaced by a distance and direction corresponding to the Burgers vector 
of the dislocation. The result of many circuits will be the growth of a 
cylinder from the surface which is based on the original peripheral groove, 
and with axis parallel to a possible Burgers vector of a dislocation in 
the crystal. In general, this will be a close-packed direction. 
70 A similar theory, proposed by Eshelby , is also based on a 
negative-free energy as a result of oxidation. The surface tension forces 
on a small hump existing on the surface are shown in Figure 2.1. A 
Frank-Read source of length 1 and vertical Burgers vector b lies in a 
horizontal plane (b) some distance below the surface. The stress T 
zz 
(Figure 2.1 (c)) makes the source emit ,dislocation loops which expand 
(a) 
( b) 
Fig. 2.1 
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Dislocation model of whisker growth from the 
70 base. From Eshelby . 
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until they reach a radius where T 
zz 
0. Here the stress T forces the 
zz 
loops to glide vertically so adding atomic planes to the base of the hump 
which eventually becomes a whisker. It is assumed that the surface tension-
produced stresses are appreciably larger than those required to operate 
the Frank-Read source. 21 Nabarro and Jackson estimate that these forces 
will usually be of the same order of magnitude 1 for conunonly observed 
whisker sizes, but that it is difficult to imagine any other source of 
stress of comparable magnitude. 
The rate of whisker growth by both Frank's and Eshelby'smechanisrns 
would be controlled by the rate of migration of vacancies from the 
generating dislocation to the surface, and calculations based on this 
va·cancy diffusion show a reasonable agreement with observed growth rates. 
l . t. z7l Arne lnckx e a proposed a further growth mechanism, similar to 
those of Frank and Eshelby, based on the concept of spiral prismatic 
dislocations and helical dislocations. In Figure 2.2 (a) the vertical 
line AB represents a screw dislocation of Burgers vector b which 
terminates at a ridge on the surface and at a node point within the solid. 
In the presence of an excess or deficiency of vacancies, the screw can 
climb into a helical form as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (b). Rotation of 
the helix about its axis, or transformation of the helical dislocation into 
a procession of prismatic loops which may glide to the surface in a similar 
manner to that proposed by Eshelby, will produce grc,·.vth of a whisker at the 
surface. The whisker formed is shown in Figure 2.2 (c) and has a screw 
dislocation along its axis. 
An elegant explanation for the presence of kinked whiskers, which 
are frequently observed, was provided in terms of this mechanlsm. The 
rrodel assumes that most of the dislocations near the surface are involved 
in network structures and do not have the simple form shown in Figure 
2.2 (a). Figure 2.3 (a) shows such a dislocation network terminating at 
the surface. All dislocations should be transformed to helices if the 
A A 
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(c) 
Schematic diagram of the development of a 
whisker from a spiral or helical prismatic 
dislocation. From Amelinckx et al '71 . 
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environment favours climb, and the helix formed by dislocation 1 could 
produce a whisker of the type described above, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). 
The Burgers vectors for dislocations 3 and 5 are in favourable directions 
so that the helices formed from them could produce whiskers if they are 
able to reach the surface. If the compressive forces between 
successive turns of the helix formed from dislocation 3 become strong 
enough, they could glide to the surface in the direction of the Burgers 
vector and form a new whisker (b), as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). It is 
also possible that the node I would be induced to climb to the surface, 
as a result of forces upon it, so that the whisker (a) formed from 
dislocation 1 would stop growing and be joined to a whisker orienteu in 
a different direction. The angle of kink should, therefore, be 
closely related to ~he angles between the Burgers vectors of dislocations 
1 and 3. Other more complex growth shapes can be explained in terms 
of similar mechanisms 
2.2.2 Growth by Recrystallisation 
20 The observations of Arnold and Koonce of whisker growth on the 
surfaces of noble metals at elevated temperatures, including gold at 
0 300 C, and the growth of whiskers of tin at pressures of 1.3 ~Pa 
(lo-8 rnm Hg), suggested that the driving force for dislocation sources 
was not provided by a negative surface free energy. However, no 
other driving force of sufficient strengthto activate such sources 
could be envisaged. These observations, the presence of fluted, hollow, 
and other irregular cross-sections, and the greatly enhanced growth 
72 
rate under applied compressive stress led Ell1s et al to propose that 
the growth of "proper" whiskers is a process of grain growth, or 
recrystallisation and growth, entailing mass transport. It was 
postulated that given a recrystallised surface grain of critical size, 
whisker growth provides a more favourable path for relaxation of 
stored strain energy and external stress than does bulk recrystal-
lisation and growth. The nucleating grain, which must have stable 
boundaries with the surrounding surface, is assumed to be the size 
of the whisker cross-section. Growth outwards from the surface 
occurs either by dislocation action within the grain or by atoms in 
the surrounding material shifting their allegiance to the more strain-
free environment of the whisker grain. If a nucleating grain of 
suitable size does not exist at first, such a grain forms by re-
crys~allisation before the whisker is generated. This point is 
supported by experiments with large-grain substrates and single 
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crystals. Whiskers do not grow on such surfaces unless the substrates 
are first heavily stressed and allowed to recrystallise. Ellis ct al 
suggest a number of atomic mechanisms for generating the whisker growth, 
including mechanisms based on dislocations in the nucleating grain, but 
the growth process does not necessarily require dislocation action. 
This theory has received widespread support and is thought to 
account for many observations of the growth of metal whiskers from the 
base. Although there is little direct experimental evidence to 
support the theory, experiments. involving compressive stressing of the 
substrate; surface coatings; and the effects of irradiation, produce 
results which can be explained in terms of the recrystallisation 
mechanism. 
2.3 GROWTH FROM THE TIP 
The majority of whiskers are observed to grow by incorporation 
of material at the growing tip rather than by extrusion from the base. 
These observations include metallic whiskers formed by condensation 
from the vapour phase; whiskers grown from solution and porous 
substrates; growth from the melt and within solids; growth by 
electrolysis;and whisker formation by chemical decomposition which 
includes both oxidation and reduction reactions. 
The characteristic features of whiskers grown from the tip are 
reported to be the absence of thickening or growth on the whisker 
side faces, and growth rates far greater than are predicted by 
classical theories of crystal growth involving two-dimensional 
nucleation on growing surfaces. Three types of detailed growth 
mechanisms have been proposed to account for tip growth: 
(a) Growth based on the presence of an axial screw 
dislocation in each whisker. 
(b) The vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism. 
(c) Growth by surface diffusion to the whisker tip. 
2.3.1 Axial Screw Dislocation Theory 
(i) Crystal Growth from the Vapour 
The general theory of crystal growth from the vapour has 
been summarised by Burton et al 73 . If the lattice of 
the crystal is perfect, growth can only occur by two-
dimensional nucleation on low index crystal faces , 
followed by incorporation of mobile adsorbed atoms at the 
energetically favoured sites around the projecting nucleus. 
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A complete new lattice plane, bounded by low index 
densely-packed faces, is thus formed. Two dimensional nucleation 
must then again take place before further growth can proceed. The 
rate of two dimensional nucleation was shown to be far too small 
32. 
to account for the observed rates of crystal growth under moderate 
supersaturations; and Frank 74 resolved the discrepancy by suggesting 
that all real crystals contain screw dislocations capable of 
providing a continual source of surface steps, of the type shown 
in Figure 2.4, which are energetically favoured sites for adsorbed 
atoms to be incorporated into the crystal. The important feature 
of a screw dislocation is that the step cannot be eliminated as 
growth proceeds·, but extends in length to reach an equilibri urn shape 
as a spiral growth hill centred on the dislocation, as shown in 
Figure 2.5. When the curvature at the centre reaches a critical 
value the step ceases to advance, but the whole spiral rotates 
steadily with constant shape presenting a continuous step as growth 
proceeds. 
(ii) Dislocation Mechanism of Whisker Growth 
The significance of emergent screw dislocations in crystal growth 
has been well verified experimentally in many crystal growth 
situations. 75 In 1953, Sears made a logical extension of this 
proposal to include filamentary crystal growth by suggesting that 
whiskers grown from the vapour contained one or more screw 
dislocations parallel to their axes. It was proposed that this 
mechanism required three steps consisting of: 
(a) adsorption of atoms on perfect sidewalls of the whisker; 
(b) surface diffusion to the whisker tip; and 
(c) incorporation into the lattice at a step in the tip 
I 
associated with the emergence of a single axial screw 
dislocation. 
The emergent step, or steps, at a whisker tip provide the energet-
ically favoured sites for growth to continue indefinitely below the 
fig. 2.4 
Fig. 2.5 
Source of growth steps associated with the 
emergence of a screw dislocation from a 
crystal surface. 
Growth pyramid resulting from a single screw 
dislocation. 
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critical supersaturation level for two-dimensional nucleation, 
while the sides of the whisker remain atomically smooth. Growth 
ceases if the screw dislocation ceases to emerge from the tip and 
reaches a surface parallel to its Burgers vector. Growth should 
also cease if the critical supersaturation for two-dimensional 
nucleation is exceeded, as nucleation on the whisker sidewalls 
leads to thickening of the whiskers into pyramid-shaped crystal 
76 forms . 
. b 75,77 78 h' k h Experlments y Sears and by Gomer on mercury w lS ers ave 
shown that steps (a) and (b) above are indeed correct. The 
obser~ed growth rates are up to 5000 times that calculated on the 
assumption that only mercury atoms striking the advancing whisker 
tip contribute to axial· growth. The verification of step (c) has 
proved a more difficult problem and is discussed in Section (iv) below. 
79 Melmed and Gomer have also shown that at low temperatures whiskers 
can grow at very high supersaturations, when, according to Sears, 
thickening into a pyramid shape should rapidly occur. 
(iii) The Role of Impurities 
The presence of a screw dislocation does not in itself lead to 
whisker growth. Under conditions of high purity the advancing 
crystal surfaces which contain screw dislocations should remain 
practically flat, and it seems likely that this growth pattern is 
modified by impurities in a manner which leads to the whisker 
profile. 102 It has been demonstrated that the presence of adsorbed 
impurities may modify the nature of growth steps in a complex manner, 
and the screw dislocation mechanism is critically dependent on the 
nature of the growth step generated by the dislocation. The action 
of the impurities is not well understood, but attempts have been 
. . . . 103 l 
made to examlne two lJ.ml tJ.ng cases , name y: 
(a) impurities which are immobile, i.e~ impurity 
molecules which remain adsorbed at the points 
where they strike the crystal surface; and 
(b) completely mobile adsorbed impurities. 
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Immobile impurity atoms may slow the movement of growth steps, or 
may block the motion completely if the separation between'them is 
less than a critical distance. Thus, the advance of growth steps 
moving away from the dislocation source will be slowed and the 
continuing generation of steps at the source will produce a much 
steeper growth hill. If the impurity concentration is such that 
the advance of growth steps is completely stopped, the mechanism 
may cause the crystal to grow out into a whisker as impinging atoms 
from the vapour diffuse to the centre of the spiral. 
Mobile impurities are assumed to act in a different manner but may 
also give rise to steeper growth profiles which favour whisker 
growth. Impurities that establish an equilibrium concentration 
along the steps may considerably lower the edge free energy so that 
the core portion of the step is driven as though the supersaturation 
of the vapour is higher at the region of the core than elsewhere. 
The rate of step advance elsewhere is simultaneously inhibited. 
A screw dislocation so poisoned should, therefore, give rise to a 
steeply pitched growth cone. There have been numerous observations 
of such growth cones, terminated by whisker crystals, under 
conditions where impurities may be a contributing factor, but the 
details of these impurity effects require much further study. 
(iv) Detection of Screw Dislocations in Whiskers 
A whisker containing an axial screw dislocation is illustrated in 
Figure 2.6. This figure assumes a circular cross-section with no 
displacement of the dislocation from the axis.· The angle a results 
Fig. 2.6 
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Lattice distortion by a single screw dislocation 
lying on the axis ot a cylindrical rod. 
from the spiral climb of the lattice plane about the screw 
dislocation, and 
tan 0 b 2Trr .... (2.1) 
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where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector and r is the effect-
ive radius of the dislocation core. In the neighbourhood of the 
dislocation this shear cannot correspond to elastic deformation of 
the real structure, and the structure of the whisker in this region 
remains undefined. 80 Eshelby derived the torsional strain, which is 
illustrated by the angle T in Figure 2.6, resulting from the presence 
of such a screw dislocation lying parallel to the axis in an 
elastically isotropic ·thin cylindrical rod of circular section. 
The twist per unit length is given by 
a(~) b ( ~2] ll - R. 2 TrR2 ..•. (2. 2) 
where ~ is the displacement of the dislocation line from the rod axis, 
and R is the whisker radius. For an axial dislocation this becomes 
b 
2 
TfR 
•••• (2.3) 
Hence, in a sufficiently thin whisker crystal, for example, 
R = 1. 0 flm, the lattice twist due to a screw dislocation of Burgers 
vec·tor of reasonable magnitude should be of tbr~ order of degrees per 
millimetre of length. In addition, Eshelby showed that the disloca-
tion remains stable along the axis of the rod so long as it remains 
within a distance of 0. 54R from the rod axis. This theory has been 
extended ·to include screw dislocations in whiskers of arbitrary 
. 81 
cross-sect1on . 
Attempts to detect axial twist in whiskers grown from the tip, and 
so verify the screw dislocation growth mechani~m, have involved a 
number of experimental techniques. The most comprehensive' approach 
has been that of Webb and co-workers24-26,82-84 using a modified 
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Laue x~ray diffraction method, employing a microfocus X-ray tube 
with a cylindrical camera coaxial with the whisker growth axis. 
The lattice twist was inferred from the observed tilt of the 
equatorial diffraction spots. Attempts were also made to verify 
the r~sults by imaging the dislocations by X-ray diffraction 
microscopy techniques. Whiskers of aA12o3 showed axial twists 
corresponding to a variety of Burgers vectors which were thought 
to be multiples of the appropriate unit cell dimension.· Edwards and 
23 
Happel added further evidence to support these observations by 
growing O'.Al2o3 whiskers on single crystal alumina substrates. 'I'he 
whiskers grew coherently with the substrate, with axes either 
parallel to the c-axis, or in one of 12 equally spaced directions in 
the basal plane. These growth directions are the screw dislocation 
directions in alumina, hence, it seems plausible that the whiskers 
grew coherently with the substrate at the site of emergent screw 
dislocations. 
Some alkali halide whiskers studied by Webb and co-workers also 
exhibited lattice twist. However, other whiskers with similar 
appearance from the same batch clearly had undistorted lattices. 
Despite these isolated cases, the vast majority of whiskers examined 
which included those of zinc, copper, iron, nickel, manganese, and 
silver, failed to provide any evidence for Lhe presence of a single 
axial screw dislocation. Similar X-ray and optical investigations 
85-89 by other workers have generally confirmed these results, but 
have also indicated that multiple dislocations and complex lattice 
disorder are often present in whisker structures. 
The direct observation of dislocation contrast images in the 
electron microscope, and electron diffraction studies11 , 41 , 59 , 90- 94 , 
has provided similarly variable results which are often ambiguous. 
Some of these studies are examined in greater detail in Chapter 6, 
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however, they do .not generally confirm or deny the existence of 
screw dislocations in whiskers. 
Amelinckx95 decorated dislocations in alkali halide whiskers of 
larger size with gold chloride and directly observed, by optical 
techniques, large numbers of dislocations in some specimens and the 
apparent complete absence of dislocations in others. Etching of the 
tips of larger crystals produced pits corresponding to the emergence 
of the dislocations observed by the decoration technique, thus 
confirming the result. 
96 Gomer attempted a very elegant field emission observation of 
mercury whiskers vapour grown on the tungsten emission filament. 
By increasing the. emission voltage, tensile stress could be applied 
to the whiskers until fracture occurred. When the voltage was close 
to that required for fracture, the emission patterns from approximately 
20% of the whiskers rotated by amounts varying from a few degrees to 
360°. Gomer assumed this rotation to be evidence of axial twist in 
the original lattice. After fracture,emission from a whisker stump 
shml'led the same orientation as the original tip, rather than the 
random orientation expected if the lattice twist were of the order of 
ten complete turns in the whisker length, as calculated from 
Equation (2.3). It was proposed that this indicated a periodic 
weakness in the crystal related to the pitch of the Eshelby twist 
but verification of the presence of such a feature is lacking. 
Unequivocal evidence of lattice twist, to support the screw dislo-
cation mechanism is,. therefore, available fo:t very few materials 
which exhibit the whisker growth form. This does not entirely 
eliminate the possibility of the operation of such a growth mechanism 
as a number of factors might conceal the presence of the dislocation: 
(a) the dislocation could absorb trapped vacancies which 
allow it to climb out of the whisker during or after the 
growth process; and 
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(b) two screw dislocations of equal and opposite sign 
might be present, equally spaced from the whisker 
axis. Such a pair can glide together and annihilate 
themselves by combination, thus leaving a dislocation-
free crystal. 
Some evidence for the second of these two possibilities has been 
. d d .. 97 . . . . prov1 e by Muller , who appl1ed the f1eld ion m1croscopy techn1que 
to untwisted iron whiskers of 10 ~m to 30 ~m diameter. The tip 
planes of whiskers with [ool]growth direction collapsed in a manner 
which suggested the presence of paired axial screw dislocations of 
opposite sign. 
2. 3. 2 Vapour - L.iguiq - Solid Growth Mechanism 
In 1964, detailed study of the morphology and growth of silicon 
. 90,98 
whlskers led to a new concept of crystal growth from the vapour, 
termed the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism. Silicon whiskers, grown 
by the disproportionation of Sii 2 and by the hydrogen reduction of sicl4 
and which did not contain an axial screw dislocation, were shown to grow 
with a small globule or liquid droplet on their tips. The presence of a 
suitable impurity was found to be essential for the growth to occur. It 
was shown that, at supersaturation ratios well below that required for 
two-dimensional nucleation, molecules from the vapour can deposit in the 
liquid droplet which has a high accommodation coefficient for impinging 
molecules. The whisker then grows by precipitation of silicon from the 
supersaturated droplet, and a screw dislocation is not_required to 
generate growth steps. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
The main requirements which must be met simultaneously for VLS 
growth are as follows: 
(a) The alloying agent or impurity must form a liquid solution 
with the whisker material at the growth temperature. 
F isr. 2. 7 
~ vapour 
@ 
\ 
li interface 
whisker 
Atomic processes at the whisker tip ~uring 
VLS growt.h. 
(a). Diffusion of gas phase molecules to the 
droplet. 
(b) Vapour deposition at the droplet which 
frequently involves a chemical reaction to 
produce a new phase. 
(c) Diffusion of the reaction by-products (if 
any) away from the droplet. 
(d) Transport of the vapour molecules or new 
phase through the droplet to the interface. 
(e) Precipitation at the droplet/substrate 
inte~face to form the whisker. 
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(b) The distribution coefficient of the impurity must be such 
that the impurity concentration remains higher in the liquid than 
in the crystalline solid. 
(c) The equilibrium pressure of the alloying agen·t over the liquid 
alloy must be low at the growth temperature. Loss of agent from 
,solution changes the droplet volume, and hence also changes the 
whisker diameter. 
(d) The agent must be inert to the chemical reaction products. 
(e) The various v-s, V-L, and L~S interfacial energies are 
critical, since it is important to achieve the correct wetting 
angle for whisker formation. 
(f) The temperature of the system must remain constant. Small 
fluctuations may cause large diameter variations. 
It is evident that the stability of the droplet, which is a function 
of diameter, surface tension, and supersaturation, is the critical growth 
factor. 99 Wagner shows that this condition imposes a limitation on the 
minimum radius of a VLS grown crystal. 
r . 
mln (2. 4) 
where r . is the limiting radius, 0LV is the liquid-vapour interfacial 
m1n 
energy, V is the liquid molar volume, and 0 is the degree of super-
. L 
saturation. For most materials the minimum critical radius (r . ) is 
mln 
approximately 0 .111m for CJ = 1. 02. 
. 1 . h h b h h . . d 99 Mater1a s wh1c ave been gro-.y·m y t e VLS t2c n1que 1nclu e 
Al2o3 , boron, GaAs, GaP, Ga(Asl-x Px),germanium, MgO, NiBr2 , NiO, selenium, 
silicon, and SiC. Crystalline defects are not essential for VLS growth. 
However, defects present at the solid-liquid interface may reduce the 
required supersaturation in the liquid solution during growth, and an 
emergent dislocation from a suitable substrate may provide a preferred site 
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for the initial location of the formation of the liquid phase. 
2.3.3 Growth by Surface Diffusion 
The measured rates of growth of whisker crystals growing by vapour 
deposition are orders of magnitude higher than would be predicted-from the 
rate of impingement of molecules on the whisker tips alone. It is, the.re-
fore, clear that surface diffusion of the depositing species must provide 
the predominant transport mechanism for tip growth. Most growth models 
assume this to be the case and provide an additional mechanism to explain 
the high rate at which Qtoms are incorporated into the whisker lattice. 
100 In 1966 Schwoebel proposed a surface diffusion mechanism for 
filamentary growth, based on the manner in which diffusing species are 
incorporated into steps on crystal surfaces. The model does not require 
the presence of either screw dislocations or impurities. Schwoebel and 
h . 101 S 1psey advised experimental results which indicated that surface s·teps 
of different crystallographic orientations incorporate diffusing atoms into 
the advancing step face with different probabilities, this probability 
being dependent on the direction from which a diffusing atom approaches 
the step. It was shown that the spacing between surface steps can be 
stabilised for certain relative values of these capture probabilities, and 
for other relative values the steps can coalesce with one another to form 
steps of greater than minimum height. Schwoebel's whisker growth model 
develops this idea by considering the relative moticn of a number of 
concentric circular steps, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). The relative 
motion of the steps, based on assumed values of the capture probability 
for atoms approaching a step from either side, is described by a set of 
coupled differential equations which can be simultaneously solved by 
computer. If suitable initial conditions and capture probabilities are 
assumed, whisker type growth can be predicted. Although the model clearly 
requires considerable development and experimental verification, it does 
indicate the possibility that the limitation ·of diffusion processes may 
(a) 
Fig. 2.8 
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( b} (c) 
An assumed configuration of a filamentary crystal 
in an early stage of growth by surface diffusion. 
Atoms adsorbed on unshaded surfaces are assumed 
to have greater mobility than those on shaded 
portions of the figure. Filamentary growth occurs 
through capture of adsorbed atoms at one of the 
two steps bordering each cylindrical region on 
which atoms are initially adsorbed. 
From Schwoebel100 . 
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enable the growth of filamentary particles without the requirement for a 
screw dislocation to generate growth steps. 
2.3.4 Structural Anisotropy 
Structural anisotropy is anadditional feature which is almost 
certainly a contributory factor in much non-cubic whisker growth. Many 
crystals have anisotropic structures so that the external surfaces have 
differing surface energies. These differences alone may be sufficient to 
produce filament growth by favouring growth on a high energy face and 
exposing side faces of low surface energy. No detailed theory exists and 
the relative contribution of this factor is not known. 
2.4 MECHANISMS FOR OXIDE WHISKER GROWTH 
The growth of oxide whiskers on metal surfaces at elevated temperatures 
may be considered in terms of the mechanisms discussed previously, with the 
additional requirement of cation transport from the substrate ·to the whisker 
tip where the reaction with atmospheric oxygen and incorporation into the 
whisker crystal is thought to take place. The three mechanisms which have 
been proposed to account for this ion transport are as follows~ 
(a) vapour transport; 
(b) surface diffusion on the sides of the whisker; and 
(c) internal diffusion ·in a hole or screw dislocation. 
A fourth possibility, extrusion from the base oxide layer, has been 
discounted by most ,34 104 workers as Takag1 and D:rptt have observed growth 
from the tip in samples which were alternately oxidised and examined by 
electron microscopy. 
2.4.1 Vapour Transport 
A number of observations of whiskers of aAl 2o3
23
'
30
, Beo19 
0 105,106 d·. 'd 61 t b ll d 'b db th Mo 3 , an y-tungsten ox1 e appear o e we escrl e y e 
vapour-liquid-solid mechanism discussed in Section 2.3.2, although the 
nature of the vapour phase transport and chemical reactions have not been 
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determined in all instances. These crystals are distinguished from most 
other oxide filaments by their relatively large size, i.e. diameter> 0.5~m, 
and by the small liquid droplets which are present on the growing whisker 
tips. Whiskers of ZnO have also been observed growing on surfaces other 
th . . . 45 ·0 34 an z1nc or z1nc ox1de at 0 C . This indicates vapour transport 5 
presumably of zinc which has a high vapour pressure at this temperature. 
2.4.2 Surface Diffusion 
The high growth rates for oxide whiskers indicate that oxygen 
adsorbed on the whisker sidewalls is incorporated into the growing crystal. 
It is generally assumed that this oxygen migrates to the whisker tip via 
the outer surfaces. The migration of cations to the tip by surface 
diffusion has also been proposed by Pfefferkorn63 and by Taka.gi 34 . The 
mechanism has received little favour from many authors, as it is difficult 
to envisage a concentration gradient of metal atoms between the base and 
the tip of the whisker when the migrating ions would be everywhere exposed 
to the gaseous reactant. Metal ions would also have to migrate long 
distances, not only over the side faces of the whisker but also over the 
base oxide, wi·thout any alterna-tive growth site being encountered. 
2.4.3 Internal Diffusion 
1 38 . . 107 l Gu bransen and F1schme1ster proposed two similarmodels for meta 
atoms to reach the whisker tip by a path which protects them from atmos-
pheric effects, i.e. by way of a hollow centre, grain boundary, or axial 
screw dislocation. Gulbransen's model applies to both whisker and 
0 platelet growths which are formed during the oxidation of iron at 400 c, 
and is illustrated in Figure 2. 9. The essential feature of the model is 
an internal defect, the nature of which is not specified, which would allow 
rapid diffusion of iron from the base oxide layer to the tip where the re-
action with oxygen occurs. 
The cation mobility in the core is required to be much greate:r than 
in the lattice to obtain whiskers of uniform cross-section. A high lattice 
102 < Lz < 1o5A 
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diffusion coefficient would result in lateral growth and broadening of the 
filaments near the base. The driving force for the diffusion process is 
assumed to be the oxidation of the base layer of Fe 3o4 to Fe 2o3 . 
A further 
driving force may result from stresses developed in the oxide layer as the 
reaction proceeds, and it is possible that such stresses may create a 
pressure gradient to assist a liquid-like flow of both oxygen and iron 
atoms within the dislocation core. 
Fischmeister's model assumes the primary driving force for cation 
diffusion to be this stress build-up in the base oxide layers, and a 
mechanism is proposed by which these stresses may be relieved by whisker 
growth processes. The mismatch between the metal and oxide lattices will 
be accommodated by dislocations with Burgers vectors parallel to the 
metal/oxide interface, and the climb of these dislocations will resul·t in 
stress relief. In Figure 2.10~ a dislocation at position A is linked to 
two vertical dislocations, one of which terminates at the surface. The 
dislocation may eliminate a sheet of atoms by climbing through positions 
B and C if a supply of vacancies is available. A relatively inexhaustible 
supply of such vacancies may be assumed, as these may diffuse along the 
dislocation core from the surface with great facility. The displaced atoms, 
both iron and oxygen, therefore enter the dislocation core and diffuse to 
the surface where a new whisker is formed which contains an axial screw 
dislocation. If the base film is of a lower oxide than the whisker there 
will be an additional reaction with oxygen at the tip. 
There are many similarities between this proposal and a dislocation 
108 
model for solid state whisker growth which was proposed by Peach , in 
1952, before it was verified that such whiskers grew from the base. Peach's 
proposal indicates that not only does the screw dislocation provide an 
inexhaustible growth step at the whisker tip, but that the supply of atoms 
from the dislocation core might lead to the whisker profile without the 
need for impurity poisoning of the outer turns of the growth step. The 
Fig. 2.10 
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diffusion combined with stress relief by 
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parts of the growth spiral nearest to the core are very favourably 
situated to receive atoms which emanate from this source, and, after a few 
turns, the outer portions of the spiral are completely shielded from the 
source and cease to grow. This is in.direct contrast to the formation of 
a crystal from its vapour, where the atoms are randomly distributed over 
the crystal surface and growth of the outer turns of the spiral is favoured. 
The cessation of growth of these outer turns leads to a steep gro\~h hill 
and whisker formation in a manner similar to that described in Section 
2.3.1 (iii) under the action of impurities. 
51. 
CHAPTER 3 
TILTING GAS REACTION CHAMBER FOR J.E.M. 7A ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
Reaction products resulting from the interaction of materials with a 
gaseous environment may be examined by transmission electron microscopy 
either post situ, i.e. after reaction external to the electron microscope, 
or in situ, as the reaction proceeds in a specially designed specimen chamber. 
The post situ technique allows for precise control of reaction conditions, 
but in many instances experimental difficulties make it impossible to 
observe a particular area of specimen at successive stages of reaction. 
Also, the removal of a specimen from its reaction environment, for the 
purposes of examination in the electron microscope, may drastically alter 
the course of subsequent stages of the reaction. 
The growth of oxide whiskers is ideally suited to the in situ approach, 
as interesting features of the specimen may be continuously observed as 
the reaction proceeds. In 1972 a decision was made to obtain a commercially 
available gas reaction s·tage (JEM-AGI) , of proven performance, for the 
JEM 7A transmission electron microscope. The failure of the manufacturers 
to supply this unit led to a decision to design and construct a gas 
reaction specimen chamber suited to the range of experimental conditions 
appropriate for oxide whisker growth, and the specimen chamber produced as 
a result of that decision is described below. 
3.1 DESIGN CONCEPT 
There are several difficulties associated with the presence of a 
gaseous atmosphere surrounding a specimen during observation by electron 
microscopy. These are: 
(a) Scattering of electrons by the gas molecules leads to a 
reduction in image intensity and resolution. 
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(b) The gaseous environment is difficult to control without 
introducing contamination into the electron optical column which 
interferes with electron gun operation. 
(c) Space is very limited inside the bore of the objective lens 
polepiece where the specimen must be precisely positioned. 
(d) The electron beam irradiating the specimen may affect the 
course of the reaction by introducing radiation damage, chemical 
changes or contamination. 
To perform in situ investigations of oxidation reactions the 
specimen must be enclosed at elevated temperature in a controlled 
atmosphere chamber with entry and exit windows for the electron beam. 
The length of the path of the electron beam through the chamber must be 
small to minimise the reduction of image quality which results from 
interaction of the electron beam with the gas molecules. Temperature, 
pressure, and gas composition should be subject to close control. 
109 Flower . has surveyed environmental reaction chambers for 
transmission electron microscopes which have been described in the 
literature. These designs fall into three groups as follows: 
(a) The specimen may be contained in a sealed chamber with a 
pair of electron transparent membranes placed on either side to 
seal the atmosphere surrounding the specimen from the vacuum of 
the electron optical column. Reaction chambers of this type 
are frequently used for room temperature studies, and their 
simple construction allows excellent control of the pressure 
around the specimen. However, the membranes are normally less 
than 50 nm thick, and are made from plastic materials which are 
unable to withstand elevated temperatures. They are also 
subject to damage resulting from pressure fluctuations. These 
deficienciesrender chambers of this type unsuitable for the study 
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of most oxidation reactions. The presence of the membranes also 
contributes to the loss of image quality: 
(b) Another group of environmental chamber designs is based on 
the introduction of small quantities of gas from a jet in the 
vicinity of the specimen. The residual gas is removed from the 
microscope column by the normal pumping system which may be 
supplemented by additional pumps or by cryogenic traps positioned 
around the specimen. Specimen stages based on this principle have 
proved useful for in vivo studies of biological material but have 
little application at the higher pressures desired for oxidation 
reactions. 
(c) The third group of specimen stages utilises a sealed chamber 
with a pair of small apertures placed above and below the specimenr 
through which the electron beam may pass, in preference to ·the electron 
transparent windows of the type (a) cells. The gas which leaks 
from the specimen chamber into the microscope through these 
apertures is limited by the "throttling" effect, and may be 
removed by auxiliary vacuum pumps without significant degradation 
of microscope performance. Reaction chambers of. this type permi·t 
high temperature reactions to be observed as the noble metal 
apertures which are employed are not subject to thermal damage. 
The operating pressure is limited by the diameter of the apertures, 
the pumping speed of the auxiliary vacuum system, and the ability 
of the electron beam to penetrate the gas atmosphere. The reaction 
chamber described in the following sections is of this type. 
3.2 DESIGN EVOLUTION 
3.2.1 The JEM-AGI Reaction Stage 
The initial design concept was based on a notably successful gas 
· t ail 105 for the JEM 7A trans-reaction chamber designed by Hashlmoto e -
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mission microscope .. This device was marketed commercially as the JEM-AGI 
Gas Reaction Stage, and allows observation of specimens at temperatures urJ 
to l000°C in atmospheres at pressures up to 40 kPa ( 300 mm Mg) . Figure 3 .l 
is a schematic diagram of the Hashimoto stage which illustrates the 
important features of its construction. The specimen is placed over a 
small hole in a platinum ribbon which is supported on a mica ring, the 
ribbon being heated by the passage of direct current. The gas atmosphere 
is supplied around the specimen through a pipe and overflows into the 
vacuum of the electron microscope column through the two platinum 
apertures of 50 11m to 100 11m diameter on either side of the ribbon. A 
fine thermocouple wire spot-welded to the platinum heater ribbon completes 
the specimen assembly, the thermocouple being located adjacent to the 
hole through which the electron beam passes to enable temperature 
measurement as close as possible to the area of observation. This 
specimen assembly, shown in Figure 3.2, is mounted on four stainless steel 
electrodes which form part of a central specimen holder assembly. This 
complete assembly may be removed from the microscope through an airlock. 
Provision is made for water cooling of the stage, but this is not 
normally utilised unless the stage is operated for more than one hour 
0 
at temper~tures above 700 C. The field of view available for examination 
is limited. to the area of the apertures as there is no provision for 
movement of the specimen within the chamber. Maintenance of the normal 
microscope vacuum is assisted by an auxiliary vacuum pump, with a port 
near the specimen chamber,which augments the normal pumping system. 
3.2.2 Differentially Pumped Chamber_ 
Although a device similar to the Hashimoto stage would provide 
experimental conditions s11itable for oxide whiske.r growth, an attempt 
was made to improve the performance to enable reactions at higher gas 
pressures to be observed. This attempt led to the second design concept 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of the JEM AGI gas reaction 
stage developed by Hashimoto. 
The stage A is permanently mounted on the 
specimen translation platform of the micro-
scope, while cell B containing the specimen 
can be removed through an airlock. This 
cell is sealed into the stage by two 'O' 
rings C which create a channel through 
which gas can gain access to the specimen. 
The gas flows out into the microscope vacuum 
through an apertuie mounted in the body of · 
the cell and another D mounted in a 
removable cap. 
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Fig. 3.2 
scale In mm 
Hashimoto stage specimen assembly. 
Platinum heater ribbon and thermocouple 
wires are spot-welded to platinum tabs 
which are riveted to a mica ring for support. 
The thermocouple junction is spot-welded to 
the heater ribbon adjacent to the hole through 
which the electron beam passes. 
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fig. 3.3 
PLAN VIEW 
datum 
SECTION A-A 
Differentially pumped reaction chamber design. 
(Not constructed) . 
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This design incorporates a second pair of apertures which constrains 
the gas overflowing from the specimen chamber to a second chamber which is 
pumped separately from the microscope column. This pumping action should 
maintain the pressure in the outer chamber at a very low level, thus 
reducing the quantity of gas which would leak through the outer apertures 
into the microscope. The differentially pumped chamber would, therefore, 
permit higher gas pressures around the specimen without excessive 
microscope contamination. 
The outer section of the reaction stage is permanently mounted in 
the microscope and contains gas inlet and vacuum pumping manifolds, water-
cooling jacket, electrical connections and 'O' ring seals to accept the 
removable specimencarrier. The apertures may be pre-aligned optically 
before insertion of the specimen carrier in the microscope and the specimen 
assembly is of a type similar to that shown in Figure 3.2. 
Considerable detail design was required for each concept before the 
feasibility of the concept could be determined in terms of the limited 
spac~ available inside the objective lens polepiece of the JEM 7A 
microscope. The problems of aperture and specimen alignment associated 
with this design had been largely solved when the realisation was made that 
the sonic velocity gas jet emerging from an inner aperture into the 
differentially pumped chamber would remain undisturbed for a considerable 
distance from the inner aperture. If the apertures are close together, 
the majority of the escaping gas will pass directly through the differ-
entially pumped chamber and on through the outer aperture into the 
microscope column. Although the theory of turbulent flow of a gas jet is 
not sufficiently developed to calculate the characteristics of this flow 
t t d . t f th · t b t' of J'ets110 a any grea lS ance rom e lnner aper ure, o serva lons 
reveal that the flow from the aperture could be expected to remain as a 
slender column of gas with similar diameter to the aper~ure for a distance 
greater than 40 times the aperture diameter. Hence, for an aperture 
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diameb~r of 100 11m the spacing between inner and outer apertures should 
exceed five millimetres for the differential pumping system to be effective. 
The maximum spacing between inner and outer apertures which is 
possible with the design of Figure 3. 3 is limited by the projector pole-
piece dimensions to approximately three millimetres, and even at this 
distance diffracted beams from crystal lattice planes of spacing less than 
0.11 nm will not be passed by a lower aperture of 100 11m diameter. 
Subsequent tests have also shown that the 100 kV electron beam is not 
capable of producing images of useful intensity at gas pressures higher 
than those obtainable with the Hashimoto type stage. 
Although these considerations indicate that it is not feasible to 
utilise a differentially pumped chamber for microscopy at 100 kV, a 
versatile reaction cell based on these principles has been successfully 
lll designed by Swann . for high voltage (1000 kV) microscopes. At 1000 kV 
the electron beam can successfully penetrate a longer column of gas at 
higher pressure and the apertures of the cell may be placed much further 
apart. The space available within the objective lens is also much greater 
than in 100 kV microscopes and permits independent specimen translation 
and tilt. 
3.2.3 Specimen Tilting Stage 
The absence of specimen tilting seriously restricts the scope of 
structural investigations involving electron diffraction. Tilting enables 
diffraction contrast experiments to be pe'rformed; the acquisition of 
diffraction patterns for a variety of crystal orientations; and the 
enhancement of three-dimensional effects by stereo photography. The most 
useful specimen tilting devices provide accurately measured inclination in 
any direction without lateral or ver·tical movement of the specimen area 
under observation. The provision of this type of movement requires that 
the tiit axis lies in the plane of the specimen and in line with the area 
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of the specimen under observation but very few commercially available 
tilting devices meet these requirements in full owing to the fundamental 
lack of space available within the objective lens. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the first development of a design concept 
for a reaction chamber with specimen tilting geometry based on the above 
criteria. This design allows for the removal of the central portion of 
\ 
the stage through an airlock in the microscope column. Subsequent 
development of this concept resulted in the abandonment of this airlock 
feature on recognition that insertion and removal of such a complicated 
device through an airlock would present nurnerou~ problems. These 
problems could be avoided at the expense of a small increase in 
microscope evacuation time if the stage were bodily removed from the 
microscope to change specimens. The specimen chamber shown in Figure 3.5 
'has similar tilting geometry but may be completely removed from the 
microscope through a side port after bringing the electron optical column 
to atmospheric pressure. The following sections describe details of the 
construction, development and operation of this device. 
The specimen is mounted on a platinum ribbon heater similar to the 
type shown in Figure 3.2 which is attached with stainless steel screws to 
four insulated stainless steel electrodes passing through a 14.3 mm 
diameter bronze ball. The ball is machined so that the midpoint between 
the specimen area under observation and one of the gas containment 
apertures, which is also mounted on the face of the ball, is accurately 
located at the ball centre. The ball and ball-socket are machined and 
lapped to provide a gas seal as well as a bearing surface for specimen 
tilting. The second gas containment aperture is mounted on a removable 
cap, the separation between the two apertures being 0.28 mrn. The 
reacting gas is circulated around the specimen from an inlet pipe which 
enters through the side of this cap, a viton 'O' ring ensuring that the 
Fig .. 3.4 
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Initial concept of tilting gas reaction specimen chamber. The outer ring (R) which 
contains an 'O' ring seal and tilt drive shafts is designed to be permanently mounted 
in the electron microscope, the remainder of the stage being removable through an 
airlock. (Not constructed) e 
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Fig. 3.5 Final design of the tilting high temperature controlled atmosphere specimen chamber. 
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gas atmosphere is contained within the specimen chamber. A spring mounted 
in the cap maintains contact between the ball and its socket when the 
chamber pressure is low. 
The two apertures are lightly held in position with silver-conducting 
paint to enable them to be easily removed for cleaning purposes and to 
avoid the build-up of electric charge resulting from irradiation by the 
electron beam, and electrical contact between the apertures and the heater 
ribbon is prevented by thin sheets of mica cemented on the aperture 
surfaces. Alignment of the specimen and apertures is performed under an 
optical microscope when the specimen is inserted in the chamber. The 
specimen area of interest is first positioned over the centre of the 
aperture fixed to the tilting ball using the four current-carrying 
mounting screws. The removable cap containing the lower aperture is then 
replaced with three compressible lead shims positioned under its outer flange. 
The three screws which secure this cap are then progressively tightened on 
the shims until slight tilting of the cap brings the apertures into 
alignment. 
The majority of the specimen chamber components are machined from 
continuously~cast phosphor bronze to specification BS 1400: 1973, grade 
PB4. This material is chosen for its good machining properties; relative 
freedom from porosity; and low contents of zinc and lead which have high 
vapour pressures at elevated temperatures. 
3.3 ATMOSPHERE CONTROL 
The complete gas flow system is shown in Figure 3.6. Gas mixtures 
are admitted to the reaction chamber through controlled leak valves Vl8, 
Vl9 and V20 which allow flow rate control from 500 ml/min to less than 
1.0 ml/hr. The majority of oxidation experiments have been performed in 
tank oxygen atmospheres preceded by a hydrogen anneal, but any atmosphere 
compatible with the construction materials of the reaction chamber and 
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Fig. 3.6 Schematic diagram of the gas flow system of the reaction chamber 
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electron microscope may be utilised. The composition of the reacting 
atmosphere is monitored by flow meters on the gas inlet or by the use of an 
A.E.I. Minimass mass spectrometer which is mounted in the auxiliary vacuum 
system. -11 This instrument has a sensi ti vi ty of 1. 3 nPa ( 10 mm Hg) , a mass 
-3 
range of 2 to 240, and a maximum operating pressure of 130 mPa ( 10 mm Hg). 
This maximum operating pressure restricts use of the mass spectrometer to 
reaction stage operating pressures less than approximately 5 kPa 
( 40 rom Hg) , but below this limit the identification and partial pressure 
of each component of the atmosphere leaking from the specimen chamber may 
be determined. The spectrometer readings are influenced by residual gases 
in the vacuum systems and by contamination from the oil diffusion pumps 
and must be interpreted with care. 
The pressure in the reaction chamber is assumed to be identical to 
the pressure in the inlet pipe which is measured by three barometrically 
compensated capsule-type gauges. Although this reading is only an 
approximation to the pressure in the vicinity of the area of the specimen 
under observation, which may be affected by the aperture leakage, 
Hashimoto et al105have demonstratedthat the difference between these 
-? pressures can be ignored for pressures greater than 1. 3 Pa ( 10 ~ mm Hg)· 
provided a large reservoir of gas exist.s close to the specimen. 
The relation between the pressure of introduced gas and the intensity 
of 80 kV and 100 kV electron beams passed through the Hashimoto chamber 
h b · lOS f 5 1 5 d' as een exam1ned for apertures o 0 11m , 00 vm and 1 0 vm 1ameter. 
These intensities are expected to be similar to those for the tilting 
stage which has a clearance between the apertures of 0. 28 mm compared with 
0.30 mm for the Hashimoto chamber. The larger column of escaping gas 
associated with the larger apertures is shown to produce a more severe 
intensity reduction than is experienced using a smaller aperture at the 
same pressure. Hashimoto also estimates that image resolution in air at 
40 kPa ( 300 mm Hg} is degraded to 5-lOnm. Initial experience with the 
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tilting stage suggests similar performance. Images of useful intensity 
and contrast may be obtained at oxygen pressures up to 20 kPa (lSOrnmHg) 
using apertures of 100 1-1m diameter and resolution appears to be limited by 
Brownian motion of the oxide particles rather than by scattering of the 
electron beam. The JEM 7A microscope is normally capable of 0.6 nm point 
to point resolution but the reaction cell necessitates use of a wide bore 
objective polepiece which in itself limits resolution to approximately 
1. 2 nm. 
To achieve a satisfactory electron emission filament life a vacuum 
-5 
of the order of 1. 3 mPa ( 10 mm Hg) must be maintained in the vicinity of 
the electron gun. To maintain this vacuum the gas leakage from the 
specimen stage must be removed from the electron optical column by an 
auxiliary vacuum pump separate from the normal micr6scope evacuation system. 
The normal pumping port for the specimen area of the microscope is blanked 
off and the microscope volume immediately above the specimen chamber is 
evacuated by a separate ULVAC YV2 pumping system, which consists of a 
three-stage oil diffusion pump backed by a gas-ballasted rotary pump. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the lOOmm diameter vibration isolating 
pipe connection from this pump to the.microscope column which ensures a 
high pumping speed estimated at 33 1/s in the vicinity of the specimen 
chamber. To further reduce contamination of the electron gun an additional 
·gas sealed aperture of 600 1-1m diameter was fitted in a specially designed 
holder below the condenser lens polepiece. The design, which incorporated 
sliding 'O' ring seals to allow manipulation of the aperture from outside 
the microscope column, did not prove entirely satisfactory. The aperture 
showed a tendency to collect contamination from the sliding seals which 
led to a build-up of static charge and instability of the electron beam. 
Subsequent operation of the reaction stage without this aperture has 
proved perfectly satisfactory at pressures up to 10 kPa (7SmmHg) which 
are suitable for oxide whisker growth; however, higher pressure reactions 
may require a gas constrictor at this point for satisfactory electron gun 
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Fig. 3.7 View of gas mixing and control panel. Vibration 
isolated auxiliary vacuum coupling to the 
electron microscope is also visible. 
Fig. 3.8 View of rear of gas control panel showing 
mounting of mass spectrometer head in 
auxiliary vacuum system and dual stepper motor 
drives for control of specimen orientation. 
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filament life. 
To retain the selected area diffraction facility it is not possible 
to include a further gas containment aperture in the objective lens below 
the specimen, but the .absence of any physical constraint to the gas leakage 
at this point is compensated by the high capacity of the auxiliary pumping 
system. The two vacuum gauges, positioned as shown in Figure 3.6, 
I 
indicate that the pressures in the vicinity of the specimen chamber and in 
-3 
the microscope pumping system do not rise above 130 mPa (10 rom Hg) and 
-5 6.6 mPa (5 x 10 mm Hg) respectively when the reaction stage is operating 
at 5 kPa ( 40 rom Hg) • 
The auxiliary pumping capacity also alleviates the problem of re-
evacuation of the complete system each time a new specimen is inserted. 
Normal operating pressure is achieved in less than five minutes p1ooping 
time and is a small proportion of the total specimen changeover time of 
approximately 30 minutes. 
3.4 SPECIMEN TILTING 
The geometry which allows tilt of ± 15° about any axis in the pJane 
of the specimen has been designed primarily to assist selected area 
electron diffraction. For example, when a single crystal diffraction 
pattern is obtained where the direction of the electron beam does not 
coincide with a major zone axis of the crystal, the tilt axis is readily 
rotated until it coincides with a major row of spots in the pattern and 
the specimen is then tilted about this axis until a major zone axis 
becomes parallel to the electron beam. The specimen image does not 
rotate during this operation. 
Control of the specimen .motion is described with reference to 
Figure 3.9. The upper aperture and specimen, which are separated by a 
sheet of mica 0. 01 rom thick, are attached to the bronze ball A such ·that 
the mid point between them is positioned to within 0.01 rom of-the ball 
69. 
Fig·. 3.9 Geometry of the specireen tilting mechanism. 
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centre. The tilt axis therefore passes very close to the area under 
observation, which is limited to the cross-section of the apertures. 
This geometry results in minimal easily controlled translation of the image 
as tilting occurs, and a maximum vertical displacement of the observed area 
of the specimen of 13 11m . 
The stainless steel electrodes B passing through the ball are 
attached at the upper end to a P.T.F.E. ring C which is machined with an 
inclined outer surface. This ring is constrained to move laterally in one 
direction only by a pair of P.T.F.E. jaws which are not shown in Figure 3.9 
but are visible in Figure 3. 10·. These jaws are attached to a geared ring 
which can rotate through 360° and thus alter the direction of tilt of the 
complete specimen holder assembly. The low friction P.T.F.E. contact 
between jaws and specimen holder assembly produces little torque to rotate 
the ball A in its seating during rotation of the geared ring, but 
additional protection is provided by fitted ends on spring H which 
couple the ball to the covering cap I A spring D , acting on one 
side of the ring C through lever arm E , maintains constar1t contact 
between the inclinedouter edge of the opposite side of the ring and the 
inside surface of a circular hole machined in part F Part F does 
~ot rotate but is raised and lowered by a rotating ring G acting on its 
threaded outer surface. As part F is lowered, spring D constrains the 
specimen holder assembly to tilt about the ball seating, the degree of tilt 
being limited by ·the position of part F , and the direction of tilt 'by 
the orientation of the P.T.F.E. jaws. The maximum tilt available by this 
mechanism is limited by the geometry of the objective polepiece to 
. . 0 
approx1mately 15 . 
The two geared rings whlch control tilt and azimuth orientation are 
driven by two stepper motors through flexible drive shafts external to the 
microscope, and by universally jointed drive shafts and pinions within the 
microscope to allow specimen translation. The pinion drives are mounted 
Fig. 3.10 
Fig. 3.11 
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P.T.F.E. jaws mounted on the geared azimuth 
control ring determine the direction of tilt. 
The spring and lever arm which force the 
specimen holder assembly to tilt about the ball 
centre are obscured. (Scale of photograph 
approximately full size) . 
Mounting of the specimen chamber in the 
electron microscope. Note the detachable 
gas inlet pipe and the proximity of the 
large diameter vacuum port. 
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permanently in the microscope on the normal specimen translation platform 
and mesh directly with the geared rings when the reaction chamber is 
inserted. Figure 3.11 shows the mounting of the specimen chamber in the 
microscope and illustrates the proximity of the large diameter vacuum port. 
The stepper motor drive system allows precise open loop control over the 
specimen orientation and utilises foot switches to provide forward/reverse 
and a 10:1 speed control for both tilt and axis rotation. The operator's 
hands, therefore, remain free to adjust specimen translation, focus, and 
all normal microscope controls. Any desired orientation may be preset on 
the control panel using thumbwheel switches, and the specimen may then be 
driven to this position at any desired speed using the foot controls, the 
motors automatically stopping when the desired position is reached. 
Digital counters provide a continuous readout of tilt and azimuth position 
at all times. 
Accuracy of positioning is limited by backlash in the flexible drive 
shafts and gears, but calibration, on the basis that desired positions 
will always be approached from the same direction, provides for positioning 
tolerances of ~ 0.1 degrees of tilt and ~ 0.5 degrees of axis rotation. 
Backlash could be largely eliminated by mounting the stepper motors close 
to the microscope column, but substantial vibration isolation and magnetic 
shielding would ·be required. In practice the need always to approach a 
desired position from one direction creates few difficulties. 
by Smal'll140 h' , d h' A computer program , w 1cn pro uces stereograp 1c 
projections for any crystal structure, has been modified to produce stereo-
graphic projections for crystallographic directions in addition to those 
for plane poles. Low index spots on the directional projection 
represent poles of reciprocal lattice planes (zone axes) which may give 
rise to diffraction patterns and may be used to assist crystal manipu-
lation using the goniometer. An example of this application is provided 
by the directionalprojectionfor the rhombohedral aFe 2o3 cell with axis 
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[lol] which is shown in Figure 3.12. The growth direction of most aFe 2o - 3 
whiskers is [lol], therefore, the spots around the perimeter of this 
projection represent the reciprocal lattice planes likely to produce 
diffraction patterns with the electron beam perpendicular to a whisker 
axis. Once a single pattern is recognised the projection facilitates 
manipulation of the crystal with the tilt controls to obtain additional 
patterns for structural confirmation. 
3.5 TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
The specimen is heated by passage of direct current through a metal 
ribbon which is of reduced cross-section near the point of obser\'ation. 
For most oxide whisker growth experiments the heater ribbon is manufactured 
from the metal to be oxidised and is observed directly; but for thin foil 
studies a platinum ribbon is used with a 0. 3 mm diameter hole at the centre 
the foil being placed over this hole. Figure 3.13 shows production of a 
specimen assembly by spot welding. A thermocouple is spot-welded to the 
heater ribbon as close as possible to the point of observation, and ribbon 
and thermocouple are attached to a supporting mica ring to form a complete 
specimen assembly similar to that shown in Figure 3.2. The thermocouple 
registers the temperature of the heater ribbon at a short distance from 
the point of observation, the effective cold junction being inside the 
reaction cell. The thermocouple e .m. f. may be calibrated against Jche 
known melting points of metals, or by a method described by Martin and 
Boyd112 which makes use of the image shift caused by phase changes in 
magnetic materials, but calibration for oxidation experiments has been 
simply achieved against a second thermocouple spot-welded alongside the 
0 
first and with reference junction at 0 C. 
The method of temperature measurement is not entirely satisfactory 
as the temperature distribution in the heater ribbon is not known. Baker 
d . 113 . d . 1- t t d t . th t th t t . an Harr1s have use opt1ca pyrome ry o e erm1ne a e empera ure 
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Stereographic projection for aFe 2o3 (structural 
rhombohedral cell)_ crystallographic directions 
with [lOl] as pole. Points around the periphery 
of this projection represent the zone axes of 
diffraction patterns obtained with the electron 
beam perpendicular to a whisker of [lOIJ growth 
direction. 
Fig. 3.13 Construction of a specimen assembly by 
spot welding. (Scale 1.5 times full size.) 
Fig. 3.14 The complete tilting gas reaction chamber . The 
geared rings engage automatically with pinion 
drives when the chamber is inserted into the 
microscope but manual connection of gas inlet 
pipe and electrical leads is required. 
(Scale approximately 1.5 times full size.) 
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difference between the· point of attachment of the thermocouple wire and 
the point of observation for a specimen of this type may be as high as 
0 . 0 
50 C when the specimen temperature approaches 1000 C. Localised heating 
by the electron beam; variations in specimen shape and thermocouple 
position; the action of the thermocouple as a heat-sink; and the high 
velocity gas stream around the central hole are all factors which may 
introduce non-uniformity of the temperature distribution near the point of 
observation. When the heater ribbon is itself the specimen the problem 
may be reduced by careful control of the specimen shape so that the 
thermocouple junction is positioned as close as possible ·to the point of 
observation. Use of the finest available (100 l-!m diameter) Ni/Cr: 
thermocouple wire. also reduces heat dissipation by the thermocouple. 
Despite ·these precautions the effect of electron beam heating remains a 
serious unknown, and accurate calibration of the temperature measurement 
system is not possible. 
A heating current of 6 to 10 amps is required to maintain an iron 
specimen, of 0. 04 mn? cross-sectional area, at the narrowest point, at a 
temperature of 600°C. The current is supplied by a 6-volt lead acid 
accumulator using a manually controlled solid state current regulator. 
This system was developed following initial attempts to supply the 
heating current from a rectified and filtered alternating current power 
supply. The small ripple voltage which remained after filtering caused 
elongation of the electron beam parallel to the heater ribbon and a 
substantial decrease in image resolution. The heater ribbon and specimen 
possess little thermal inertia and care must be exercised when adjusting 
heater current to avoid large temperature fluctuations. Once operating 
conditions are established, however, the temperature remains stable and 
requires few adjustments. 
Re-alignment of the electron beam and objective aperture is 
required when the heating current is altered to compensate for the beam 
Fig. 3 . 15 General view of the JEM 7A electron 
microscope with the tilting gas reaction 
stage installed. 
Control panels for stepper motors and mass 
spectrometer are on the operator's left; 
millivolt meter and current regulator for 
temperature measurement and control are 
on the right. 
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deflection created by the changing magnetic field associated with this 
current. Little thermal drift of the specimen is observed and the 
generally remains stable under stable operating conditions. The image 
drift normally associated with magnetic specimens is observed whenever t:be 
objective lens field strength is altered to focus the specimen, and it is 
possible that magnetic effects contribute to the small image shif~ 
which occurs when the specimen is tilted. 
Oxidation experiments have been performed at temperatures between 
25ooc o .. and 700 C, but it is antlclpated that continuous operation at 
temperatures up to l000°C would be compatible with the stage constructiono 
The temperature of the outer body of the chamber reaches approxima·te ly 
50°C after operation at 6oo?c for two hours with an oxygen atmosphere at 
a pressure of 5 kPa (40 mm Hg). 
3.6 COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION 
An operational problem became evident on first insertion of the 
specimen chamber into the electron microscope with no specimen fitted" 
Apparent misalignment of the gas containment apertures and microscope 
viewing system indicat~d considerable tilting of the electron beam while 
passing through the chamber. This deflection was traced to the current~ 
carrying electrodes which were manufactured from type 304 stainless s'ceel 
and had become slightly magnetic during manufacture. Prior testing of 
the stock from which the electrodes were machined had not provided any 
evidence of paramagnetism in a strong ma-gnetic field, and it is assumed 
that a small proportion of austenite was transformed to ferrite or 
martensite by cold work associated with the manufacturing processes. 
The austenite structure was regained by a homogenising anneal, consisting 
- 0 
of heating to 1000 C followedby a water quench, and no further trace of 
the problem was observed. 
The initial testing of the reaction chamber was performed without 
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the insulation shield which covers the electrical wiring at the top of the 
stage. Non-conducting parts in close proximity to the electron beam were 
coated with silver conducting paint and earthed to avoid electrostatic 
charging by the electron beam. The tilting ball and P.T.F.E. ring which 
is part of the tilting specimen holder assembly were similarly earthed 
through one of the stainless steel electrodes. Despite these precautions, 
uncontrollable beam drift occurred owing to charging of the lacquer insu-
lation on the flexible wires which provide electrical connection to the 
tilting sections of the stage. Charging of these wires persisted, even 
when they were constrained a minimum distance of 10 mm from the electron 
beam; but the problem was rectified by the addition of the earthed 
conducting shield which projects into the stage to separate the insulated 
portions of the wires from the beam. 
The efficiency of the ball and socket gas seal was initially open 
to doubt. The oxygen flow rate at an operating pressure of. 2. 5 kPa (20 mm Hg 
with 100 11m diameter apertures is approximately 80 ml/min, but there is no 
observable change in this flow rate, which is measured by rotameter, when 
the ball and socket joint in the reaction cell is coated with a layer of 
vacuum grease. This indicates that leakage past this joint in the dry 
operating condition is negligible at this pressure, and at higher pressures 
the seal efficiency should increase as the ball is held more firmly against 
its seating. 
A number of different heater ribbon configurations were examined 
for their suitability as oxidation specimens. The ribbon shapes in 
Figure 3.16 illustrate a number of variations which were examined. The 
ribbon configuration is critical, as the~e is a need to localise the area 
of high temperature to lower the heating power required and reduce specimen 
drift and the risk of thermal damage to reaction stage components .. 
However, excessive reduction in the cross-section reduces the degree of 
temperature control and introduces instability since it is nat possible to 
Fig. 3.16 
Q. 4mm dia- --thermocouple 
(a) 
·t t 
----+4 _____ (}-+------ __j_ 1· Omm 
I 
0·3mm 
{b) 
P·6mm l 
(c) 
-----z:r-----:1-11'"'------=r 1· Omm 
I 
Q.4mm 
( d ) 
Q.5mm 
( e} 
Iron heater ribbon configurations examined. 
The position of the point of observation is 
indicated with a cross. All ribbons are of 
0.01 thickness. 
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accurately measure the temperature at the point where maximum temperature 
occurs. Instability of this type is of particular significance when the 
heater ribbon is manufactured from a material liable to oxidation as local 
overheating may cause rapid oxidation leading to further localised reduction 
in cross-section and rapid destruction of the specimen. Specimens of type 
(a)with a central hole are particularly prone to thermal runaway, as any 
reduction in cross-section at one side of the hole is more severe than 
in a specimen of type (c) with the same cross-sectional area. Type(d) 
specimens are most commonly used, and provide a satisfactory compromise 
between localisation of the high temperature region, precise positioning 
of the thermocouple junction, and ease of construction. 
The recording of dynamic experiments using glass photographic plates 
has proved satisfactory but cumbersome. The camera chamber capacity of the 
JEM 7A of 24 plates is rapidly exhausted despite the relatively slow growth 
rate of oxide whiskers, and re-evacuation of the chamber following 
insertion of additional plates requires a minimum interruption to photo-
graphy of four minutes. To avoid this delay a motorised 35 mm camera has 
been mounted to observe the viewing screen in place of the normal focussing 
telescope, and the continuous recording of 250 images at rates up to four 
exposures per second is possible. Photographic plates are used in 
preference to this recording system wherever possible, however, as the 
35 mm images are of lower resolution and contrast and suffer from an 
exaggerated perspective in one direction as a result of the inclination of 
the viewing screen to the electron beam. 
One significant advantage to be gained from the observation of 
specimens in a controlled environment is freedom from contamination 
resulting from reaction of the specimen with residual gases/in the 
microscope column while under observation. The most serious form of 
contamination, which may build up at very high rates under normal operation, 
is that due to hydrocarbon vapour arising from greases or oils in the 
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vacuum system. Incidental leaks and volatile matter absorbed in the 
photographic plate emulsions also contribute to the problem. The high 
velocity gas stream emerging from the reaction chfffiber apertures 
protects the specimen from these contaminants most effectively. 
3.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The reaction chamber described has been used ·to observe in situ 
0 formation of oxidation products at temperatures up to 700 C and in gas 
pressures up ·to 20 kPa (150 rom Hg). Stable O,Perating conditions may be 
maintained with a minimum of operator attentio~, and the powered tilt 
facility, although limited in range, is a versatile aid to selected area 
electron diffraction. The reaction chamber should have application to 
the study of a broad range of chemical reactions under controlled 
atmosphere conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPUTER INDEXING OF ELECTRON DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 
4.1 THE COMPUTER APPROACH 
The indexing of electron diffraction patterns from simple known 
structures presents few problems for the experienced metallographer. 
However, the identification of non-cubic materials from spot patterns 
remains a difficult and tedious task if it is necessary to calculate 
lattice spacings and interplanar angles for a large number of possible 
diffracting phases. In addition, diffraction patterns from non-cubic 
structures with low symmetry can frequently be described b~ many non-
equivalent indexing systems within the limits of experimental accuracyu 
and without computer assistance it is difficult to ensure that all such 
possible solutions are examined. Many of the oxide phases encountered 
in this study are non-cubic, and an additional complication is created 
by the publication of experimental results using a variety of unit cells 
to describe any one phase. For example, five different,unit cells are 
commonly used to describe the aFe
2
o3 structure, these being: structural 
hexagonal, morphological hexagonal, structural rhombohedral, morphological 
11 
rhombohedral, and face-centred rhombohedral . 
At the time of commencement of this study a limited number of 
. . . . ' 1 . 11 
computer techniques were ava1lable to ass1st electron d1ffract1qn ana ys1s 
These programs performed the calculation of d-spacings for crystal lat·tices; 
the calculation of interplanar angles; and the simulation of electron 
. . 1 . . 115-118 diffraction patterns by plott1ng rec1proca latt1ce sect1ons 
These simulated patterns could be manually matched to observed patterns 
to aid identification. 
The computer approach adopted in this study has involved the 
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preparation of one major program XIDENT, and two lesser programs ANGLES 
and DSPACING. 
(a) Program XIDENT directly indexes electron diffraction spot 
patterns by matching of the diffraction pattern to reciprocal lattice 
planes of prospective materials. 
(b) ANGLES is designed to be used with a minicomputer in an 
interactive mode to compute the angles between crystal planes and 
directions for any crystal structure. The primary purpose of ANGLES is 
to determine the orientation relationships between a number ofdiffraction 
patterns and crystal features of interest. 
{c) DSPACING produces lists of crystal d-spacings to assist with 
the identification of diffracting phases from ring type patterns, but has 
an important dual purpose in that it indexes diffraction patterns which 
result when more than one reciprocal lattice plane intersects the sphere 
of reflection. 
4.2 PROGRAM XIDENT 
XIDENT is a FORTRAN IV computer program which has been developed to 
directly index electron diffraction spot patterns from any crystal s·tructure 
using a computer of at least 64K words of core storage capacity. A rapid 
identification technique is used which enables a large number of pros-
pective structures to be examined while accommodat1ing the experimental 
error which is inherent in selected area, electron diffraction using an 
electron microscope. The speed of the program is such that all possible 
orientations of each phase are considered, and every reciprocal lattice 
plane which corresponds to the diffraction pattern, within the prescribed 
limits of accuracy, will be identified. 
An outline flow diagram of XIDENT is shown in Figure 4.1, and a 
FORTRAN li·sting, which contains detailed input specifications, is included 
in Appendix 1. Figure 4.2 is a typical diffraction pattern from the tip 
JRead '.n diffracted dts/ances and angles for three or 
~spots of diffract/On pat tern 
Rflad m camera constant 1 measurement tolerances 
and control spectftcat1ons. 
~----------------
Read in unit cell constoants 1 a 1 b 1 C 1 ti4.,fl, ?{, and 
cell type 
Calculate r11ciprocal Ia It icfl constants, 
a* 1 b*,c*, o<*,/3*, Y* · 
6Meratll rectprocal lafttcll VE'ctors !!J. I rfl)llct 
prohibitlld rllflect!Ons , and sort inM"' arrays 
correspondmg to mllasurlld sp~--
N Is 92 an alloW!ld 
reflllCtion corresp-
onding to spot 
2 measured 
diffracted 
distance 
y 
Index spot 4 by vector addition 
N 
Calculate angles reciproca I vee tors. 
N 
DetiN'mine zone of pattern and checl< for 
symmetry with any previous solutions . 
Calculate best fit camera constant, and mean 
deviation of measured spots from true positions . 
into 
Print results for structure. 
Outline flow diagram of program XIDENT. 
Fig. 4 . 2 
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• ( 2021 (312) 
SPOT 1 
(011) 
• ( 211) ( 321) 
• 
rfroJ 
r22oJ 
• (220) 
• 
• ( 321J SPOT 5 • ( 2'ffJ 
(Oft) (fOtJ 
• 
• ( 3f2J 
r 2o2J 
Selected area electron diffraction pattern from 
aFe 2o3 whisker . The [lll] zone (structural 
rhombohedral cell) is shown, with streaks 
perpendicular to [ Oll] whisker growth directio n . . 
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of an iron oxide whisker crystal and will be used to illustrate a typical 
application of the program. 
4.2.1 Data Input 
The reciprocal lattice net of the spot pattern is represented to 
the computer by the input of the dirfracted distances of either three or 
five diffraction spots, an approximate camera constant, and the measured 
angles ¢1 , ¢ 2 , etc. between these spots. The spots are chosen in groups 
of three to represent rows of the reciprocal lattice; spots l, 2 and 3 
being three equi-spaced points in any non-central row of the diffraction 
pattern, and spots 4 and 5 being chosen in conjunction with spot 3 to 
represent another non-central row in a similar manner. Figure 4.2 illus-
trates the choice of five spots according to this criterioh,and it will 
be seen that the geometry of a single zone diffraction pattern may be 
completely characterised by these five spots except for the positions of 
possible forbidden reflections. The innermost spots on the pattern are 
normally used as input data since these represent the crystal lattice 
planes of greatest separation. These planes are fewer in number and are 
more characteristic of a particular structure than are the planes repre-
' 
sented by spots further from the centre. It is not essential to choose 
\ 
the innermost spots, however, as t'hese may frequently be obscured by a 
superimposed pattern from a diffraction standard or from a specimen 
support film, but computation times are lower and there is less likelihood 
of ambiguous results ·when the innermost spots are chosen. 
Any three equi-spaced spots in any non-central row of the pattern 
may be chosen as an alternative form of input; spots l, 2 and 3 from 
Figure 4.2 being acceptable input. It is plain from the figure that 
such an input may not completely describe the two-dimensional nature of a 
diffraction net and, although XIDENT will index the pattern normally, 
there is a possibility that incorrect solutions will be produced. This 
form of input may be useful for the indexing of imperfect patterns which 
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are produced when the zone axis of the pattern is inclined to the electron 
beam but it is generally preferable to use five spots to avoid erroneous 
solutions. 
Experimental error is accommodated by the input of three tolerances 
which relate to the following: 
{a) errors in the camera constant {expressed as a percentage) ; 
{b) errors in measurement of the diffracted distances of 
individual spots {expressed in millimetres) ; and , 
(c) errors in the measured interplanar angles from the diffraction 
pattern {expressed in degrees). 
It is necessary to separate tolerances (a) and (b) . Errors in the 
determination of the camera constant; owing to variation of objective lens 
current, specimen position, or other instrument factors; tend to dominate 
for spots with large diffracted distances; whereas errors in individual 
spot positions, attributable to the presence of reciprocal lattice streaks 
inclined to the direction of the electron beam and other factors which 
lead to poor measurement precision, are of greater significance for spots 
nearer the centre of the pattern. 
4.2.2 Generation of Reciprocal Vectors 
Indexing of the five diffraction spots is accomplished by matching of 
the measured diffracted distances and interplanar angles to the magnitudes 
+ 
of vectors ghkl in the reciprocal lattice and the angles ¢1 p ¢2 , etc. 
between these vectors. Reciprocal vectors are generated for all possible 
combinations of Miller indices by successive decrementing of the values of 
(hkl) from (nnn) to (nhn) ; where the value of n is chosen so that only 
vectors with magnitudes small enough to correspond with one of the input 
diffracted distances will be generated. 
To determine the magnitude of the reciprocal vectors it is first 
necessary to define the reciprocal unit cell in terms of the unit cell 
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+ + + 
vectors a, b and c for the crystal being considered. The reciprocal 
+ + + + 
lattice unit cell is defined by the vectors a*, b*, c*, where a* is the 
+ + + 
axis normal to the plane containing b and c, the b* axis is normal to the 
+ + + 
plane containing c and a, and the c* axis is normal to the plane 
+ + 
containing a and b. 
hence 
and 
+ -+ 
a*.a 
+ + 
· a*.b 
+ + 
b*.b 
+ + 
b*.c 
+ + 
c*.c 
+ + 
c*.a 
1 
+ + 
a*.c 0 
.... (4.1) 
.••. (4.2) 
The reciprocal vectors can thus be determined from the direct cell vectors 
by the relationships 
+ 
a* 
+ + 
b X C 
--v-; 
+ 
b* 
+. + 
c x a 
v 
+ 
c* 
+ + 
a x b 
v 
.... ( 4. 3) 
where V is the volume of the direct unit cell bounded by a, b, 
and c and is given by the triple product, 
+ + + 
V a. (b x c) 
2 
abc (1 + 2 cosa cosS cosy - cos a 2 2 ~ cos s - cos y) 
where a, S, y are respectively the angles between 
+ + + + + + 
b and c, c and a, and a and b. 
+ + + --r 
The angles a*, S* andy* between b* and c*, c* and a*, and 
+ + 
a* and b* respectively are given by the scalar product: 
cos a* 
That is cos a* 
cos C* 
+ + 
b*.c* 
b*c* 
etc. 
cosS cosy - cosa 
sinS siny 
cosa cosy - cosS 
sina siny 
•.•. (4. 4) 
cos y* cosa cosS - cosy 
sina sinS •••• (4. 5) 
It can be shown that the reciprocal vector 
+ + + 
ha* + kb* + lc* •.•. (4. 6) 
is normal to the crystal lattice plane with Miller indices (hkl), and that 
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l~hkll 
where dhkl is the spacing of these lat.tice planes. 
-+ -+ -+ 
a b c Three vectors - and - determine the position of the crystal h , k, 1 
lattice plane (hkl) which passes through their end points A, B and C as 
-+ -+ 
shown in Figure 4.3. -+ . b a -+ Vector AB 1s - - - , and the scalar products of AB 
. k h 
-+ 
and ghkl is 
-+ -+ 
b 
k 
a -+ -+ -+ h ) . ( ha * + kb * + 1 c * ) 0 ..•. (4. 7) 
-+ -+ 
from equations (4.1) and 4.2). Hence ghkl is perpendicular to AB, and 
-+ -+ 
similarly is perpendicular to BC, CA, or any vector in this plane; i.e. 
-+ 
ghkl is perpendicular to the. plane (hkl). Also, if dhkl is the length of 
-+ 
the normal to this plane from the origin of the coordinates and if n is a 
unit vector along the normal, 
-+ -+ -+ -+ (ha* + kb* + lc*) ~ _ 
"h-
1 
.... (4. 8) 
-+ 
Therefore ghkl is normal to the crystal plane (hkl) and its magnitude 
++ g.g 1 
2 ~kl 
Hence 
2 -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
h (a*.a*) + 2hk(a*.b*) + 2hl(a*.c*) 
2 -+ -+ --+ -+ 2 -+ -+ 
+ k (b*.b*) + 2kl(b*.c*) + 1 (c*.c*) .... , (4.9) 
From the properties of the scalar product 
4.2.3 
(h2 a* 2 + 2hka*b*cosy* + 2hla*c*cosS* 
!,. 
+ k 2b* 2 + 2klb*c*cosa* + 12c*2 ) 
2 
Indexing of Spots by Vector Addition 
.... ( 4. 10) 
Vectors with magnitudes falling within the prescribed tolerances for 
the measured diffracted distances for spots 1, 3 and 5 are sorted into 
91, 
Fig. 4.3 Relation between the reciprocal lattice vector 
*- -+ -+ _,. 
ghkl and the unit cell vectors a, b, c. 
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three arrays as they are generated. In the listed version of the program 
provision has been made for up to 800 reciprocal vectors corresponding 
to each spot. However, this number may be readily altered to match the 
available core storage on any computer system. In the unusual event 
that more than 800 reciprocal vectors may be ma·tched to any one diffraction 
spot,it is necessary to either choose new input data spots nearer to the 
centre of the pattern or reduce the tolerance on camera constant or 
measured diffracted distance. 
During this loading operation reciprocal vectors corresponding 
to prohibited reflections for the lattice types listed in Table 4.1 may 
be automatically removed. The appropriate control information (SYM) to 
initiate this procedure is contained in the first column of the data 
card describing the crystal structure. If forbidden reflections are 
removed in this way the input data diffraction spots must be chosen with 
care, as it is possible that two-dimensional diffraction and secondary 
scattering may mask the extinction laws for a structure and lead to the 
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appearance of forbidden reflections in the diffraction pattern . If 
a forbidden spot is chosen as input data, and reciprocal vectors for 
forbidden reflections have been removed, the correct indexing will be 
automatically rejected by XIDENT. 
Indexing of the pattern proceeds by considering the spots in 
-+ 
groups of three. All gh k 1 vectors correspondi, 'I to point l are 
l 1 l -+ 
sequentially matched with g vectors corresponding to point 3, 
h3k313 
and a tentative indexing of point 2 is performed by vector addition: 
.... (4.11) 
-+ 
If gh k 1 corresponds to an allowed re.flection, its magnitude is 
2 2 2 i 
calculated and compared with the measured diffracted distance for point 2. 
-+ 
If lgh k 1 I falls within the allowed tolerance for spot 2 an attempt is 2 2 2 
CLASS OF 
REFLECTIONS 
hkl 
II 
" 
II 
II 
II 
: 
II 
" 
TABLE 4.1 
LATTICE LATTICE FORBIDDEN 
TYPE SYMBOL REFLECTIONS 
Primitive p none 
h + k 
All faces centred F ,_ k + 1 
\, h + 1 
Body centred I h + k + 1 
.. 
A face cent±-ed A }. k + l 
B face centred B h + l 
c face centred c h + k 
Rhombohedral, obverse R - h + k + 1 
Rhombohedral, reverse R h - k + l 
Prohibited reflections removed by 
subroutine PROHIB. 
:f 2n 
t 2n 
:f 2n 
t 2n 
i 2n 
:f 2n 
t 2n 
t 3n 
:f 3n 
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SYM 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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made to index spot 4 by a similar process. (If three spots only are 
input the program moves directly to the angles check described in 
Section 4.2.4.) 
+ 
The magnitude of g is then compared with the measured diffracted 
h4k414 
distance for spot 4. 
4.2.4 Comparison of Interplanar Angles 
If five reciproc,.~~ vecto_r.s- are found··with magni~udes corresponding 
;' •,- ,d. f 
to the measured <i1iffra;ct~d distances and with hkl val~es satisfying the 
vector inter-relationships implied by the geometry of the input data 
spots, then the angles between these vectors¢~,¢;, etc., are calculated 
and compared with the angles ¢ 1 , ¢ 2 , etc., measured from the diffraction 
pattern. 
These angular relationships a.re determined by consideration of the 
scalar product of the relevant reciprocal vectors. 
. ... ( 4. 12) 
therefore 
cos q{ 
.... (4.13) 
Evaluation of ~~l~ and ~~2 , from Equation 4.10 provides the required 
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angle in terms of the reciprocal cell constants and.the Miller indices of 
the relevant crystal planes. 
If all angles correspond with those measured, within the specified 
tolerance, the indexing of the spots is recognised as a valid solution. 
The zone axis of the pattern [uvw] is then determined by cross multipli~ 
u w 
No attempt is made to check that spots 3, 4 and 5 lie in the same recipro~ 
cal lattice pl~e as 1 and 2 as XIDEJ~T may indi£x spots acr6s,s::'overlapping 
~:~'! } \ ' 
Laue zones if the ~ect~r additive relationships are satisfied. (A detailed 
discussion of the indexing of such spots is contained in Section 4.4.1.) 
4.2.5 Sorting of Results and Output 
If more than one successful indexing is found for a given phase, 
the indexed solutions are sorted into order of accuracy based on the mean 
deviation of the measured spots from their true positions which are 
determined on the basis of a calculated best fit camera constant . 
cbest fit . . . . (4. 15) 
Where Cb f' is fhe 'best fit' diametral camera constant, c is 
est 1t 
the input diametral camera constant; r is the measured diffracted 
n 
distance to spot n ; d is the calculated d-spacing corresponding 
n 
to spot n and m is the number of spots being considered (either 
three or five) . 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the procedure for determining the mean 
deviation of the measured spots from their "true positions". Since spot 1 
is the datum for the measurement of angles ¢1 , ¢2 , etc., it is necessary 
Fig. 4.4 
5 
Determination of mean deviation of diffraction 
spots from "true positions". 
1, 2, 3, etc. are the measured positions 
of input d~ta spots.l', 2', 3', etc. are 
calculated "true posi tions' 1 based on the 
best fit camera constant. 
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to make correction for any small initial error in the angular position of 
spot l relative to the other spots; i.e. the pattern is effectively 
rotated by an angle ~ to obtain the best average correspondence between 
the measured angles ¢1 , ¢2 , etc., and the calculated angles¢~, ¢~, etc. 
between the relevant reciprocal vectors. The required rotation is given 
by: 
••• 0 ( 4. 16) 
m 
L:x The mean deviation of the spots from their true positions is now 
m 
calculated with reference to the notation of Figure 4.4, 
where 
and 
L:x 
m 
a 
n 
b 
n 
L:m (a 2 + b 2 
· n=l n n 
rn 
r 
n 
- cbest fit.cos(¢~-1 - ¢n~l 
2d 
n 
cbest fit"sin(¢~-1- <Pn-1- $) 
2d 
n 
~) 
.... (4.17) 
.... (4.18) 
.... (4. 19) 
A sample printout from program XIDENT is shown in Figure 4.5. 'This 
printout corresponds to the diffraction pattern of Figure 4.2. If more 
than one set of equivalent solutions is detected, the symmetrical 
equivalent solutions are grouped together and are jJrinted out in order 
of accuracy. The printing of equivalent solutions may be suppressed if 
desired. 
The 180° rotation ambiguity which exists for the indexing of each 
reciprocal lattice plane is resolved during the indexing process so that 
only one valid indexing is recognised for each zone. This is achieved 
by the termination of loading of reciprocal vectors into the array 
corresponding to spot 3 when the ~(hkl) values are decremented through (000) u 
This expediency halves the number of recip~ocal vectors corresponding to 
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PHOTO 5502 IRON OXIDE WHISKER 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
CAMERA.CONSTANT = 44.75 
POSITION TOLERANCE = 1.00 MILLJMETRES (MINIMUM OVER-RIDING TOLERANCE OF + OR - 5.0 PERCENT OF DJFF. 
DISTANCE PRCVAJLS) 
riFFRACTED DISTANCES OF SPOTS ARE 
9.05 6,10 8.40 6.15 9.05 (MILLIMETRES) 
ANGLE TOLERANCE = 3.00 DEGREES 
MEASURED ANGLES BETWEEN SPOTS ARE 
45.00 90.00 135.00 180.00 
ALPHA FE 203 RHOMBOHEDRAL 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REAL CELL CONSTANTS 
A B C ALPHA 
5.427 5.427 5.427 55.260 
MAXIMUM INDICES ARE 3 3 
BETA 
55.260 
MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF ARRAYS ARE 20 
GAMMA 
55.260 
6 20 
SET 1 ZONE AXIS [-1 1 1] (SET, 1 HAS 6 SYMMETRICAL EQUIVALENT SOLUTIONS) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SPOT PLANE DSPACE ESTIMATED DSPACE FROM DIFF,PATTERN 
1 0 -1 1) 2.517 2.502 2 1 0 1) 3.682 3. 713 3 2 1 1) 2.699 2.696 
4 1 1 0) 3.682 3.682 5 0 1 -1) 2.517 2.502 
N,B, BEST FIT CAMERA CONSTANT USED IN ABOVE ESTIMATES OF D SPACINGS = 45.294 
(INPUT CAMERA CONSTANT = 44.750) 
MEAN DEVIATION OF MEASURED SPOTS FROM TRUE POSITIONS = 0.110 MILLIMETRES 
ANGLE BET WE; EN PLANES 1 & 2 43.00 (MEASURED 45.00) DEGREES 
ANGLE BETWEEN PLANES 1 & 3 90.00 (ME.ASURED 90.00) DEGREES 
ANGLE EETWEE"N PLANES 1 & 4 137.00 (MEJ!\SURED 135.00) DEGREES 
ANGLE BETWEEN PLANES 1 & 5 180.00 (MEASURED 180.00) DEGREES 
SYMMETRICAL EQUIVALENT SOLUTIONS FOR SET jL 
ZONE AXIS 
[ 1 1 -1] 
[ 1 
-1 1] 
[ 1 
-1 -1] 
[ -1 
-1 1] 
[-1 1 -1] 
Fig., 4 .. 5 
POINT 1 POINT 2 P'OINT 3 POINT 4 POINT 5 
(-1 
( 1 
( 0 
( 1 
(-1 
1 O) 0 1 1) 1 1 2) 1 0 1) ( 1 -1 0) 
0 -1) 1 1 0) 1 2 1) 0 1 1) (-1 0 1) 
1 -1) 1 1 0) 2 1 1)' 1 0 1) ( 0 -1 1) 
-1 0) 1 0 1) 1 1 2) 0 1 1) ( -1 1 0) 
0 1) 0 1 1) 1 2 1) 1 1 0) ( 1 0 -1) 
Printout from pro<gram XIDENT co,rresponding to the 
diffraction patte1tn of Fig .. · 4 .. 2 ~ Burroughs compu-
t~tion time for tt1is identification = 1.25 seconds. 
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this spot as vectors of the type (OOi) , (Ok£) and (hk£) are rejected. 
The result of this action is that duplicate solutions for each zone are 
eliminated and program execution time is su~stantially decreased. 
4.2.6 Application of Program XIDENT 
XIDENT has proved a most useful technique for the indexing of most 
electron diffraction spot patterns, although the primary field of 
application is envisaged as the indexing of patterns from non-cubic 
structures when the identity of the diffracting phase is not known. The 
testing of published spot patterns, when the original identification is 
in doubt, can also be rapidly accomplished in a similar manner to the 
example shown. An approximate camera constant may be obtained from the 
original indexing and a search for alternative identification may then 
be performed over wide experimental limits. 
It will be observed from Figure 4.5 that wide limits of error have 
been allowed in the indexing process. A camera constant tolerance of 
~ 2% to ± 5% has been routinely used for diffraction patterns from oxide 
whisker crystals as it is generally impossible to position a diffraction 
standard co-planar with specimens of this type. Wide measurement error 
limits of ± 1.0 mm on diffracted distance and ± 3.0° on measured angles 
have also been routinely utilised to accommodate the displacement of spots 
resulting from pronounced reciprocal lattice strr>:1ks in diffraction 
patterns from filamentary crystals. Despite these large tolerances most 
materials can be checked within a few seconds of processing time on the 
Burroughs B6718 ccmputer system and unambiguous results are generally 
obtained. 
A number of alternative computer indexing techniques have been 
examined within the basic structure of program XIDENT. The indexing 
method described in Section 4.2.3 has a significant advantage over most 
other possible methods of vector addition in that it is not necessary to 
R~he diffraction pattern which may 
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frequently be obscured by a superimposed pattern. Indexing of patterns 
by the matching of interplanar angles alone, in the manner described by 
. 12o Z121 W1lkes and by Booth et a , has also been attempted. It was found 
that the matching of reciprocal vectors and diffraction spots on the basis 
of an angles comparison was considerably slower than the indexing technique 
of Section 4.2.3 owing to the complexity of the matrix manipulations 
required to c~lculate such angles compared to the simple vector addition 
technique of XIDENT. The absence of any attempt to compare the relative 
positions of reciprocal lattice vectors and diffraction spots by vector 
addition also resulted in the production of large numbers of incorrect 
solutions which required manual verification. 
4. 3 PROGRAM ANGLE 
+ 
The angle p between two vectors in the crystal lattice L (ulvlwl) 
-+- -+- + 
u2a + v2b + w2 c may be determined in 
terms of the direct cell constants from the scalar product of ·the vectors 
in a similar manner to that described for reciprocal lattice vectors in 
Section 4.2.4 
cos p 
+ ( v 1 w 2 + w 1 v 2 ) be co sa 
-+ + 
IL(ulvlwl) IIL(u2v2w2) I 
+ ( u1 v 2 + v 1 u 2 ) ab cosy 
•••. (4. 20) 
+ 
where the magnitude of the lattice vector L is given by (uvw) 
-+ 2 
I L (uvw) I 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
u a + v b + w c 
+ 2vwbc cosa 
+ 2wuca cosS 
+ 2uvab cosy .... (4.21) 
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The angle between a zone axis and a plane normal, which are 
represented by a direct cell vector and a reciprocal cell vector 
respectively, may also be readily obtained from this relationship by 
transformation of the reciprocal vector into components in the direct 
lattice as follows: 
Consider the two coordinate systems with unit cell vectors a,b,c 
and a*, b*, c* for direct and reciprocal cells respectively. A reciprocal 
lattice vector 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
g ha* + kb* + lc* 
has components in the direct lattice 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
g ua + .vb + we 
-+ 
By taking the scalar product of (4.23) and a* 
-+ -+ 
a*.g 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
ua*.a + va*.b + wa*.c 
u 
•... (4. 22) 
.... (4. 23) 
.... (4. 24) 
by definition of the reciprocal lattice in Equations (4.1) and (4.2). 
Similarly, by taking the scalar product of (4.22) and a* 
-+ 
u a*v 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ Therefore u ha*.a* + kb*.a* + lc*.a* 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
and similarly v ha*.b* + kb*.b* + lc*.b* 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
w ha*.c* + kb*.c* + lc*.c* .... (4. 25) 
These transformation relationships may be represented in the simplified 
notation 
u s 11h + s 12k + s 131 
v s 21h + s 22 k + s 231 
w ~3lh + s32k + s331 ••.• (4. 26) 
where 
Similarly 
and 
Similarly 
-+ -+ 
a*.a* 
from Equation (4.3) 
2 2 . 2 -2 b c s1n a v 
2 2 . 2 -2 
a c Sln Sv 
2 2 . 2 -2 
s 33 a b s1n y V 
-+ -+ 
a*.b* 
be sin a ac sinS (cosacosS - cosy) 
V2 . . Q s1nas1nf.J 
2 -2 
abc (cosa cosS - cosy) V 
2 -2 
a be (cosS cosy - cosa)v 
2 -2 
ab c (cosy cosa - cosf3)V 
+ + 
•• 0. (4.27) 
By transformation of two reciprocal vectors g 1 and g 2 into direct 
lattice components using (4. 26) and (4. 27) the interplanar angle ¢{2 can 
also be determined from Equation (4.20). 
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The flow diagram shown .in Figure 4.6 describes the manner by which 
program ANGLE utilises these relationships to determine the angles between 
zone axes and crystal planes. Angles are calculated individually using 
a minicomputer in an interactive mode. The indices of the zone axis or 
plane are typed into the minicomputer on command from the program on a 
visual display unit., The constant IPLAN indicates to the program 
whether the indices of the two vectors are related to the direct lattice 
or to the reciprocal lattice, so that all reciprocal lattice vectors can 
-Type in un1t cell constants 
a, b, c, ~~ 13, Y. 
-
Type In /PLAN, Indices of 
v~tor 1, Indices vector 2 
Transform vt:><.:fw 2 to direct 
lattice components ( eqn 4. 26) 
-
u 
Transform vector 1 to direct 
lattice components (eqn 4-26) 
Calculate angle between vectors 
1 and 2. ( eqn 4 .. 20) 
l Print, out result I 
Flow Diagrain of progra.rn ANGLE 
103. 
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be transformed into the direct lattice basis before the angle is 
calculated. A complete listing of ANGLE, together with a sample of out~ 
put, is included in Appendix 2. 
4.4 PROGRAM DSPACING 
Program DSPACING was developed from XIDENT for the production of 
formatted lists of crystal d-spacings to assist the identification of 
diffracting phases from ring type patterns. The addition of a sub~ 
routine LSPOTS, which calculates and compares the angles between 
reciprocal vectors, has extended application of the program to assist 
with the indexing of diffraction spots which are related to higher order 
Laue zones 'than the ;primary zone of a pat:tern. 
Reference to the outline flow diagram of DSPACING in Figure 4.7 
/ 
and the FORTRAN listing in Appendix 3, shows that the sections of the 
program which produce lists of d-spacings are an almost direct trans~ 
cr.:j_ption of the equivalent sections of program XIDENTu described in 
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, with the addition of sorting and forma·tting 
routines (subroutines SORT and OUTPUT) The nature of the output frorn 
this portion of the program is shown in Figure 4.8 which is a list of 
d-spacings for the structural rhombohedral cell for O'.Fe 2o3 . 
Additional spots which are not directly related to the 
diffracting zone frequently arise in spot patterns.. The presence of 
such spot:s may be attributed to a nurnber of factor~, including: 
(a) curvature of the specimen; 
(b) misaligned fragments of crystal; and 
(c) the intersection of one or more reciprocal lattice planes 
with the sphere of reflection in addition to the plane giving 
rise to the primary pattern. These planes are either parallel 
to the plane giving the primary pattern or are inclined at a sligh·t 
angle to it .. 
Fig. 4.7 
, y, and celt type. 
Calculate ree~procal lat11ce eon slants a ... b'~', c .... a'~', f. y 
(equat~ns 4-~ 4-5) 
Rf!<ld m m1()Jmum reqwred d- spacmg 
Gtmerate planes, reject proh1biled r1!'flecf10ns, and 
calcula/1!' d- spacm s. (equaflon 4. 10) 
Sort planes 1nto d- spac1n 
Read 1n number of spots to bt! mdexed, camera 
constant, and measurf!'mfHlt tolerances 
Read 1n 1nd1ces of two referencf!' spots 
Re:ad m diffrac ((!!d distance of spot to be mdexl!'d, and 
mf!'asure:d angles be:twf!en this spot and both re:ff!f'enc 
spots 
Calculate zone ax1s represMted by reference spots. 
(equal/On 4-14) 
Determ1ne vector c(u' v' w') to project rec1procal J 
latt1ce pomts 1nto zero order plane. 
(equations .4.3-4, .4.3-5) 
(h 1-< I) with 
diffracted df::.tancff 
Project ( h t< I) 1nto zero order plane by subtraction 
of vector Nc(u' v' w') 
Calculate angles betwf!f!n projection of planf! ( h t< I) 
and reference planes (equation 4-13) 
N 
N 
Outline flow diagram of program DSPACINGo 
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ALPHA n::W3 STRUCTURAL R4011BOHEORAL 
frili>tr<>wn<r<>ir-!rf>it-!fi>irnir,.,'ir-!f<rirMrn-!fn-!f<nHrn<r,.,,..,trlrnw'lltti><¢1wtttrwl't1<'1fir<lf 
"h'hn'l't'htt'frft'h~f!tQft<trlt'h'ivfrl'rtn'rft'h'h'frU<fr'ff,'f-fr-('rtr'ff'ftfrt'rflil'irfr<h<r'(r<t~ff'f:v'ftfrfr'htf'h'h 
-&n,r,uattl'tffti'O\)ff1f'fttrntt-trnn-trl'rnnn«frtt<fffrn~q-tr,.,ttttnv<rttnnrrtt'ff'O'trf'rtr<rn'ir'h 
REAL CELL COilSTAm'S 
A ALPHA BETA GAI1MA 
5.427 5.427 5.427 55.260 55.260 55.260 
HltHHUH DSPAC~ OES !REO = 1,000 AIIGSTROt\S 
LIST OF 0 SPACitl(iS (UIIIT : AtiGSTROI\S) SHEe:T I OF 2 SHEETS 
H K L OS PACE H K L OS PACE H OS PACE 
•I ·1 ·1 4,58.3 1 ·I 1 2 ,15) 2 1 ~I 1,602 
I I I oj I I •I 1 ·2 0 0 4,155 0 ·2 0 2,078 2 ·1 1 
0 0 •I 0 0 2 •2 1 ·I 
0 1 0 0 2 0 ·2 -1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 ·2 ·I -2 1 
0 ·1 0 2 0 0 -1 I 2 
·1 7 0 -2 0 0 1 01 ·2 1 0 3.662 0 ·2 ·2 1.841 1 -1 2 
0 •1 -1 0 2 2 1 -2 -1 
• I •1 0 -2 0 ·2 1 2 -1 
1 0 1 2 0 2 -I 2 1 
-I 0 -t 2 2 0 •) ·2 -3 1.599 
0 1 1 ·2 -2 0 ·3 ·3 -2 
·1 ·1 ·2 2,699 2 2 3 1.791 3 3 2 
1 1 2 -2 ·2 ·3 ·2 ·3 - J 
·2 -1 •I 2 3 2 2 3 3 
2 I I 3 2 2 3 2 3 
-I ·2 ·1 ·3 ·2 -2 .3 3 3 1.528 
I 2 1 •Z ·3 ·2 ·J ·3 ·3 
a I 0 I 2.517 G 1 G J G 1 1.708 0 ·3 ·1 1,466 
•I 1 0 ·3 ·1 d 1 1 3 0 
I ·I 0 1 3 1 0 G I ·3 
0 ·I I 1 1 3 0 I 3 
0 1 d 1 ·1 a 1 ·3 ·I 0 a3 
1 0 ·1 3 I 1 3 1 0 
·I ·2 ·2 :z.:ws I 2 3 1 ,691• 1 0 3 
1 2 2 1 3 2 3 0 1 
·2 •I ·2 3 1 2 ·3 0 ·1 
2 1 2 ·2 ·1 ·J ·3 ·1 0 
·2 ·2 •I ·2 ·3 ·1 0 3 I 
2 2 I 2 3 I •I ·3 0 
2 2 2 2.292 •I ·2 ·3 ·3 ·3 ·I 1.459 
.;2 
·2 ·2 -1 ·3 ·2 ·1 ·3 -3 
·2 -I 0 2.206 •3 ·2 ·1 3 1 3 
2 0 I 3 2 1 1 3 3 
0 1 2 ·3 •I ·2 ·3 ·1 ·3 
0 ~ 1 2 I 6 ? -~ 1 1 0 ·2 I 1.636 1 I .453 
·1 0 -2 0 I ·2 • I 2 -1 
0 • 2 ·1 0 ·2 I 2 • 1 ·I 
0 ·1 ·2 ·2 0 I 1 I ·2 
2 1 0 0 2 -I -2 I 1 
·I -2 0 I ·2 0 ·I -I 2 
·2 0 • I 
- 1 2 0 3 2 0 I ,1113 
I 0 2 1 0 -2 2 3 0 
1 1 ·I 2,153 2 ·1 0 • 3 ·2 0 
•I 1 
- 1 0 • I 2 • 2 0 ·3 
·I G I I ·I 0 2 2 0 J 
1 ·1 G I 2 0 ·1 0 -3 • 2 
Fig. 4 .. 8 Typical output from program DSPACINGe 
List continued on next pageg 
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H K L OS I' ACt: 
·2 o) 0 1,1)1 
3 0 2 
0 
' 
2 
•) 0 -2 
0 -2 •J 
0 2 3 
0 0 3 t ,;;os 
2 -1 2 
3 0 0 
2 2 _, 
0 -J 0 
1 -2 -2 
-1 2 2 
-2 1 ·2 
0 0 ·3 
·2 -2 1 
·3 0 0 
0 3 0 
·2 ·2 .I, I, 2 2 
·2 -4 ·2 
2 2 lj 
2 4 2 
.t, • 2 ·2 
·.3 "'') <• 3 
-4 • 3 ·.3 
4 3 ) 
3 3 ,, 
• 3 ·3 = ~~ 
3 4 J 
3 2 t, j o.1()(, 
•) -4 <>2 
t, 3 2 
·4 ·3 ·2 
z. 2 J 
·2 ·4 •l 2 J 
·3 -2 _,, 
3 I, 2 
·2 - J .t, 
-4i ·2 • 3 
2 t, 3 
4 I 2 
·2 ·-1 -4 
·1 -4 -2 
·2 .I, . I 
2 I Lo 
1 4 2 
-4 -I ·2 
-4 -2 G 1 
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At.PHA H20.3 STRUCTURAl. RHOH!lOHEORAI. 
I.IST Of' D SPACINGS (UN IT : AHGSTROHS) SHEET 2 or 2 SHEETS 
H K t. DSPACE H K I. DSPAC£ H K I. OS PACE H DSPAO': 
i 2 It I .262 =4 m4 ~) 1.202 ~I 0 ~4 1. 10')' 0 m4 P) y ,0~0 
•I ·2 -4 4 4 ' 0 m4 ·1 0 ) 4 4 2 i q 1 3 0 1.191 o4 D 1 0 4 0 3 
2 4 1 1 0 ·3 1 4 0 4 3 0 
2 0 ·2 i ,258 0 ..f 3 4 0 i 0 ·J -4 
·2 2 0 ·3 1 0 01 -4 0 -4 0 -3 
0 2 ·2 -~ 0 • i 0 4 1 1 • 3 ·3 '1.013 2 ·2 0 0 1 0 ·1 -4 ·3 1 ·) 
0 ·2 2 J D 1 0 0 4 2 1.10.., D I 3 3 
•2 0 2 0 3 -1 4 0 2 3 ·1 3 
3 3 o~ i .227 0 ·3 1 4 2 0 ·.3 ·3 1 
0 •) ·J 0 1 ·3 2 4 0 3 3 ·1 
·1 ·1 ·4 ·1 0 3 2 0 4 
·'• ·1 ·I 1 ·3 0 ·2 0 -4 
i 1 4 -4 ·1 -3 i. 189 -4 0 -2 
a) 0 ·3 a) a4 a 1 0 .-4 ·2 
0 3 3 1 3 4 ·2 -It 0 
·I -4 ·1 ·I -4 ·3 0 2 4 
3 0 3 •.3 ·I -4 -4 -2 0 
1 II 1 -4 -3 ·1 0 ·2 ·4 
4 I i 1 4 3 1 1 ·3 I .086 
·3 ·3 0 ,, J 1 D 1 3 -1 
1 3' D I 1.214 3 1 4 ·1 - 1 3 
·3 1 ·I 3 4 1 3 D 1 ·1 
I -1 ·3 4 1 
-' 
1 •3 1 
•I 1 3 D 1 ·3 ·3 1 1 
•J a I 1 2 4 I; 1.16) 2 ·2 ·2 I ,076 
3 1 •I a4 •4 •2 ·? 2 2 
-l -! l 4 ~ 4 ·2 2 ·2 4 2 2 2 ·2 
1 ·3 ·1 -4 ·2 -4 2 ·2 2 
1 ·1 3 ·2 -4 -4 ·2 -2 2 
·I 1 •) 4 4 I; i .146 -4 ·1 -4 1 .053 
•I ~3 I -4 -4 ·4 ·4 -4 ·1 
2 ·2 _, 1.204 ·3 1 ·2 1,141 4 1 4 
1 2 ·2 1 ·3 ·2 4 4 1 2 _, 
·2 •) ·2 1 ·I _,, -4 
2 ·2 
' 
·1 2 3 1 4 4 
2 1 ·2 3 -1 2 0 -4 0 1 ,039 
•2 -1 2 2 - 1 3 0 0 4 
1 -2 2 3 2 - 1 '• 0 0 
-1 2 -2 I ·2 -3 -4 0 0 
-2 2 1 ·2 -3 I 0 4 0 
·2 2 -1 2 3 ·1 0 0 -4 
·1 ·2 2 ·I 3 2 3 4 0 1,030 
~2 1 2 ·2 I ·3 -3 0 -4 
.. J 4 1.202 0 I 4 l, 107 0 4 J 
·3 ·4 -4 1 0 4 -3 -4 0 
-4 • 3 -4 -4 0 -1 -4 -3 0 
3 4 4 4 I 0 3 0 4 
Fig. 4.8 continued .. 
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It is often important to be able to distinguish which of these factors 
is active in producing the extra spots, especially to determine whether 
or not the pattern can be interpreted as arising from a single crystal 
fragment; and to do so requires an attempt to index the spot$ in relation 
to the primary or central diffraction network. 
4.4.1 Indexing of Spots in Laue Zones 
The effect of curvature of the sphere of reflection is discussed 
. t Z122 t zl23 a by H1rsch e a and by Andrews e a an is illustrated in Figure 4.9. 
At 100 kV the radius of this sphere is sufficiently small to intersect a 
number of reciprocal lattice planes within the region which may berecorded 
on a selected area diffraction pattern, and a circular band of spots, 
known as a Laue zone, is formed on the pattern for each such intersection. 
The zero order Laue zone corresponds to the (uvw) reciprocal lattice 
plane which passes through the origin, all spots in this zone satisfying 
the relation 
hu + kv + lw 0 • 0 •• (4.28) 
The higher order zones of spots arise from (uvw) reciprocal lattice 
displaced from the origin, the Nth parallel plane from the origin 
consisting of (hkl) lattice points such that 
hu + kv + lw •••• (LL29) 
Although the spots within each zone are arranged in identical networks 
the higher order zones may consist of very narrow bands so that this 
order may not be evident on inspection of the diffraction pattern. For 
this reason the computer technique described was developed ·to relate the 
spots from non-zero order Laue zones to the indexed pattern of the zero 
order zone. 
The flow diagram of Figure 4.7 shows the method by which this 
indexing is accomplished. The central or zero order diffraction pattern 
is initially indexed using program XIDENT, and two spo·ts, shown as 
Zone Axis 
Fig. 4.9 
electron beam 
Sphere of reflection 
The effect of curvature of the sphere 
of reflection. 
(a) Intersection between sphere of 
reflection and reciprocal lattice 
planes a 
(b) Corresponding diffraction pattern 
exhibiting Laue zones. 
(b) 
109. 
110. 
to 
which higher order zones may be related. The indices of these two 
are input to subroutine LSPOTS and the (uvw) reciprocal lattice 
represent~d by the central pattern is determined from Equation 4.14" 
The measured position of a diffraction spot S to be indexed is 
then input, the position being defined by the diffracted distance. D 
and the two measured angles ~l and ~2 between S and the two reference 
spots. A search of the previously generated list of crystal d-spacings 
is then made for (hkl) planes with d-spacings corresponding to the 
diffracted dis·tance for spot S , within the desired tolerance. Each 
such plane is tested in relation 4.29, and all planes producing values 
+ 
of N greater than 12 are rejected. The reciprocal lattice vector ghl<l' 
corresponding to the plane {hkl) , is then projected into the zero order 
plane\by the technique described in Section 4. 4. 2, and the ang·les between 
the projected reciprocal vector and ~h k 1 and ;h k 1 are calcula·ted 1 1 1 '2 2 2 
from Equation 4.13. If the two calculated angles correspond to ·the tvvo 
measured angles ~l and~ , within the desired tolerancev a possible 
. 2 
indexing of spot S is recognised and ·the solution is printed out. 
to 50 spots may be indexed in this way during any single application of 
-the p:r:ogram. 
4.4.2 Projection of Reciprocal Vectors into the Zero Order Plane 
The simultaneous intersection of the zero order reciprocal lattice 
plane and the Nth order plane with the sphere of reflection results in 
superimposed diffraction patterns from both planes. However/il the 
angular relationships measured from the diffraction pattern represent ·the 
angles between the projec·tions of the spots in the zero order plane 
rather than the true angles between the reciprocal vectors for the 
corresponding crystal planes. In order to calculate the angles on the 
pattern the N-plane must be projected into the zero order plane by 
addition of a vector, representing the separation of these two planes, 
111. 
Fig. 4.10 Indexing of spots in Laue zones. 
112. 
to each position vector defining a reciprocal lattice point in theN-plane. 
This projection should be performed along the direction of the particular 
diffracted beam for each spot, but the error resulting from projection 
along a direction perpendicular to the (uvwl plane can normally be 
neglected and the use of this method is justified by its simplicity. 
Hirsh et aZ describe this projection technique for cubic crystals 
where the crystal lattice and reciprocal lattice are parallel, and the 
Procedure has been extended below to enable the more complex case of 
non-cubic lattices to be handled by subroutines LSPOTS and ZONES of 
program DSPACING. 
From the properties of the reciprocal cell described in Section 
4.2.2 it can be demonstrated that the (uvw) reciprocal lattice planes 
-+ 
shown in Figure 4.11 are perpendicular to a direct cell vector L (uvw) 
-+ -+ -+ 1 
which has components ua + vb + we and magnitude equal to d* 
uvw 
where d* is the interplanar spacing for the (uvw) reciprocal lattice 
uvw 
planes. 
Therefore d* 
uvw 
_L, 
22 22 22 2 (u a + v b + w c ) 
.•.. ( 4. 30) 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
The components of L in the reciprocal lattice (u'a* + v'b* + w'c*) (uvw) 
may be obtained from the inverse transformation relationships 
u' 
2 
ua + vab cosy + wac cos S 
v' = uab cosy + vb
2 
+ wbc cos a 
w' vbc cosa + we 2 •... (4. 31) uac cosy + 
which provide direction coordinates for the reciprocal lattice vector 
perpendicular to plane (uvw). The [u'v'w'] reciprocal lattice vector 
will intersect the first order (uvw) plane at point P given byc(u'v'w') 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
when vector OP with components c(u'a* + V 1 b* + w'c*) has a magnitude of 
d * , therefore, from Equation 4. 30 
uvw 
(h-Ncu', k-Ncv', l-Ncl') 
order 
(uvw) plane Nth order (uvw) plane 
----- (hkl) 
p a 
0 c(u'v'w') Nc (u'v'w1 
(uvw) 
plane 
1st order 
(uvw) plane 
Fig. 4 .11 Projection of /spots into zero order (uvw) 
reciprocal lattice plane. 
I 
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c 
2 2 2 2 2 2 (u a + v b + w c ) 
G 
-!, 2 2 2 2 ~ 
+ v b + w c ) 
s the of any point in ·the Nth order ( into 
Nc 
order , along a direc·tion perpendicular to these 
-+ e 
-+ 
by subtraction of a vector OQ vvhich has components . 
Thus the point (hkl) proj ec·ts into the 
Ncu 3 v k - Ncv 9 F 1 nc~N'§) u and the angles beb:,'Veen the 
-+ -+ + 
9 (h - Ncuu, k- Ncv', 1 - Ncw 1 ) and 9 (h
1
k
1
1
1
) and g 
calcula·ted from Equa·tion 4.13 for comparison with the measured 
l,/J1 and "ly2 from the diffraction pattern. 
The application. of DSPACING is demonstrated with reference 
12 'llvhich represents a diffrac·tion pa·ttern 
four successive ove:rlapping Laue zones. The 
:f:e:om a..:;r:t M
6
c particle found in lm.17 alloy steels, where M 
·total o:E unspecified metal atoms. Indexing of the 
may 
with the assistance of two computer runs. The first: run 
·the of XIDENT to the central zone of and 
is shown in Figure 4.13. The spo·ts labelled A 
were used as inpu-t data for this operation. Two of 'chese vvith 
indices ( and (262) were chosen as reference poin·ts for the 
of all other spots in the second computer rtm 
DSPACING, and Figure 4. 14 contains the output from DSPACil\JG 
'lfirdch corresponds i:o the firsJc 20 spots which v7ere indexed. These 
are labelled in Figure 4.12. 
The discriminating power of the program is evident from the 
O'Lrt. Sufficient information is provided to enable ready selection 
the most likely diffracting planes from low order zones, and manual 
\ 
\ 
ll5o 
Indexing of diffraction pattern containing 
four overlapping Laue zones. Spots A - E are 
input data for indexing 6f the zero order zone 
using program XIDENT, and spots 1 - 20 in higher 
order zones are indexed using program DSPACE. 
The computer output corresponding to these 
operations is shown in figures 4.13 and 4 14. 
PLATE 5 AtiORE\.JS OVSOI! Jltlll KE:O'.III (CEIITRAL PATTI:RH) 
.. r::nn"'nu•-nu'l!~·:t"!'tl'l;-.)**.:r*i·t:n\t~ng.ntro\)~1'\'fr'iz'IJ'I'I110t:Uq'2.:r~.,u-·l'n'lrtrtJ1att" 
"'"-**>'~tttnll1rll**********"ff-!:1<tnlri<<toh-<t'lliltrl>tr<til.qn-:.trf:<tt>1t<rtruilllrCn!nll 
ntrtn,ul<utrtn>ila<rtn:.o<.tt<tm'r""'"''*tl*""'"'"''~trtrlrtt<:trttttttll<drtt<>..:rt~vttir'ilriHt 
CAMERA COUSTAIIT:: 71.JOOO 
POSitiON TOLERIItJC£ :; 1.000 HII.LIMHRES (MitlltiUH OVER~RIDING TOLERANCE OF +OR • 5.0 PERCEtlf· OF Olff'. OIUANCE PREVAilS) 
DIFFRACTED DISTAUCES OF SPOTS AA!f: 
!6,90 19.00 25.80 21.00 28.00 (HILLIMETRES) 
l\IIGLE TOLERAIICE ::: 3,00 DEGREES 
lir:ASUREO ANGLES BET\JEEN SPOTS ME 
34.60 54.60 93.90 1.31.60 
t16C CARBIDE (FACE CEUTREO CUBIC)(PARAI'UERS FROM AllORE\.JS ET AL P.202) 
****RU-:t-t:n-:r::.::,*-.'t****-:t****'f(**.;,**R·:n•ni**·(dr\lO::lt-:t-t~t:-:.·l!'UU't{~tl·tdrtrtJ 
SET 1 
*'fdt*·:r~ 
REAL CELL CONSTAIITS 
A ALPHA BETA 
11.082 I 1.082 11,082 90,000 90.000 90.000 
i\1\XIMUH INDICES ARE 10 IO 10 
1·1AXIHUI1 OIMEIISIOIIS OF ARRAYS ARE 75 212 
PROHIBITED REFLECTIOIIS FOR THE vACE CENTRED CELL TVPE f' HAVE BEEH OMIHEO 
ZONE AXIS ( I 3 8) (SET I HAS 2~ SYMMETRICAL EQUIVALENT SOLUTIONS) 
il'>:Mt{r**lt'itil'II'I:Mt-ll*il'i>Uirw 
POII!T PLAIIE OS PACE EST111A'rEO OSPACE FROH Olff' • PATTii:Rt4 
I 5 •I) 2.1H 2.096 
2 4 4 ·2) 1.847 1,864 
3 ) 7 ~3) 1.354 1.37) 
4 ~2 6 ~2) 1.671 1,687 
5 ~7 5 ·I) 1.280 1.265 
N, B. BEST FIT CAMERA COtiSTAIIT USED I tl ABOVE EST ltiATES OF 0 SPAC lUGS " 70.03'+ (ltiPUT CAI·IERA COIISTANT: 7J,.)OO) 
tiEAil DEVII\TIOII OF IIEASURED SPOTS fROM TRUE POSITIONS ::: 0,326 IHLLIMETRES 
AllGLE OETI~EEil PLAtiES I il. 2 
AllGLE Bt.H/EEII PLMIES I II. 3 
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checking of the inter-relationships between adjacent spots and adjacent 
zones is minimal. The lack of identification of a diffracting spot by 
this technique, when the zero order zone has been positively identified 8 
provides evidence that the diffraction pattern cannot be interpreted as 
arising from a single crystal fragment. 
120. 
CHAPTER 5 
PARTICULATE OXIDE FORMATION ON IRON 
Sol TYPES OF FILAMENTARY GROWTH OBSERVED 
Filamentary crystals are observed to grow on iron surfaces 
0 0 following oxidation at temperatures between 300 C and 800 C, but the 
nature of the filamentary particles is shown in Fig. 5.1 to be critically 
dependent on the oxidising temperature. This fi.gure contains transmission 
electron micrographs, obtained by the silhouette technique, from the edges 
of iron specimens after oxidation for three hours in air at temperature 
intervals of 50°C over the range for which filamentary growth is observed. 
. 0 0 No filamentary crystals were observed at 250 C or 900 C. 
High purity (99.99%) electron beam melted iron strip, supplied by 
Metals Research Corporation to MARZ grade, was used for all experiments. 
The specimens shown in Figure 5.1 were cut from a single strip of material 
which was cold-rolled to a thickness of O.lmm, annealed in air at 
approximately 700°C, descaled in warm 10% H2so4 , and washed in ethyl 
alcohol prior to oxidation. Other specimens have shown that the form of 
the oxide filaments does not appear to be significantly affected by the 
method of surface preparation, similar particles being observed at any 
given temperature on electropolished, mechanically-polished, as rolled, 
or annealed surfaces. These observations are in agreement with those of 
lb d . 39 h 1 h d d . '1 Ta ot an B1got who showed that t e engt an ens1ty of f1 aments 
formed at 400°C were identical.for cold worked and recrystallised iron. 
The purity of the iron was found to have more effect than the crystal 
form. 
Two fundamentally different growth morphologies are observed in 
Figure 5.1. 0 0 At lower temperatures, from 300 C to 500 C, the oxide crystals 
/ 
form as blade-shaped platelets which taper towards the tip. These platelets 
(a) 300 °C 
(c) 1.00 °C 
Fig . 5 . 1 
(b) 350 °C 
(d) 1.50 °C 
Filamentary oxide growth on iron surfaces 
after 3 hours in air at atmospheric pressure 
at temperatures ranging from 300°C to 850°C . 
(Continued on nex t p a ge) 
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\ 
{e) 500 °C (f) 550 oc 
~) 5 00° c (h) 650° c 
Fig. 5.1 Continued 
(Continued on next page) 
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(i) 700 °C {j) 750 °C 
lkl Boooc (I) 850 °C 
Fig. 5.1 Continued 
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are transparent to electrons and appear of thin and uniform cross-section. 
Above 470°C a second crystal form becomes apparent. Whisker-like particles 
of constant cross-section become the predominant growth form, these 
particles broadening and assuming ribpon profiles of much larger size as 
the temperature is further increased. Although these crystals display a 
variety of different· features under different oxidising conditio,ns, all 
crystals of this type with relatively constant cross-section from base to 
tip will be referred to as "whiskers" to distinguish them from the 
"platelets" formed at lower temperature. 
5.1.1 Platelets 
Figure 5.1 shows that the ratio of platelet length to width at the 
base is relatively constant q.t any one temperature; but this ratio decreases 
with increasing temperature from approximately 50:1 at 300°C to 1:1 at 
.o A maximum length is reached at approximately 400 C and the 
platelets become broader and decrease in length as the temperature 
increases above this point. They can no longer be observed at 600°C 
although their existence may be obscured by the profusion of whiskers at 
this temperature. 
Accurate measurement of the filament length is difficult as the 
base region is obscured by localised surface roughness so that only the 
outer portions of the longer platelets are normally observed by the 
silhouettetechnique. The orientation of the particles to the electron 
beam is also not known. Mea-surements on 150 platelets after 3 hours of 
0 
oxidation at 400 c have established that the filaments exhibit a maximum 
length of 4.01Jm, an average length of approximately l.OlJm, a length:width 
ratio of 20: 1, thickness of 10 nm to 30 nm and a surface density of 
9 -2 10 em (determined by scanning electron microscopy) . 
A number of additional features of the platelet morphology are 
observed in the high magnification photograph of Figure 5.2. The 
0.2;-t m 
Fig . 5 . 2 Platelet formation on iron after 4~ hours 
at 500°C . 
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characteristic tip shape is composed of a·number of different crystal 
faces, but the wide variation in length:width ratio at different 
~emperatures is accompanied by a corresponding variety of tip profiles. 
Most crystals exhibit striated growth patterns on their faces as a result 
of thickness contrast, and many crystal$ also display bands of enhanced 
con·trast around thei·r perimeters or radiating from the centre of the base 
to the outer edges of the crystal. These effects are identified as bend 
contours, or occasionally as separate grains, in dark field images. 
A striking feature of many blade images is an irregular line along 
the centre of the blade from base to tip which appears to be a trace of 
the growth of the pointed tip. A marked difference in contrast is 
frequently observed between the two halves of the platelet at either side 
of this line, and similar lines and contrast variation may also be 
associated with other changes of orientation of the whisker tip. Tallman 
46 
and Gulbransen , observed similar features in platelets grown at similar 
temperatures in H2o atmospheres containing a trace of oxygen, and attributed 
these contrast effects to thickness variations. The thickness variations 
were assumed to result from asymmetrical growth of the two halves of the 
crystal by a growth mechanism which assumed that the platelets consist of 
twinned aFe2o3 crystals. Examination of dark field images reveals that 
this contrast change cannot be attributed to such thickness variation but 
results from a change in lattice orientation due to either elastic bending 
or a grain boundary. Figure 5. 3 shows a bright field image of a platelet 
formed at 550°C and three dark field images from three different diffracted 
beams. It is observed that the line from point A to the base is associated 
with a contrast change for each of the three diffracted beams, which 
indicates an abrupt change of crystal orientation along this line. A bend 
contour would not be visible in dark field images from several different 
reflections since the contrast effects from a bend in a thin section 
originate from electrons which satisfy just one particular Bragg reflection. 
Fig. 5.3 Bright field and dark field images showing 
grain boundary in platelet formed at 550°C. 
127 . 
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Extinction contours are also normally observed as gradations in intensity 
over a broad region rather than the abrupt contrast change observed here. 
The change of contrast associated with a grain boundary along the 
axis of many platelets and the observation of the occasional platelet 
with a V-shaped notch at the tip suggest that the crystals may be 
folded at the centre with growth in two planes; however, scanning electron 
microscope observations do not support this suggestion. Specimens oxidised 
at temperatures from 400°C - 550°C have been examined using a number of 
different scanning electron microscopes but interpretation of the images 
is difficult as the resolution is barely sufficient to observe crystals 
of this size. Despite this limitation, the images do indicate that most 
platelets grow as flat sheets.in a single plane from base to tip and 
intersect the oxide surface in a straight line. The platelets also 
appear to be randomly oriented to the base oxide layer. 
5.1.2 Whiskers 
0 0 The whisker crystals formed between 470 C and 850 C possess a 
variety of shapes and sizes which are dependent on the oxidising temper-
ature. At 500°c fine filaments of approximately 15 nm thickness and 
lengths up to 5 llm are formed. At higher temperatures the whiskers 
broaden into ribbon-like profiles which remain transparent to electrons 
but which increase in size with increasing temperature. After three hours 
0 
of oxidation a maximum size is reached at approximately 750 C when lengths 
of 30 11m and widths of 1 - 2 lJm are observed. Above this temperature a 
slight decrease in size occurs and at 850°C the whisker profile is 
replaced by electron-dense mounds of oxide which are shown in Figure 5.1 (~). 
High resolution imaging of the finest whiskers is difficult as they 
are in constant motion under the impact of residual gas molecules in the 
electron microscope, and rapidly become covered by a sheath of contamin-
ation while under observation. High magnification bright field and 
dark field images of.a whisker section are shown in Figure 5.4. 
129 . 
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Fig. 5.4 High magnification bright field and dark field 
images of two fine whiskers showing bend contours 
and dual crystal nature of the top whisker. A 
contamination sheath surrounds both crystals. 
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The effect o~ the contamination sheath is a general reduction in resolution; 
but bend contours are clearly observed and the top whisker is clearly shown 
to consist of dual crystals growing together. 
A number of features of the structure of the larger ribbon crystals 
formed at higher temperatures are revealed by diffraction contrast effects 
At 750°C the ribbons are slightly tapered towards the tip 
and often display regularly spaced contrast bands along their length accomp-
anied by localised bulging of the whisker sides. A likely cause of such 
effects is thickness variation resulting from the cyclic temperature fluct..:.. 
uation of approximately ± 20°C which is associated with thermostatic control 
of the oxidation furnace. In addition to these contours sharply defined 
dark lines are observed running parallel to the axis of many crystals, and 
a change of tip orientation is.frequent~y associated with the termination 
of these lines at the wh~sker tips. Lasko and Tice53 have observed similar 
features in copper oxide whiskers and have suggested that the lines are the 
images of axial screw dislocations; but a number of features of the contrast 
effects observed in the iron oxide whiskers suggest that the majority of 
such contrast lines are images of grain boundaries. The kinematical theory 
of image contrast predicts that contrast at screw dislocations should appear 
as thin dark lines in bright field images and that the line contrast should 
be reversed in dark field images. 
A contrast reversal of this type has been detected in only a small 
proportion of the ribbons examined, indicating that most such ribbons do not 
contain axial screw dislocations. A discontinuous change of contrast is 
commonly observed across the contrast lines, however, which suggests that 
most ribbons consist of two or more parallel crystals growing together. 
Whiskers which split into two at the tip are a relatively common phenomenon 
above 700°C and may be readily explained in terms of multiple crystals of 
this type. An unusual ribbon which shows the existence of both dislocations 
and grain boundaries near the tip is shown in Figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.6 shows that tpe larger whiskers may also contain 
transverse grain boundaries and networks of dislocations associated with 
131. 
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Fig . 5 . 5 Bright field and dark field images of ribbon tip 
showing both grain boundaries (A) and dislo-
cations (B) . 
Fig. 5. 6 
132. 
Oxide whisker growth at 700°C exhibiting grain 
boundaries, extinction bend contours and 
dislocations. 
133. 
lattice strain. Dark field observation is generally necessary to 
distinguish between these features and contrast effects resulting from 
bending or changes of thickness. 
The higher temperature filaments are of sufficient size to be 
satisfactorily imaged by scanning electron microscopy. Figure 5.7 contains 
three images of different areas of a single iron specimen oxidised for 
0 
three hours at 800 c. A large proportion of the surface was observed to 
be covered with mounds of oxide of irregular cross-section as shown in 
Figure 5.7(c), while other parts of the specimen showed whisker growth 
8 -2 
with a surface density of 10 em The transition between areas of ·the 
surface bearing whiskers and those bearing mounds was abrupt and very few 
areas of the specimen containe~ mixtures of both types of surface particle. 
The abrupt transition between the two types.of crystals suggests that 
orientation relationships within the o~ide layer may have a strong 
influence over the nature of the surface growth. The bases of the 
whiskers are observed to blend smoothly into the surface oxide layer with 
an accumulation of material at this point. The tips of many of the whisker 
crystals are the nucleation sites for finer whiskers which reinforces the 
transmission electron microscope observations that the ribbons consist 
of bundles of crystals lying in a single plane. 
5.2 IN SITU OBSERVATION OF GROWING FILAMENTS 
A number of experiments have been performed using the controlled 
atmosphere gas reaction chamber to observe the formation of the oxide 
filaments in situ. All specimens have been oxidised in medical grade 
tank oxygen atmospheres at a pressure of 2. 6'1 kPa (20 mm Hg) with the 
exception of one experiment using a 5% H2 - 95% o2 atmosphere at the same 
pressure. The specimens were given similar pretreatments to those described 
in Section 5.1 and were directly heated by the passage of electric current. 
Experiments have been performed at constant temperature to observe the 
nature of the growth process and to measure the rate of growth. Following 
Fig. 5.7 
(a ) 
2 _,u.m 
(b) 
L. _,u.m 
kl 
Scanning electron micrographs of iron 
surface following ox idation for 3 hours 
at 800°C. 
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constant temperature oxidation the of nt1m.ber of 
has been altered to observe the changes which occur One of the 
problems with this technique that it is 
difficult to i:he time and where of interest will 
occur, and to a certain extent the sequences showing features 
of interest 
5.2.1 
have been obtained 
0 
at 500 C 
An oxide growth sequence at a constant 
area of the was commenced times 
to the after the was r:;tabilised. 
Growth does not occur at all 
Localised clusters of whiskers are obser\red to form 
areas eventually nucleate whiskers so that 
5o8 refer 
on the 
u and the 
uni~ 
8 ~~2 
form surface density, estimated at 10 em is abhi:eved after 
addition of material at the tip and appea1r to be nucleated 
on Jche points of projections from U1e oxide surface A feature of the 
whisker growth which was no·t :from post s-itu observation is 
that many of ·the whiskers grow as bundles of small filamEm·ts which nucleate 
side by side. Many of these whiskers continue to grow and 
the appearance of a leader filament which propagates first, followed 
an overgrowth of the outer surfaces to of 
the near the base In the gas ,.,., reaction observations 
the of these crystals is occasionally observed, as in the case 
oE whisker JA in Figure 5. 8 (f) . This bundle consists of a·t leasJc four 
(a) 
( d ) 4 mins . 
t------1 
(g) 9 mins. 
Fig. 5.8 
(b ) 2 mins. (c ) 3 min s. 
2 3___;;;,.. 
(e) 5 mins. (f) 7 mins. 
,\ 
(h) 11 mins. ( i) 14 mins. 
= 1.0 p.m 
Gas reaction stage observation of the growth 
of iron oxide whiskers at 500°C (approx. ) in 
oxygen. 
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13 7. 
( j) 18 mins . ( k ) 2 2 min s . ( 1 ) 2 8 min s . 
(m) 42 mins . (n) 51 mins . (o) 61 mins . 
6 
\ 
(p) 73 mins. ( q) 8 5 min s . (r) 94 mins . 
Fig . 5 . 8 continued 
separate whiskers but its true nature as a multiple crystal was not 
apparent until separation occurred. 
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Many of the crystals which are formed early in the oxidation process 
are covered with considerable contamination and overgrowth in the form of 
bulbous irregularities and small platelets which grow on their surfaces as 
the reaction proceeds. Irregular overgrowths of oxide are not uncommon 
on specimens oxidised external to the electron microscope but the degree of 
contamination on this specimen is greater than is normally observed. It is 
possible that the contamination may be a func·tion of the electron beam 
irradiation of the specimen or some feature of the oxidising atmosphere. 
The electron beam will certainly cause temperature fluctuations in the 
whisker~,as the condenser lens. is adjusted for photographic purposes and 
the beam alignment is altered, but the magnitude of the effect is not 
known. Preferred sites for accumulation of material appear to be the 
points of contact between two whiskers and the region between the bases 
of whiskers which are nucleated close toge·ther. This suggests surface 
transport of the oxidising species. 
5. 2. 2 Measurement of Growth Rate 
The growth rates of 20 whiskers and five platelets grown on four 
specimens at different temperatures have been measured. The rates of 
growth of the whiskers labelled 1 - 5 in Figure 5. 8 (h) ·are plotted in 
Figure 5.9 and are typical of the growth observed on all specimens. It 
is clear from this figure that after an ~nitial induction period most 
whiskers exhibit a linear growth rate with respect to time followed by 
an abrupt cessation of growth at a variety of different lengt~s. After 
this transition point no further increase in length is observed for the 
majority of whiskers over the remainder of the experiment, which continued 
for 99 minutes. A few whiskers continue to grow at a rate slower than 
that initially observed after departure from the linear portion of the 
growth curve, but this growth may also be abruptly terminatedo 
4·0 
3.5 
3.0 
2·5 
.o 
1° 5 
1·0 
Q.5 
2 4 6 8 
Fig. 5~9 Measured growth of whiskers labelled in 
Fig. 5.8(£) at 500°C. 
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A variation in rates of growth between 1. 61-lm/min and 0.11-lm/min 
is observed on this one specimen, which is unlikely to be accounted for 
by different orientations of the crystals to the electron beam. Whiskers 
growing together in clusters do not necessarily lengthen at the same speed 
which also indicates that a true variation of growth rate does exist 
between different whisker crystals at the same temperature. 
The extreme linearity of most of the plotted growth rates in 
Figure 5.9 is most surprising as it is generally assumed that cation 
diffusion from the base oxide to the whisker tip will provide the rate-
controlling step for filament formation. Both internal diffusion and 
surface diffusion mechanisms would normally be expected to lead to a 
parabolic time law for the growth of whiskers of constant cross-section 
at constant temperature; that is 
Kto.5 
.... (5.1) 
where £ is the whisker length, t is the elapsed time, and K is a rate 
constant which depends on the oxidising temperature. 
It isr therefore, necessary to consider the accuracy and represent-
ativeness of the measured ra·tes of growth and examine possible growth 
mechanisms which could account for the variable induction period, linear 
growth rate and abrupt cessation of growth which are observed. 
Some anomalies in the measured growth rates are to be expected 
as a result of change of orientation of the filaments with respect to 
the electron beam as growth proceeds and 'localised temperature variation 
in the whiskers which are irradiated by the electron beam., The first 
of these effects is not considered significant as consistently linear 
results have been obtained for a number of different whiskers, but it 
is possible that.localised heating by the electron beam and thermal 
conduction into the surface oxide could lead to a temperature gradient 
within each whisker. It is not possible to evaluate effects such as this 
but it is unlikely that effects related to the electron beam will show 
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any regularity or consistency as the beam intensity is subject to 
considerable fluctuation over the course of the experiment. 
The representativeness of the whiskers whose growth rates are 
plotted in Figure 5.9 is certainly open to question. Insufficient 
experiments have been performed to state with certainty that all whiskers 
increase in length with a linear relationship with time. Experimental 
difficulties have limited the number of measurements of whisker length 
although several specimens have been observed at constant temperature for 
periods exceeding one hour. The lengths of the longest whisker crystals 
cannot be determined with accuracy owing to their movement under Brownian 
motion, and a large proportion of whiskers grow to terminal length in a 
shorter interval than can be recorded in a series of images on glass photo-
graphic plates. To examine the representativeness of the linear 
relationship the measured growth rates of a number of whiskers which have 
been observed on four different specimens under different oxidising 
conditions are plotted in Figure 5.10. Of the twenty five filaments 
measured the only whisker or platelet which shows a .gradual reduction in 
growth rate with time is whisker 6 in Figure 5.8(q). It is plain that 
orientation· effects could readily account for the deviation from a linear 
rate which is observed for this whisker as its direction of growth is 
observed to change several times during the photographic sequence. 
No difference is observed between the growth behaviour of platelets 
compared with that of whiskers. A nucleation period of similar length is 
required and a similar range of growth rates exists. The platelets 
maintain a constant length :breadth ratio, and remain of constant shape as 
growth proceeds. 
5.2..3 The Effect of Temperature Change 
After 99 minutes of oxidation at 500°C the temperature of the 
0 
specimen shown in Figure S.8 was rapidly increased to 800 C for approxi-
\ 0 
mately 30 seconds and then returned to 500 C. During this short period 
E 
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5000C 
Fig. 5.10 Measured growth rates of assorted whiskers and platelets 
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at elevated temperature the ribbon-like whiskers shown in Figure S.ll(a) 
grew from the surface and the previously observed whisker and platelet 
crystals were completely obscured. The ribbons have a maximum length of 
7. 51Jm which indicates a growth rate of l51J m per minute at this 
temperature. The ribbon crystals are very thin, as indicated by their 
transparency to electrons, and provide very low contrast images on the 
photographic plates. 
The results of an attempt to repeat the rapid growth process are 
observed in Figure S.ll(b). Heating at l000°C for 15 seconds resulted in 
the formation of a high contrast band at the tip of each ribbon suggesting 
either severe thickening of the crystal at the tip or melting of the 
crystal. When the temperature· was subsequently reduced to the original 
level of 500°C continued growth of the ribbon tips was observed as illus-
trated in Figure 5.ll(c) - (f). Pointed crystals grew initially at the 
outer edges of the ribbon followed by growth of a sheet of parallel crystals 
which grew together to fill in the ribbon section so that the original 
crystal profile was restored. Careful examination of photographs of ·the 
original ribbon crystals reveals up to 20 weak contrast bands parallel ·to 
the axis of each ribbon which correspond to the multiple crystals which 
continue to form on the tips at lower temperature. 
The effects of further temperature changes are illustrated in 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Figure 5.12 shows a reaction chamber growth 
sequence in a 5% H ·95% 0 2. 2 atmosphere at 2.67 kPa (20mm Hg) following 
. . 1 5 0 0 a temperature 1.ncrease from approx1.mate y 00 C to 800 C. The growth 
0 
of whiskers at 500 c appeared to have terminated, as indicated by 
photographs (a) and (b) taken 7 minutes apart, and the temperature was 
increased immediately subsequent to photograph (b). No change was 
observed for a further 6~ minutes following the temperature increase until 
a rapid growth of irregular ribbon crystals took place. The gr.owing 
crystals advanced at approximately 4. 0 1Jm per minute and rapidly overtook 
/! 
1 )Lm 
f------1 
a . Iron oxide ribbons formed 
at 800°C from whiskers and 
platelets grown previously 
at soooc . 
c. Continued growth at ribbon 
tips after 1~ minutes at 
500°C. 
e. Growth after 4~ minutes 
at 500°C 
\ 
b. Ribbon tips melted by 
heating momentarily to 
1ooooc. 
d . Growth after 2~ minutes 
at 500°C. 
I 
j 
f. Growth after 10 minutes 
at 500°C. 
Fig . 5.11 Continued growth at ribbon tips following 
apparent melting of tips by overh~ating. 
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(c) 13mms 30sec 
' 
( d ) 13 m 1 n 4 5 se c (e) 13 m1n 50 sec (f) 1£, m1n 05 sec 
(g) 14 m1n 45 sec (h) l6m1n 05sec (1) 16 m1n 10 sec. 
Fig . 5.12 Renewed whisker growth following a temperature 
increase . Micrographs (a) and (b) taken 7 mins. 
apart demonstrate effective cessation of growth 
at 500°C. A temperature increase (after 7 mins . 
elapsed time) leads to renewed growth following 
an induction period . 
0.2;.t.m 
1--f 
(a) 1.50 mins elapsed following 
temperature decrease . 
(b) 1. 57 mins. 
(c) 
(e) 
Fig . 5.13 
1. 67 mins. (d) 2.00 mins. 
2.08 mins. (f) 2. 33 mins. 
Renewed growth of more regular whisker 
crystals following a temperature decrease 
0 0 from approx . 800 C to approx. 700 C. 
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the whiskers formed previously which did not show any change of form at 
the elevated temperature. The ribbons formed at the higher temperature 
are highly irregular and of variable thickness. Growth occurs simultan-
eously on a number of crystal faces so that the tip profiles remain constant 
and grain boundaries may be observed in many crystals associated with 
each change in tip profile. 
When the majority of these crystals had reached their terminal 
length a reduction in the temperature to approximately 700°C led to a 
further renewed growth of more regular shaped ribbons which are shown in 
Figure 5.13. Growth rates up to 4. 5 11m per minute are observed, and 
narrow ribbons continue to advance from the tips of broad crystals whose 
growth has ceased. The observed rates of growth are approximately linear 
over the period of observation but the timing of the photographic sequence 
is not sufficiently accurate to detect small deviations from a linear 
relationship. 
5.3 MULTIPLE WHISKER GROWTH 
Many authors state that whisker growth consists of a series of 
stages involving propagation of a fine leader crystal which is followed 
up by secondary thickening or overgrowth on the outer surfaces. The gas 
reaction stage observations indicate multiple whiskers are frequently 
nucleated adjacent to one another and may grow together giving the 
appearance of overgrowth of a fine lead whisker when, in fact, they are 
forming as independent filamentary cryst~ls. When the existence of these 
bundles of whiskers was recognised a closer study of many specimens 
revealed that most small iron oxide filaments propagate as multiple 
whiskers and that few single crystal wh~skers exist. 
The smallest whisker crystals may 'be attracted together from some 
distance apart, as is demonstrated in Figures 5.14 to 5.17. The filaments 
shown in these figures have been grown external to the electron 
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U5pm 
/ 
Fig. 5.14 
I 
I 
Fig. 5.15 
I . 
' ·/ ·~ 
Four whisker crystals nucleated some distance 
apart are attracted together to continue growth 
in a common direction. The ribbon-like nature 
of the whiskers is revealed by apparent changes 
of thickness at bends. 
I 
Whisker crystals overheated by the electron 
beam reveal their multiple crystal structure. 
Fig. 5 . 16 
Fig. 5.17 
0.5 JLm 
1------l 
A 
149 . 
Growth of a fragmented crystal (whisker A) at 
470°C and fracture of whiskers attracted by 
intermolecular forces. 
0.5 JLm 
1-------1 
Further examples of multiple whisker growth 
and the effects of intermolecular forces. 
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microscope at temperatures near the lower limit for iron oxide whisker 
formation, and few resemble the perfect single crystals of circular cross-
section which are normally assumed in the literature. The most commonly 
observed type of multiple growth is shown in Figure 5.14. Two or more 
whiskers nucleated up to 1. 5 flm apart may be attracted together to 
continue growth in a- common direction., the misalignment of the c.rystals 
being accommodated by elastic deformation. Less regular crystals are 
shown in Figures 5.15 ·to 5.17. Whiskers may join at many positions down 
their length ·to produce a variety of irregular shapes, and may fracture or 
deform under load. Whisker A in Figure 5.16 appears to have grown as 
a fragmented crystal, and a small plate'let appears to have formed on the 
side of a whisker in Figure 5.15. 
Crystal B in Figure 5.16 will be used to estimate the forces 
required to draw crystals together into the configurations which are 
observed. The method of formation of the crystal is not known but 
simple elastic bend theory should enable a rough estimate of the forces 
required to produce the observed radius of curvature in terms of the 
simplifiedmodel of Figure 5.18. The bending moment (M) is related to the 
radius of curvature of the whisker (R) by the relation 
M 
EI 
R 
.... (5.2) 
where I is the second moment of area of the whisker 
cross-section and E is the.elastic modulus. 
The minimum radius of curvature is' estimated as 0. 211m although the 
orientation of the whisker loop with respect to the electron beam is not 
known. This radius corresponds to the maximum bending moment (M F.Q,) 
max 
exerted by the force of attraction F between the two whisker sections. 
Mehan and Herzog124 indicate that the elastic modulus of whisker crystals 
is similar to that of bulk crystalline material, and in the absence of 
9 2 data for aFe2o3 at the oxidising temperature, a value of E = 300 x 10 N/m 
will be chosen. , This figure is representative of materials of similar 
Fig. 5.18 
151. 
F 
l = 1. 211m 
Simplified model of whisker bending under the 
influence of attractive force F. 
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structure such as aA1
2
o3 . 
The whisker cross-section is a further property which is difficult 
to determine. A change in whisker profile is frequently observed at points 
where bending occurs, these points being indicated by arrows in Figure 5.16. 
Such images would be expected from a ribbon crystal of breadth:depth ratio 
of approximately 1.5:1. The depth (d) of the whisker under consideration 
is measured as 10.0 nm and a rectangular cross-section of breadth (b) 
15.0 nm is assumed. The second moment of area of this section is given 
by 
I = 
Substitution of these values in.to Equation (5.2) provides a value 
-15 for the maximum bending moment of 2.5 x 10 Nm which corresponds to an 
-9 
attractive force between the whiskers of 2.1 x 10 N. 
It is interesting to examine the elastic stress in the 
whisker. represented by the measured radius of curvature. 
At a distance y from the neutral axis the stress (f) 
is given by 
f Ey 
R 
therefore f 
max 
•••• (5. 4) 
0.03E at the outer surface of the 
whisker. This value is very close to the theoretical 
cohesive strength of solid matter which lies in the 
124 
range 0.03E to O.l7E , and suggests a high degree of 
crystalline perfection in the observed whisker. 
Intermolecular forces of electromagnetic origin (Van der Waals 
forces) are felt to account for the observed attraction of adjacent whisker 
1 . . 125 h d h t 1 t t' f f bl crysta s. Der]agu1n s owe t a e ec romagne 1c orces o compara e 
magnitude exist between macroscopic crystals at distances up to 0.2vm, 
the forces depending on the shape of the crystals and many other factors. 
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Although electromagnetic forces between individual molecules would be 
expected to decrease according to the inverse 7th power of the separation 
distance, measured values indicate an inverse 3rd or 4th power relation-
ship exists for most macroscopic bodies. Gravitational forces would be 
negligible by comparison but it is possible that electrostatic effects 
which decrease according to an inverse square law may be significant. 
The existence of molecular forces of this magnitude leads to 
speculation regarding the reason for separation of the occasional bundle 
of whiskers which are growing together, as was observed in the gas re-
action chamber growth recorded in Figure 5.8. Repulsive electrostatic 
forces generated by the electron beam could possibly counter the attractive 
electromagnetic effects but mqvement of adjacent whiskers as a result. of 
irradiation by the electron beam is not normally observed. 
5.4 INFLUENCE OF THE OXIDISING ATMOSPHERE AND STATE OF THE METAL 
SUBSTRATE. 
G lb t ~11,33,35,36 h ... u ransen e a& ave demonstrated that the ox1d1s1ng 
atmosphere and state of the metal substrate may influence the type of 
filamentary growth o~served on the oxide surface. The oxidation of 
annealed iron at temperatures of 400-500°C in oxygen previously dried 
0 by cooling to -196 C, produced a preponderance of fine whiskers with 
very few platelet crystals. The addition of traces of water vapour, 
however, led to a mixture of pointed blade-shaped platelets and whiskers 
similar to those observed in this study. , When cold worked iron was 
oxidised under similar conditions a similar result was produced in 
atmospheres containing water vapour; but in dry o2 a new crystal habit 
consisting of broad rounded platelets was observed after 48 hours 
oxidation at 400°C. A further crystal habit, that of blunted blade-
shaped platelets, was observed on annealed iron oxidised at 400°C.in an 
atmosphere of 10% H2o+ 90% (He+ 1000 ppm o 2). 
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The preponderance of platelet growth on annealed specimens oxidised 
in the presence of water vapour was tentatively suggested by Gulbransen 
et aZ to demonstrate that the point growth sites for whiskers are 
transformed into linear sites by the direct action of hydrogen; this 
behaviour was assumed to be similar to the ordering of growth sites by 
hydrogen described in Section 1.4. No attempt has been made in .this 
study to examine the effects of variation of the composition of the oxidi-
sing atmosphere using the gas reaction chamber 9 but observations of plate-
let growth -have demonstrated that all such crystals remain essentially 
of constant shape and become broader as their length increases. 
Consequently, a long linear growth site on the oxide surface is not 
initially required for platelets pointed at their tips. 
The observation that the crystalline state of the iron substrate 
can influence subsequent filamentary growth from the outer oxide layers 
introduces a complication which requires further study. Iron in both 
cold worked and annealed conditions has been examined by the author 
following oxidation for periods from 3-6 hours over a variety of 
temperatures and no significant difference has been observed between the 
oxidation products from the two metal states. Similar observations have 
been made by Talbot and Bigot39 and it is possible that a variation in 
metal purity or some other faQtor may have led to the change of crystal 
habit reported. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DETERMINATION OF FILAMENT STRUCTURE 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Selected area electron diffraction patterns have been used to 
determine the nature of both whisker and platelet crystals. Diffraction 
patterns may be obtained with little difficulty from the large ribbon-
like whisker crystals formed at temperatures above 600°C and from the 
0 0 
smaller platelets formed between 300 c and 550 c. However, a number 
of experimental problems are associated with electron diffraction from 
the fine whisker crystals which are obtained during the oxidation of iron 
0 . 0 
between 460 C and approximately 500 C, and it is this crystal habit which 
is of most interest. 
The first of these problems relates to movement of the whisker 
crystals while they are being observed. The finest filaments are of 
such a size that they are in constant vibration under the impact of gas 
molecules, and the heating effect of the electron beam causes them to 
bend during observation. The vibration leads to a severe reduction of 
resolution in high magnification images but is of lesser significance in 
selectedarea diffraction. The change of orientation of the tips of the 
vibrating whiskers with respect to the electron beam may be of the order 
of one or two degrees which will produce unusual intensity profiles about 
the reciprocal lattice points and some broadening of the diffraction spots 
in a direction perpendicular to the whisker axis. Bending of the whisker 
crystals when irradiated by the electron beam tends to be a greater 
problem. As· the intensity of illumination is altered a number of 
diffraction patterns may be successively observed, each arising from a 
short section of the bent whisker. It is, therefore, often necessary to 
view the crystal at a low level of illumination and to obtain diffraction 
patterns with the minimum alteration of the condenser settings. 
These difficulties become particularly significant when attempts are 
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made to obtain a series of diffraction patterns at different orientations 
using the goniometer specimen stage. 
Further difficulties arise from the density of the whisker growth. 
Only a few whiskers on any specimen grow significantly longer than their 
neighbouring crystals and can be isolated for selected area diffraction. 
To reduce the number of surrounding crystals disc specimens were electro-
chemically perforated to provide a central hole with a sharp edge from 
which only a few filaments would grow during subsequent oxidation. 
Despite this precaution it is rare that a number of selected area 
diffraction patterns may be o~tained along the length of a single 
whisker without influence from neighbouring crystals. 
The camera constant has been calibrated against objective lens 
current as it is not generally possible to position a diffraction 
standard in the same plane of focus as an oKidation specimen. Changes 
in objective lens c_urrent are minimised by the use of electrochemically 
thinned specimens, as described above, and the camera constant ob'tained 
by this method is normally accurate to within ± 2%. 
Difficulties in interpretation of the selected area patterns arise 
from the nature of the patterns themselves. Pronounced reciprocal lattice 
·streaks exist perpendicular to the whisker and platelet growth directions. 
Although these streaks assist in determining the orientation relationships 
between diffraction patterns the intersection of the streaks may lead to 
considerable displacement of the diffraction spots from their expected 
positions. The magnitude of this effect in the fine whisker crystals is 
demonstrated in Figure 6.1 which is a textured ring type diffraction 
pattern from a number of adjacent whiskers. The streaks are perpendicular 
to the whisker axis in every case so that the distribution of angles of 
the projections of the streaks in the diffraction pattern represents the 
Fig. 6.1 
Fig. 6.2 
Ring type diffraction pattern from iron oxide 
whiskers showing extent of reciprocal lattice 
streaks. 
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Typical selected area diffraction pattern from a 
single whisker showing multiple diffracting zones. 
158. 
distribution of whisker orientations with respect to the oxide surface. 
6.2 STRUCTURE OF THE FINE WHISKER CRYSTALS 
6.2.1 Structure and Growth Direction 
The structure of the fine whiskers has been determined from a 
number of spot patterns, obtained from sections of individual whiskers, 
which have been indexed using program XIDENT. Only a small proportion 
of whiskers provide simple single crystal patterns which may be readily 
indexed, most patterns observed being of the multiple diffracting zone 
type shown in Figure 6.2 even when no contrast effects exist in the 
bright field images to indicate the existence of multiple crystals. 
Without exception the whiskers have been shown to consist of aFe 2o3 
with <lOl> growth direction. A summary of the diffracting zones 
exhibi·ted by these patterns is given in Table 6~1, all patterns being 
indexed using the aFe2o3 structural rhombohedral unit cell described in 
126 Appendix 4 with the cell parameters given by Pearson : 
a = b c = 0.5427nm 
y 
In all further discussion of aFe 2o3 the structural rhombohedral cell will 
be used, the results of published work being converted to this cell where 
necessary by application of the transformation rules given in the 
131 International Tables for X-ray Cr¥stallography . 
The nature of typical selected area diffraction patterns from 
fine whiskers is demonstrated in Figure 6.3. The three patterns shown are 
from whiskers grown at 500°C of approximately 15 nm width and with a 
length of approximately 1. 5 11m within the selected area. In each pattern 
the electron beam is perpendicular to the whisker axis, the whisker growth 
direction being indicated by an arrow on each patterne Most well-· 
defined diffraction patterns from the whiskers are obtained with the 
electron beam approxima·tely perpendicular to the whisker axis, the [111] 
PATTERN 
NUMBER 
1164 H 
1174 H 
5406 
5415 
5424 
5442 
5447 
.5502 
6016 
6033 
6041 
6091 
TABLE 6 .. 1 
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ANGLE ANGLE ANGLE 
BETWEEN BETWEEN BETWEEN 
ZONE AXIS PROJECTION ZONE AXES 
ZONE OF :PATTERN STREAK OF STREAKS ON MULTIPLE 
AXIS AND. [1ol] DIRECTION AND [loi] PATTERNS 
[111] 90.00° j_ to (121) 90.00° 
[135] 45.26° j_ to (343) 90.00° 
[ii2] 102.14° j_ to (131) 90.00° ) 62.51° [153] 103.57° j_ to (545) 90.00° ) 
[111] 90.00° J_ to (121) 90.00° 
[111] . 90.00° j_ to (121) 90.00° ) 32.38° [o1o] 90.00° j_ to (101) 90.00° ) 
[212] 90.00° l_ to (141) . 90.00° 
[1l1] 90.00° 1 to (121} 90.00° 
[111] 90.00° 1 to (121) 90.00° 
[o1o] 90.00° j_ to {101) 90 .. 00° 
[331] 66.93° j_ to {323) 90.00° ) 94.61° [134] 67.72 j_ to (353) 90.00° ) 
[151] 90.00° 1 to (525) 90.00° 
[1o1J 90.00° j_ to '(ill) 90.00° 
Summary of indexed electron diffraction 
patterns from iron oxide whiskers .. (All 
patterns indexed for aFe 2o3 structural 
rhombohedral unit cell 
a 0 = 0 .. 5427 nm 
a = 55 .. 26°) 
Fig. 6.3 
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Typical selected area electron diffraction 
patterns from iron oxide whiskers formed at 
0 500 C. Indexing is in terms of the aFe2o3 
structural rhombohedral cell. 
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and [111] orientations being most commonly observed, but in all patterns 
the projection of the strong reciprocal lattice streaks remains perpen-
dicular to the whisker axis. In each pattern the streaks lie along a 
reciprocal lattice vector which is in turn perpendicular to a set of 
direct lattice planes. The angle between these reciprocal vectors and 
the [lOll direction has been calculated in Table 6.l,and is shown to be 
90o00° in every case. 
Forbidden reflections in aFe2o3 diffraction result only from the 
c-glide plane in the case of the primitive rhombohedral tmit cello 
Reflections of type hh2 are forbidden where 2 = 2no Despite the small 
size of the diffracting crystal, which results in all diffraction spots 
being weak, these forbidden r~flections are frequently pre sent as a result 
of multiple diffraction although they are nonnally of lower intensity 
than the surrounding spotso Examples of such reflections are found in 
spots 221 and 122 in Figure 6.3 (b) o 
of evidence of axial twist 
111,38,41 . . Gulbransen et a& have extenslvely studled iron oxide filament 
growth and the above determination of whisker structure and growth 
direction is in agreement with their work However, they did not 
recognise the multiple crystal nature of the majority of aFe2o3 whiskers, 
and interpreted multiple crystal diffraction patterns as evidence of 
lattice twist and support for a screw dislocation growth mechanism. 
The diffrac·tion pattern shown in Figure 60 3 (c), showing a reciprocal 
lattice net normal to [111] and a second net normal to [010] , is identical 
to a pattern described by Gulbransen et aZ. Both nets include the origin 
and the spot. ·101 and from this it was concluded that the whisker was twisted 
about the [lOl]growth axis; which is normal to plane (101), such thaJc the 
two patterns were given by two sections of the same whisker which lie 
within the selected area. The angle of rotation between the two zone axes 
is 32o4° which suggested a lattice twist over the 1.51-lm length of whisker 
\ 
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within the selected area of the same order of magnitude as that predicted 
by the application of the Eshelby theory described in Section 2.3.1 
and assuming the presence of an axial screw dislocation. Two other 
patterns were found by Gulbransen et aZ which exhibited two diffracting 
zones rotated about [101] and it was assumed that the probability ·that a 
small number of untwisted crystals might lie in the special orientations 
in the beam indicated by these patterns was negligible. The existence of 
axial screw dislocations was, therefore, assumed to be verified. 
In this study three diffraction patterns from sections of fine 
whiskers have been indexed showing two reciprocal lattice zones rotated 
about [101] and patterns showing three or more clearly defined super-
imposed nets of diffraction spots have been observed. Despite the fact 
that no grain boundaries were revealed by diffraction contrast in the 
micrographs of these whiskers it is concluded that the whiskers are 
composed of two or more separate untwisted grains each with [lOll growth 
direction. The three patterns are listed in Table 6 l and show a lattice 
- 0 0 0 
rotation about [101] of 32.4 , 62.5 and 94.6 . No common orientation · 
relationship is observed, the parallel planes in each of these dual 
crystals being (l2l)//(101), (131)//(545), (353)//(323). Figure 6.4 
shows a series of dual crystal patterns which were obtained along the 
length of a single whisker providing positive evidence that the whisker 
consists of a pair of untwisted crystals over the 1. 5 ]Jm length examined. 
Spots related to both the reciprocal lattice nets are obtained in all 
four patterns shown. Further evidence for the lack of axial twist is 
provided by dark field images: formed·by diffraction spots from crystal 
planes parallel to the whisker growth direction. The diffracting 
conditions for these planes are frequently satisfied over the complete 
length of a whi ske:r which would not be the case if axial twist of the 
lattice existed. The many dark field images in which diffraction is 
limited to a small length of crystal may be interpreted in terms of the 
Fig . 6.4 
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observed whisker bending without the requirement for axial twist. 
One diffraction pattern has been obtained which suggests that a 
twin relationship may exist between two crystals composing a whisker. 
This pattern is shown in Figure 6.5 and may be interpreted within the 
limits of experimental error as arising from one of two different diffr-
acting zones, namely [l52] or [135]. The [152] zone axis lies·almost 
perpendicular to the [lOl] whisker growth direction, the angle of 
inclination being 83.2°0 However, if ·the pattern is indexed in .this way 
the reciprocal lattice streaks lie parallel to the reciprocal vactor 
corresponding to the lattice plane (423), and hence are not perpendicular 
to [lOl] as in all other indexed patterns. The alternative indexing 
assumes the electron beam to be parallel to [l35] which lies at an angle 
of 45.3° to the [lOl] whisker axis and which places ·the streaks perpen-
dicular to [lOll . Examination of the bright field images of this whisker 
does not give any indication that such a large angle of inclination exists 
between the normal to the whisker axis and the electron beam, and the 
pattern was obtained with a high resolution specimen stage in the JEM lOOB 
microscope which does not have tilting facilities to enable the angle of 
inclination to be observed. This indexing of the pattern has been chosen 
and it may be observed that the electron beam is parallel to the (343) 
twin plane which is perpendicular to the [lOl] growth direction. The 
pattern is rotated 180° about the axis [141] which is within 0.1° of the 
normal to plane (343) and which also lies normal to [101] . The length of 
the reciprocal lattice streaks exhibited by this pattern suggests that 
multiple twin bands may exist in the whisker, while dark field images from 
the two nets of spots favour the interpretation that the diffraction 
pattern arises from two separate crystals growing together with an 
orientation similar to the twin relationship describede This twin 
orientation is not supported by any other diffraction patterne 
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Fig. 6.5 Section of a selected area diffraction pattern 
from a fine aFe 2o3 whisker showing twin 
relationship. 
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fnterpretation of Reciprocal Lattice Streaks 
The existence of pronounced extension of the reciprocal lattice 
points is evidenced by streaking of the diffraction spots normal to the 
whisker axis in most diffraction patternse The streak length varies 
considerably between the diffraction spots but the maximum streak length 
measured is plotted on a stereographic projection with the [101]. growth 
axis as pole in F j1gure 6. 6. It is observed from this figure that the 
streaks do not lie exclusively in a single crystallographic direction 
but the reciprocal lattice points are extended by a disc-like distribution 
of intensity perpendicular to the whisker axise Although a disc-shaped 
intensity distribution in reciprocal space is predicted for a needle-
shaped crystal, the external dimensions of the whisker would not be 
expected to create an intensity region of the magnitude observede If it 
is assumed that the observable intensity region extends no further than 
the first intensity minimum in the diffraction function, thediameter of 
the reciprocal lattice disc may be considered inversely proportional to 
the whisker diameter, and the streak length in any single direction as 
128 inversely proportional to the crystal dimension normal to the streak . 
On this basis the observed streak lengths represent crystal dimensions 
ranging from 5 run to as small as Oe 75 run which is an order of magnitude 
smaller than observed whisker diameters. Hence, although the smalles·t 
whisker dimensions approach ~ nm the existence of plan-ar defects within 
the whisker crystal is revealed. These defects lie in a number of 
different crystal planes parallel to the growth direction and may have a 
separation distance as small as 0. 75 run. 
The nature of these defects has not been determined. The results of 
an attempt to resolve the faults in high resolution dark field images 
using a JEM lOOB microscope are shown in Figure 6.7. In forming these 
images the effect of spherical aberration on the resolution was minimised 
by tilting the diffracted beam so that it passed directly along the axis 
of the microscope viewing system. It is obseFved that a number of whisker 
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Magnitude of reciprocal lattice streaks as 
measured in diffraction patterns from fine 
aFe2o 3 whiskers. The s!reaks all lie in a plane normal to the [lol] growth direction and 
have been superimposed on a [lOl] stereographic 
projection to demonstrate the two-dimensional 
nature of the extended interference region about 
the reciprocal lattice points. The scale of the 
streaks is 20 x maximum measured streak length 
on the photographic plates. 
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Fig . 6.7 High resolution dark field images reveal faults 
in fine whiskers. 
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sections (arrowed} show diffracting regions parallel to the growth 
direction which are separated by faults of approximately one nanometer 
thickness. 
The contribution of whisker vibration to fine structure in the 
diffraction patterns is not known. When the electron beam is not 
parallel to the sheets of intensity which surround the reciprocal lattice 
points in a plane perpendicular to the [101] growth direction, it is 
expected that the intersection of these sheets with·the sphere of 
reflection will result in the formation of curved streaks in the diffraction 
129 pattern . However, curved streaks are also observed in a number of 
diffraction patterns obtained with the electron beam perpendicular to the 
growth direction such as the diffraction pattern from the 2l2 zone 
shown in Figure 6.3 (b). This curvature may be introduced by the small 
changes in orientation resulting from whisker vibration. 
6.3 STRUCTURE OF THE LARGER WHISKERS OF RIBBON SECTION 
Nature of the Diffraction Patterns from Ribbon Crystals 
Diffraction patterns are readily obtained from the whisker 
0 
crystals grown above 600 Co The crystals are stable under the electron 
beam and are of sufficient size that their tips are often separated from 
those of neighbouring crystals. Two selected area diffraction patterns 
from sections of these larger whiskers are shown in Figure 6.8 11 the 
patterns indicating an aFe 2o3 structure with <lOl> growth direction which 
is identical to that of the fine whiskers formed at lower temperatures. 
The most striking feature of the diffraction patterns is the 
existence of rows of weak additional spots in layer lines normal to the 
. . h k .34 [101] growth d1rect1on. These extra spots ave been observed by Ta ag1 , 
. 39 t 111 b 1 . f h . Talbot and B1got , and Gulbransen e a~ ut no exp anat1on o t e1r 
presence has been given. The number of extra spots which lie on the 
reciprocal lattice vectors normal to [101] varies according to the 
(a) 
(b 
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orientation of the electron beam. Two equally spaced extra spots are 
found on the 010 reciprocal vector in Figure 6.8 (a) which shows the 
diffraction pattern corresponding to the 001 reciprocal lattice plane; 
six extra spots lie on the 111 reciprocal vector in Figure 6.8 (b) which 
shows the 011 diffracting zone; and in the commonly observed 111 
diffracting zone nine additional spots have been observed along.the 121 
reciprocal vector. 
The additional reflections cannot be indexed normally and are 
assumed to result from multiple diffraction. In Figure 6.8 (a) a 
number of primary diffraction spots of considerable intensity (arrowed) 
are displaced by reciprocal lattice rods which lie perpendicular to the 
(111) ribbon faceo The rediffracted beams from these reflections prod-q.ce 
a set of secondary reflection spots which are marked with open circles. 
The positions of these reflections may be obtained by displacing the 
origin of the pattern to coincide with one of the strong displaced 
primary spots. The remaining reflectionsu which are identified with 
open triangles, are the resul·t of threefold or higher order diffraction. 
These spots are very weak as the intensity of the diffraction spots 
decreases as the order of diffraction increases. 
A number of diffraction patterns from the whisker crystals of 
smaller dimensions formed at temperatures between.500°C and 550°C have 
exhibited similar extra spots on layer lines normal to the growth 
direction. It is assumed that the whisker structure at higher temperature 
is essentially the same as that for the finest whiskers with the 
exception that la:~::ge numbers of defects may be readily observed in the 
larger crystals as is shown·in Figure 5.6. The source of the reciprocal 
lattice rods has not been determined but the existence of a high density 
of faults parallel to the whisker axis is assumed. 
has been observed. 
No twin relationship 
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6.3.2 Measurement of RibbOn Tip ~gles · 
Considerable uniformity of the angularity of the ribbon tips is 
0 
observed for crystals grown within a temperature range from 600 C to 
0 800 c. This uniformity of growth behaviour is demonstrated by Fig~re 6.9 
which shows the tips of two whiskers growing side by side in the gas 
reaction chamber at ·a temperature of 650°C. These ribbons appear to 
be growing with their flat surfaces approximately normal to the electron 
beam and the angles associated with their growing tips have been.measured 
from the photographs and compared·with those of ten other whiskers lying 
in a similar orientation. The mean tip angles of all measured whiskers 
are shown in Figure 6.10 (a). Consideration of these angles and of 
selected area diffraction patterns from three whisker tips, such as is 
shown in Figure 6. 8 (a) , suggests that growth occurs on the { 201} and 
{ 20l} planes as shown in Figure 6.10 (b). The tip planes shown in this 
figure (l02), (20l) and (201), all lie in the 010 zone, the axis of which 
is normal to the growth axis [lOll and li.es at an angle of 32.4° to 
[111] which is normal to the flat ribbon face. The calculated angles 
between the tip planes normal to the {010] zone axis are shown in 
Figure 6.10 (b) and may be compared with the measured angles. The small 
discrepancies between measured and calculated values may be accounted for 
by variation of the orientation of the obs·erved whiskers to the electron 
beam. 
A small proportion of ribbon crystals provide single crystal 
diffraction patterns, most ribbons consisting of a nuinber of parallel 
crystals growing together with a change of tip orientation occurring at 
the grain boundary such as is observed in Figure 6. 9.. The orientation 
relationships existing between the grains have not been determined. 
1--------f 
(a) Tip growth after 47 mins at 650°C (b) -r 20 seconds 
(c) + 3 5 seconds (d) + 95 seconds 
0.2 }'ffi 
(e) + 100 seconds 
Fig. 6.9 High magnification images of the tips of 
two ribbons growing side by side in the 
gas reaction chamber at 650°C. 
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(a) Mean of 20 measurements of the angles associated 
with the growing tips of ribbon-like whiskers 
formed at· 650°Ce 
[010] 
(111} 
[010] 
(b) Suggested model of tip growth$ 
174. 
Comparison of measured angles at whisker tips 
and proposed model of the structure of ribbon-
like whiskers. 
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6.4 STRUCTURE OF PLATELETS FORMED AT LoWER TEMPERATURES 
6.4.1 Basic Structure of the Platelets 
Selected area electron diffraction patterns from the blade-like 
0 platelets formed below 550 C are characterised by continuous reciprocal 
lattice streaks which link the reciprocal lattice points in a direction 
perpendicular to the platelet face. These streaks or rods cause 
considerable distortion of the expected·diffraction geometry and give 
rise to additional spots in diffraction patterns from many orientations 
of the crystals. 
Eight selected area diffraction patterns have been indexed to 
determine that the platelets consist of aFe2o3 with a [101] growth 
direction similar to that of the whiskers described above. This 
interpretation is confirmation of the basic structure described by 
Gulbransen et al11 ' 46 who first recognised the existence of the recipro-
cal lattice streaks. 37 39 ' Previous workers ' had 1nterpreted the 
distorted patterns with additional spots as arising from the yFe 2o3 
phase. A comprehensive examination of the diffraction patterns 
obtained using program XIDENT reveals that many patterns can be indexed 
for yFe2o3 within normal experimental limits, but there is no satisfact-
ory correlation between patterns obtained with controlled changes of the 
beam orientation and no common growth direction is found. 
Indexed patterns are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 to demonstrate ·the 
effects of the aFe2o3 reciprocal lattice rods. These rods lie perpendi-
cular to the (010) platelet face in a distorted hexagonal pattern 
corresponding to the projection of ·the 010 reciprocal lattice plane into 
a plane lying normal to the streak direction. This plane has no low 
index indices but is almost parallel to the lJl reciprocal lattice plane. 
The diffraction pattern corresponding to the [131] zone, with the electron 
beam almost parallel to the streaks, is shown in Figure 6.11 (a). As the 
beam is tilted with respect to the streaks considerable distortion of 
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Fig. 6.12 Selected area diffraction patterns from aFe 2o3 
platelets formed at 45o0 c. 
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the hexagonal pattern occurs as a result of intersection of the streaks 
with the reciprocal lattice, but the hexagonal pattern continues to be 
viewed over a wide range of inclination of the electron beam to the 
streaks. Considerable curva·ture of the rows of diffraction spots is 
commonly observed, the curvature of the reflecting sphere resulting in 
the rows of the pattern being concave in the direction of tilt of the 
streaks relative to the beam. 
Indexing of the diffraction patterns and examination of the effects 
of the reciprocal lattice streaks has been accomplished with the aid of 
a model of the aFe 2o3 reciprocal lattice~ The manner by which the 
reciprocal lattice streaks produce theextra spots along the layer lines 
of the diffraction pattern in Figure 6.11 
zone is demonstrated in Figure 6.13. 
corresponding to the [l31] 
Additional spots are also produced by the s·treaks in the diffraction 
pattern from the [321] zone shown in Figure 6.12 (a) when the elec·tron 
beam is inclined to both the platelet face and the [101] growthdirection. 
The orientation may be observed in the stereographic projection in 
Figure 6.14 on which all zone axes and the poles of crystal planes 
mentioned in this chapter have been plotted. The reciprocal lattice 
plane represented by the diffraction pattern shown in Figure 6.12 (b) 
does not display extra spots. In this instance the electron beam is 
almost parallel to [111] which is normal to the streak direction. The 
continuous streaks are not imaged in this pattern owing to a small 
misorientation between the electron beam and [111]. 
6.4.2 Interpretation of the Reciprocal Lattice Streaks 
The platelet crystals are so thin that diffraction is expected to 
be essentially kinematic, and the continuity of the streaks from one 
reciprocal lattice point to the next indicates that the lattice 
perpendicular to the streak direction (i.e. parallel to the platelet face) 
Figure 6.13. 
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The formation of extra diffraction spots in the 
diff~action pattern corresponding to zone lJl. The 
extra spots marked by crosses are caused by the 
intersect.ion of the continuous reciprocal lattice 
streaks with the sphere of reflection, which is 
represented by a plane in the diagram. Normal 
diffraction spots are shown as large dots. 
Figo 6.14 
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Stereographic projection of aFe 2o3 with [lODas pole showing all zone axes and poles of crystal 
planes discussed in this chapter. 
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attribute the high intensity associated with many of the extra spots to 
twinning, the two crystal orientations being related by mirroring on the 
blade face plane (010). This mirror plane intersects each reciprocal 
lattice net in a mirror line normal to the reciprocal lattice rods, and 
hence the mirror twin of a reciprocal lattice point would lie on the 
same rod. The indexing of the diffraction patterns obtained in this 
study does not confirm or refute the existence of such a twinned 
structure as most patterns do not possess extra spots on the reciprocal 
lattice .rods with sufficiently high, intensity to be attributed to any 
effect other than the intersection of an extended interference region 
(i.e. reciprocal lattice streak) with the sphere of reflection. The 
intense spots observed by Gulbransen et aZ may be attributable to the 
effect of curvature of the sphere of reflection to intersect the 
primary intensity region of a spot on an adjacent reciprocal lattice 
plane. The twinning may be present but is not required to index most 
of the diffraction patterns obtained. It is clear that a high density 
of twinned crystals or planar faults exists parallel to the platelet 
surface to create the continuous streaks. 
In a small proportion of the diffraction patterns pairs of weak 
spots are observed which correspond to the anomalous diffraction 
reported by Gulbransen et aZ. These spots appear as satellite streaks 
lying at one sixth of the repeat distance between the continuous 
reciprocal lattice streaks. Their presence may be the result of 
multiple diffrae!·tion effects. 
6.4.3 Dark field platelet images 
Many dark field images have been examined in an attempt to 
determine the nature of changes in lattice orientation associated with 
the contrast effects which are observed in the bright fie,ld images of 
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many platelets. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that if a grain boundary is 
associated with a change in tip orientation it may be readily identified 
by dark field observationi but in general the dark field images obtained 
with the JEM 7A microscope are of limited resolution owing to the lack 
of beam tilt facilities and the results are often difficult to interpret. 
Distinct changes in lattice orientation along the centre of the platelets 
are unambiguously observed in only a small proportion of crystals, the 
images shown in Figure 6.15 being typical of most pointed crystals. 
These images are obtained with the electron beam almost parallel to 
[010] and reveal that elastic bending·or buckling is prevalent, 
particularly in the region of the platelet tip. The change of contrast 
along the centre of the crystal also appears to be related to bending 
rather than an abrupt change in lattice orientation, as a change of 
position of the line of contrast occurs between the images from different 
beams. An unusual feature of this crystal is the appearance of dark 
spots of approximately 10 nm diameter which are randomly positioned over 
the platelet surface. Such spots have not been observed on freshly 
oxidised specimens and it is possible that they are nuclei of oxide 
formed at room temperature, this specimen having been stored for 12 
weeks subsequent to high-temperature oxidation and prior to observation. 
The change of contrast along the centre of the platelets is not 
normally observed in crystals with mqre rounded tips. The dark field 
images from a rounded platelet in Figure 6.11 suggest that the contrast 
effects in these crystals are the result of thickness variation and that· 
overgrowth of the flat surfaces has occurred. 
An attempt has been made to obtain dark field images from the 
weak extra reflections formed by the int.ersection of the continuous 
reciprocal lattice rods with the sphere of reflection and also from the 
. . . h t 1130 anomalous spots described in the prev1ous sect1on. H1rsc e a& 
Fig. 6.15 
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(1 01) 
(301) 
( 202) ( 2 02) 
A series of dark field images from. an aFe 2o3 
0 platelet grown at 450 C. The images are 
obtained from beams corresponding to planes in 
the 010 zone. 
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show that anomalous spots in diffraction from gold foils may arise from 
double-positioning twin boundaries as a result of double diffraction, 
132 
and Pashley and Stowell have demonstrated that dark field images of 
the boundaries may be obtained from these spots. The boundaries des-
cribed by Pashley and Stowell are essentially parallel to the electron 
beam and hence form highly localised images, whereas the boundaries in 
the aFe 2o3 which give rise to the reciprocal lattice streaks lie parall~l 
to the platelet face and imaging is more difficult. The weak diffraction 
spots from the platelets do not arise from a highly localised region and 
the intensity of the dark field images is too low for detail to be 
observed; consequently, a uniformly low intensity image of the complete 
platelet is normally observed. 
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CHAPTER 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This project was commenced with the objective of determining the 
structure and growth mechanism of filamentary oxide crystals, and the 
degree to which this objective has been achieved will be discussed in 
this chapter. The results of Chapters 5 and 6 are examined in the light 
of existing theories of filamentary growth and recommendations for the 
direction of future work are made. Much of the effort applied to this 
study has involved the development of experimental techniques for the 
analysis of structure by elect~on diffraction and the construction of a 
versatile reaction chamber to enable direct observation of filament 
formation in the electron microscope; and the effectiveness of these 
techniques and their further development and application is also 
considered. 
7.1 COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF ELECTRON DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 
Program XIDENT has proved a valuable aid for the direct indexing of 
electron diffraction spot patterns. All the patterns discussed in 
Chapter 6 have been indexed by this technique; and in identifying the 
diffracting phase it has been possible to examine all Jmown iron oxides 
and, where appropriate, hydrated iron oxides. The major advantage of a 
direct computer technique is that all possible phases which might exist 
under the experimental conditions may be examined. 
Indexing of the diffraction patterns from the aFe2o3 platelets 
which are described in Section 6. 4, demonstrates the ability of 
the technique to handle · experimental error resulting from a 
number of factors inherent in selected area electron diffraction 
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with an electron microscope. The diffraction patterns obtained from 
these platelets may display a highly distorted representation of the 
reciprocal lattice planes as a result of inclination of the electron beam 
to the continuous reciprocal lattice streaks which exist as a result of 
twinning or faulting of the crystals. Extension of the error tolerances 
of program XIDENT enabled patterns to be indexed in less than 30. seconds 
processing time on the Burroughs B6718 computer, even though measured 
diffracted distances were in error by up to 10% and angular relationships 
between the diffraction spots deviated by as much as six degrees from the 
· angles between the crystal planes which they represent. 
One problem associated with the use of a computer program based on 
a search routine is the difficulty in predicting the computation time 
required to examine a particular crystal structure. Some experience is 
necessary to determine the extent to which error limits may be relaxed 
without excessive expenditure of computation time or generation of a 
multitude of erroneous solutions. The most precise match of a diffraction 
pattern to the geometry of the reciprocal lattice plane is frequently not 
the correct indexing, but erroneous solutions may often be identified by 
inspection or by comparison with additional patterns obtained from the 
same crystal by the use of a goniometer. 
Limited experience with a variety of computer programs to assist 
diffraction analysis suggests that a .need exists for a computer program 
capable of producing perspective views of a three-dimensional lattice from 
ru1y desired orientation. Despite the aid of computer-produced stereographic 
directions, considerable difficulty was experienced in visualising 
orientation relationships for the rhombohedral aFe2o3 structure without 
the aid of a reciprocal lattice model. Such a development is a relatively 
simple extension of current techniques; and the utilisation of interactive 
computer graphics facilities should permit the display of a variety of 
relationships such as transformation of unit cells, the geometry of twin 
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relationships, intersection of the reciprocal lattice by the sphere of 
reflection, etc. A development of this type is felt to be of greater 
practical·application than further automation of spot pattern measurement 
and indexing techniques. The extension of program XIDENT to examine 
specified twin relationships would also prove useful. 
7.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE TILTING GAS REACTION STAGE 
A limited experimental programme has demonstrated that the tilting 
high-temperature gas reaction chamber is capable of providing images of 
useful resolution and contrast while maintaining all normal viewing modes 
on the JEM 7A microscope. The full potential of this instrument has not 
yet been u·tilised owing to the time required for development and solution 
of the initial operational problems described in Section 3.6. 
The range of operation of the specimen chamber would be extended by 
further development of two features: namely, recording of the electron 
images and measurement and control of specimen temperature An improve-
ment in image recording is the most obvious need. Dynamic experiments 
cannot he successfully recorded on glass photographic plates owing to 
the slow speed of manipulation of the plates and limited camera capacity/! 
and the limited resolution of images obtained by photographing of the 
fluorescent screen is unsatisfactory. An image intensifier in 
association with video-tape recording facilities would seem the most 
suitable solution to this problem provided accurate measurement of 
electron diffraction patterns can be retained; although a direct recording 
16 mm cine camera may be a suitable low cost alternative. The limited 
accuracy of specimen temperature measurement is a more difficult problem. 
It is possible to calibrate a particular platinum heater ribbon-thermo-
couple combination by standard techniques involving observation of phase 
changes or the melting points of standard materials; however, a lack of 
knowledge of the heating effects of the electron beam and the.distribution 
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of temperature in the specimen precludes precise temperature measurement. 
The use of furnace-type specimen chambers, in which the specimen is 
heated indirectly by radiation, may stabilise temperature fluctuations 
but will not necessarily lead to more precise temperature measurement. 
Electron beam heating is characteristic of the in situ observation 
technique. 
7.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF GROWTH RATE MEASUREMENTS 
The gas reaction chamber has enabled the first accurate measurements, 
of which the author is aware, of the rate of growth of iron oxide filaments. 
Previous estimates of the ·rate of growth have been made by observation 
of the.average terminal lengths of filaments following periods of 
oxidation at constant temperature for varying periods of time; but it has 
been clearly demonstrated with the reaction chamber that the terminal 
lengths of the crystals have little relationship.to the rate of growth. 
One such observation by Takagi 34 suggested that the rate of growth was 
approximated by 
kt0~3 
•• 0 • 7. 1 
where £ is the whisker length, t is time of oxidation and 
k is a constant which depends on ·the temperature and which 
has a maximum value at 700°C - 750°C. 
It was assumed that the difference between the measured rate and 
that expected for a diffusion-limited process (£ 
attributable to radial diffusion leading to whisker thickening. Most 
other proposed mechanisms for growth of oxide whiskers also assume that 
the growth rate will be limited by the rate of diffusion of the oxidising 
species to the whisker tip. 
The reaction chamber observations have clearly established that, 
following an initial incubation period, a linear relationship exists 
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between the lengths of both whisker and platelet iron oxide crystals 
and time of oxidation at constant temperature. This linear growth is 
observed to terminate abruptly at a variety of filament lengths and no 
further growth is subsequently observed for most crystals. At 500°C a 
range of growth rates from 0. 1 1Jm/min to 1. 6 llm/min. has been observed on 
a single specimen and a growth rate as high as 151-lm/min has been detected 
t . 1 0 a approx1mate y 800 C. 
These observations suggest that the ra·te-limiting step of the growth 
processes of oxide whiskers and platelets is not diffusion of metal ions 
to the filament tips as has been previously assumed. The concentration 
profile which exists for such a diffusion-limited process to proceed 
must lead to a reduction in the rate of transport as the whisker length 
increases and the consequent reduction in growth rate should have been 
readily d~tected by the experimental method used. It is assumed, 
therefore, that over the range of whisker lengths observed the diffusion 
processes are capable of maintaining a sufficiently high concentration of 
iron at the whisker tips for growth to continue at a rate determined by 
generation of growth steps, rate of arrival of oxygen atoms, or some 
other constant rate process. 
7.3.1 Rate of Impingement of Oxygen Molecules on the Whisker Tips 
A brief examination shows that the rate of arrival of oxygen molecures 
on the whisker tips is unlikely to provide the rate-limiting step of the 
growth process. At 500°C a growth rate of 1. 6 lJm/min was observed in oxygen 
at a pressure of .2.67 kPa (20 mm Hg). The mass rate of impingement of 
oxygen atoms (~) on a whisker tip may be estimated by application of the 
kinetic theory of gases and is given by77 
0 
w Ap m ~ ( 27fkT) 
. . • • 5. 2 
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the whisker, 
p is the pressure of oxygen over the whisker, m is the 
mass of an oxygen molecule, k is the molecular gas construnt, 
and T is the absolute temperature of the gaseous phase. 
If it is assumed that every molecule which strikes the whisker end 
is incorporated into the oxide lattice, and if the whisker radius is 
constant, it can be written that 
c 
0 
where !L is the rate of length increase, pis the density of oxide 
produced, and c is the proportion by weight of oxygen in the 
oxide. 
0 
By combining equations 5.2 and 5.3 and solving for !L 
0 
!L ::;: .£... pc 
m ~ 
( 27TkT) 
. . • . 5. 4 
. h d · f 133 · · 1 s 4 3 k 1 3 h T e ens1ty o aFe2o3 1s approx1mate y .2 x 10 g m , and t e 
proportion by weight of oxygen in aFe 2o3 is estimated from the phase 
diagram of Figure 1.1 as 0.30. 
k 
molecular weight 
Avogadro's number 
-27 53. 13 x 10 kg/molecule 
-23 0 1.38 x 10 joules/molecule K 
0 0 Hence at a pressure of 2.67 kPa and temperature of 500 c (773 K) the rate 
of length increase 
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0 
£ 
3 
2.76 X 10 
3 5.24 X 10 X 0.30 ( 2TI X 773 ] ~ m/sec 
-3 loS x 10 m/sec. 
Comparison of this figure with ·the observed growth rate of 1.6 x 10-6 
m/min shows that the supply of oxygen to the whisker tips is not a limiting 
factor in the growth process, and any concentration profile of oxygen in 
the atmosphere surrounding the whisker will be insignificant at this 
pressure. 
7.3.2 Growth by Vapour Deposition 
. th 77,96,134-138 h . A number of au ors ave exarn1ned the problem of 
whisker growth by deposition from the vapour by considering the impinge-
ment of atoms on the whisker surfaces, temporary adsorption of the 
impinging atoms, and diffusion of atoms along the lateral surfaces to a 
sink at the whisker tip which is generally assumed to be provided by a 
screw dislocation. Steady-state growth laws have been derived to describe 
the characteristics of whisker growth from the vapour, many of which are 
similar to those observed for the growth of oxide whiskers .. An initial 
exponential growth normally occurs when the length of the whisker is 
small and most atoms adsorbed on the whisker sidewalls near the base can 
diffuse to the tip before re-evaporation occurs. As the whisker increases 
in length these atoms are not able to reach the tip before re-evaporation 
and a linear growth rate results which is eventually followed by an abrupt 
termination of growth. This termination of growth is explained in terms 
of a number of possible factors which include: 
a) Poisoning of the tip by adsorption of impurities on 
growth steps. 
b) Accumulation of vacancies at the dislocation which enable 
it to slip or climb from the whisker. 
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c) The onset of two-dimensional nucleation on the whisker 
sidewalls. 
The feasibility of a vapour transport mechanism for growth of the 
aFe 2o3 whiskers and platelets can be considered by examination of 
reported measurements of the vapour pressures of the iron oxides which 
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are summar1se by Samsonov . The total vapour pressures {metal + 
oxide + oxygen) are as follows: 
FeO {750°C) 2.14 X 10-15 Pa(l.6 X 10-17 mm Hg) 
{427°C) 10-24 Pa{2.2 -26 Hg) Fe2o3 2.99 X X 10 mm 
Fe 3o4 (725°C) 5.66 X 
10-15 Pa(4.2 X 10-17 mm Hg) 
Substitution of the largest of these values in Equation 5.4, with 
appropriate changes ·to other factors, yields a value for the whisker 
0 
-21 growth rate of t = 2 x 10 m/sec. This calculated value is based on 
the assumption that only oxide molecules striking the advancing whisker 
end will contribute to axial growth. The actual growth rate observed is 
1 13 . . h' 0 t1mes greater than th1s value, w 1ch suggests that all molecules 
striking the oxide surface within a radius of 30 mm from the whisker would 
be required to diffuse to the whisker tip for growth to occur at the 
measured rate. Clearly, vapour transport is not a significant factor to 
be considered. 
7.3.3 Nucleation and Growth Processes 
The linear growth rate provides strong evidence that the nucleation 
and growth processes which occur at the whisker tip determine the rate of 
crystal formation, rather than the transport of the reaction components 
to the growth site. A detailed examination of these crystal growth 
processes is beyond the scope of this thesis; and in view of the lack of 
understanding of the nature of the diffusing species, the movement of 
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growth steps and the effect of atmospheric contaminants, such an 
examination may not yet be possible. It has been shown that growth of the 
larger whisker crystals occurs on the {201} and {20l} crystal faces which 
are not normal to the [101] whisker axis. Any model of whisker growth 
must, therefore, explain why growth continues in the [lOl]direction and 
not normal to the growing faces. 
It is likely that crystal defects play an important role in such a 
mechanism. It is generally assumed that the filamentary profile is 
initially established by poisoning of the growth site so that growth occurs 
preferentially in certain directions; two dimensions in the case of plate-
let growth, and one dimension for whisker formation. Maintenance of the 
filamentary profile as crystal dimensions increase is attributed to the 
perfection of the crystal side faces, since the growth rate is greatly 
enhanced by the presence of defects such as dislocations, grain boundaries 
and re-entrant twin boundaries. The planar faults, which have been 
detected by the existence of reciprocal lattice streaks, may provide a 
suitable defect structure for rapid growth on the {20l}and {2ol} planes; 
while, conversely, the perfec·t crystal faces which comprise the whisker 
and platelet sidewalls will be unable to grow until very high super-
saturations are reached. The high mechanical strength of the filamentary 
crystals is an indication of the surface perfection of these lateral 
sidewalls; sinceimperfections on the surface, such as growth steps would 
provide stress concentrations which will result in a local reduction in 
strength. 
7.4 WHISKER AND PLATELET STRUCTURE 
The structure of both whisker and platelet crystals has been 
confirmed to be aFe2o3 , and a common <101> growth direction has been 
determined for all filaments studied by electron diffraction. When iron 
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is oxidised in air or o2 the type of filament observed is primarily a 
function of the oxidising temperature; a predominance of platelets with 
(010) flat surfaces being observed below approximately 470°C, and a 
predominance of whisker crystals of ribbon-like cross-section with (111) 
surfaces being formed above this temperature·. 
The majority of the whiskers consist of two or more crystals growing 
together and are not single crystals as has been generally assumed in the 
literature; but single crystal filaments also exist. Two distinct types 
of multiple crystals are observed. The first type relates to crystals 
nucleated together at the base and which grow together at the same rate as 
a single discrete filament as shown in Figure 5.4; the second type involves 
whiskers nucleated as separate.crystals, often some distance apart, and 
which grow as separate filaments until they are attracted together by 
intermolecular forces to continue growth in a common direction. Whiskers 
of this second ·type are shown in Figures 5. 14 to 5. 17. 
It is not always possible to distinguish between these two forms of 
multiple whisker, and it is possible that diffraction patterns from whiskers 
of the second type have obscured orientation relationships which would be 
expected to exist between crystals growing together from nucleation. No 
single clearly defined orientation relationship has been observed in the 
limited number of multiple crystal diffraction patterns which have been 
studied; however, the rotation relationship which is observed in the 
diffraction pattern of Figure 6. 3 (c) was also observed by Gulbransen et al 11 
although it was wrongly interpreted as lattice rotation in a single crystal. 
This orientation shows (l2l) parallel to (101) .in dual crystals with [lOl] 
growth direction, and the lattice rotation of 32.4° is the same as that 
required to bring the (010) and (111) planes parallel to one another. These 
two planes are the platelet and whisker face planes and a relatively small 
distortion of the rhombohedral geometry is required to accommodate the 
lattice mismatch between them. 
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The description of the aFe 2o3 platelet .structure described by 
Gulbransen et aZ has been basically confirmed although the twin relation-
ship described by these authors has not been verified. The interpretation 
of contrast effects, which are peculiar to these crystals, as thicb1ess 
contours resulting from asymmetrical growth about the tip is shown to be 
an erroneous interpretation; most of such contrast effects being the 
result of elastic bending or buckling of the crystals. Grain boundaries 
have also been observed within the platelet crystals. 
7. 5 CATION 'I:'RANSPORT - SCREW DISLOCATION, GRAIN BOUNDARY 
or SURFACE DIFFUSION? 
Any growth mechanism for oxide filaments must provide for the 
transport of iron from the base oxide layer or metal surface to the whisker 
tips at a rate which is consistent with the observed rates of growth. In 
the absence of suitable vapour transport a short .circuit diffusion mechan-
ism is required based on either surface diffusion on the whisker sidewalls, 
which are of high crystalline perfection, or internal diffusion by way of 
an axial screw dislocation or grain boundary. The literature has tended to 
favour transport mechanisms based on an axial screw dislocation, which 
provides an internal diffusion path with protection from the oxidising 
atmosphere, but a number of difficulties exist for such proposals. The 
firs·t of these is the lack of experimental evidence of the existence of 
such dislocations. In view of the ease with which dislocations may be 
imaged in both bright field and dark field images of the larger iron 
oxide whiskers, itwould be expected that continuous axial screw dislocations 
would be readily detected; but they are not observed in most whiskers. 
The absence of lattice twist in the finer whiskers is further evidence to 
suggest that such dislocations do not exist. Although two or more 
dislocations of opposite sign, of the type described in Section 2.3 1 
might provide a source of continuous growth steps at the whisker tip 
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without resultant twist of the crystal lattice, their mutual annihilation 
would result in a dislocation-free crystal with no short circuit diffusion 
path from base to tip. 
An examination of the rate of diffusion required within a single 
axial screw dislocation to account for a whisker growth rate of 0. 6 llm/min 
h t '1 11 as been made by Gulbransen e a& . The driving force for migration of 
cations to the whisker tip was assumed to be the oxidation of Fe 3o4 to 
Fe2o3 assisted by compressive stress in the oxide layer, and the whisker 
was assumed to be of 10 nm diameter with an effective dislocation core 
diameter of 0.6nm. A diffusion coefficient for iron transport within the 
-9 2 dislocation core of 4 x 10 em /sec was shown to be required. This 
diffusion coefficient was compared with measured data for the bulk diffusion 
of iron in aFe2o3 at similar temperatures by assuming the bulk diffusion to 
8 -2 take place through screw dislocations with a density of 10 em lying 
normal to the cross-section under consideration. If it is assumed that 
all such dislocations have a diffusion coefficient similar to that 
estimated for the dislocations in the aFe2o3 whiskers, then the bulk 
diffusion coefficient should be 1010 times higher than is actually 
observed. Hence, it is clear that normal screw dislocations in aFe2o3 
do not possess diffusion properties such as would be required to accoun·t 
for the observed rates of whisker growth. It seems unlikely that 
discrepancies of this magnitude can be explained in terms of a different 
dislocation core structure or the existence of multiple axial dislocations 
within the whiskers. 
Similar arguments may be used to show that grain boundary diffusion 
is also unlikely to provide a sufficient flux of iron to account for the 
observed rates of growth. Grain boundaries are observed in many, but not 
all, whisker crystals; and the existence of planar defects such as faults 
or twin boundaries has been demonstrated in the platelet crystals by the 
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existence of continuous reciprocal lattice streaks. The mobility of 
oxygen on such boundaries would also be expected to be high and diffusing 
cations would not receive protection from the oxidising atmosphereo 
In view of these inadequacies of internal diffusion mechanisms, 
and the strong evidence for surface diffusion activity which is provided 
by the meniscus-shaped accumulation of material at the whisker bases and 
at points of filament contact, it is concluded that surface diffusion 
provides the predominant mode of cation transport to the whisker tips. 
The nature of such a diffusion process in the presence of a high pressure 
of oxygen is a matter of conjecture as the knowledge of surface diffusion 
under such conditions is not well developed. It is assumed that oxide 
molecules adsorbed on the whi~ker and platelet surfaces will provide mass 
transport under the influence of a concentration gradient created by the 
effective sink at the filament tip where growth occurse It is difficult 
to imagine a long distance migration of oxide molecules over the base 
oxide layer without an alternative growth site being encountered, but a 
high mobility would be expected on the perfect filament sidewalls. It 
is convenient to assume the existence of perpetual growth steps at the 
filament tips provided by the emergence of defects, but further work is 
required to determine the nature of such defects and the reason for the 
abrupt termination of growtho 
7o6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The limited test programme using the gas reaction stage has 
illustrated a number of important features of filamentary ox~de growth which 
require further examination. A closer examination of the defect structure 
of both whisker and platelet crystals is required to determine the relation-
ship of defects to the growth mechanism. High resolution cine images from 
the growing tips of the larger whisker filaments may provide considerable 
information on the generation and propagation of growth steps in relation 
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to grain boundaries, twin interfaces, dislocations and other defects, and 
the means by which growth is abruptly terminated may be observed 
Determination of the temperature dependence of the growth rate, the 
effect of different oxidising atmospheres, the introduction of atmospheric 
contaminants ru1d other variation of the oxidising conditions, may also 
provide addi tiona'l information. 
Preliminary investigations into the oxidation of copper reveal 
a very similar filament growth behaviour to that of iron. Streaking of 
the diffraction patters from CuO whiskers and platelets suggests that 
similar defects exist in these crystals to those observed in the aFe2o3 
filaments, and extension of the gas reaction chamber studies to such metals 
may provide further-information regarding filamentary growth processes. 
Preliminary investigations have been made into the feasibility of 
observing the initial nucleation stage of filament formation ny in situ 
oxidation of thin foils in the reaction chamber. Foils of iron have been 
found to adhere readily to a platinum heater ribbon when collected on the 
ribbon from a water surface, and formation of an initial oxide layer has 
j 
been detected by observation of selected area diffraction patterns; 
however, further development of the technique is required before it will 
be possible to observe the nucleation of filaments and relate growth 
sites to features such as surface defects in the foil or oxide layer·. 
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APPENDIX 1 
LISTING OF PROGRAM XIDENT 
F'ROGR/\11 CRYSlAl IDEilTIFICATION 
IDENTIFIES AND INDEXES ELECTRON DIFFRACTION SPOT PATTERNS 
FORM OF INPUT DATA 
DATA CARD 1 PHOTO DESCRIPTION (20A4) 
2 CAI1CO,TOL,IOUT (F8.4,F6.3 9 ll) 
N.B. CAI1CO IS A DIAI1ETER BASED CAI1ERA COtiSTAtn, TOL IS POSITION 
TOLEP.AtlCE IN 11ILLit1ETERSo lOUT =I IF PRIIJTDUT OF SYMMETRICAL SOLI~S 
IS REQUIRED OTHER\t/ISE LEAVE BlAilK 
3 DIFFRACTED DISTAI~CES 
4 AIH1LES RETWEEN SPOTS 
5 SYI1,TITLE OF ~IATERIAL 
N.B. FOR SYM WRITE 0 FOR PRit1ITIVE CEll TYPE P 
1 FlJR ALL FACES C E tJTRED TYPE F 
2 FOR BODY CEilTRED. CELL TYPE I 
(5F8.3) (4F8.2) 
(I 1, 19A4) 
3 FOR A FACE CEtlTRED CELL TYPE A 
4 FOR B FACE CEtiTRED CELL TYPE B 
5 FOR C FACE CENTRED CELL TYPE C 
6 FOR OBVERSE RHOIIB (IIEX CELL) TYPE R 
7 FOR REVERSE RI_WtiB (HEX CELL) TYPE R 
DATA CARD 6 A,O,C,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA 
7 I CARD 
(3F10.3,3Fl0.2) 
H.B. IF NEW MATL. FOLLOWING 
I~. B. IF t~E\/ PHOTO FOL LOH I NG 
ICARD=l AND REPEAT CARDS 5·7 
I CARD=2 AND REPEAT CARDS 1-7 
PROGRAM X I DENT 
INTEGER READR,PR!tiTR,H,HMAX,PMAX~QMAX,RMAX,St~X,TMAX,SYM,SYMI 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQ2,DSQ4 . 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,A,C,PI180,V,DMAX,DSQ,ASTAR,BSTAR 
DOUULE PRECISIOII CSTAR,SitlA,Sit~B,SING,COSA,COSB,COSG,COSAS 
D0Ul3LE PRECIS loti COSBS,CDSGS,All ,AJ2,AI3,A22,A23,A33,D~1IN 
C0f1~10f~ RAOlX(5,50) ,AIIG!X(4,50) ,IZONES(3 ,50,50) ,IHP(5 ,50,50), 
11KP(5,50,50),JLP(5,50,50),KSETS,KP(50),RAD(3,80I),KS,ANGLES(4), 
2IZOS(3 ,50), lOUT ,DIST(S) ,DISTIX(S ,50) ,AilGACT(4) ,CAt-1K0(50) ,CAt-1C0 9 
3 LE, lES, ADEVtl (50) , 0 EV SQ (50) 1 K T 1 02,04 
D !f\EfJS IDN TITLE( 19), I ll0(3 ,3 ,801) ,DISHl( 5) ,D ISTX ( 5) ,PHOT0(20), IH( 5) 
1 ,JK(S),ll(S) 
AmoL=o.o5 
PAfiTOL=AMTOL,': tOO. 
ANGTOL=3.0 
DPR=57.295780 
12 Pilb0=3.1415926535897932/180. 
****READ DETAILS OF DIFFRACTION PATTERN 
2 READR=S 
PR I tHR=6 
WR I TE ( 6 , 5 .3 3 ) 
11 READ(Sr101)(P.HOTO(I),I=1,20) 
READ(REAOR,102) CAt\CO,TOL,IOliT 
READ(READR, 103)(DIST(N) ,N=l,S ) 
IF(OIST(4).EQ.O.O) GO TO 120 
110 LE=S 
GO TO 130 
I20LE=3 
130 LES=LE-1 
REAO(REAOR,106)(ANGLES(MM),MM=1,4) 
DO 135 ~~~1=1,LES 
COSANG=COS(ANGLES(MM)/DPR) 
135 ANGLES(MM)=(ARCOS(COSANG))*DPR 
3D05N=1,5 
IF(TOL-(OIST(N)*AMTOL)) 14,4,4 
1 4 0 I S TN (t~ ) :: 0 I S T ( N) - ( D I S T ( N) '~ AMT 0 l) 
D I STX ( N) =0 I ST( N) + (0 I ST( N)\~AmOL) 
GO TO 5 
4 OISTN(N)=DIST(N)-TOL 
DISTX(N)=DIST(N)+TOL 
5 CONTI till E 
WRITE(6,201) PHOTO 
WRITE (PR!NTRp221) 
WRITE (PRINTR,221) 
WRITE (PRltJTR 8 221) 
WRITE(Pf.llt1TR,202) CM1CO 
WRITE(6,~03) TOL,PAMTOL 
WRI.TE(rRIIJTR,204) UirsT(K),K=t p5) 
WRITE(PRINTR,219) AtJ(iTOl 
\~R IT E ( p R I fH R ' 2 2 0 ) ( At JG L E s UtH) D ~1M= l • 4) 
212. 
00001000 
00002000 
0000.3000 
00004000 
00005000 
00006000 
00007000 
00008000 
00009000 
00010000 
00011000 
00012000 
00013000 
00014000 
00015000 
00016000 
00017000 
00018000 
00019000 
00020000 
00021000 
'00022000 
00023000 
OOOZ4000 
00025000 
00026000 
00027000 
00028000 
00029000 
00030000 
00031000 
00032000 
00033000 
00034000 
00035000 
00036000 
00037000 
00038000 
00039000 
00040000 
00041000 
00042000 
00043000 
00044000 
00045000 
00046000 
00047000 
0001•8000 
00049000 
00050000 
00051000 
00052000 
00053000 
00054000 
00055000 
00056000 
00057000 
00058000 
00059000 
00060000 
00061000 
. 00062000 
00063000 
00064000 
00065000 
00066000 
00067000 
00068000 
00069000 
00070000 
00071000 
00072000 
00073000 
00074000 
00075000 
00076000 
00077000 
00078000 
00079000 
00080000 
00081000 
00082000 
00083000 
00084000 
00085000 
00086000 
00087000 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
****READ DETAILS OF MATERIALS 
10 KOtJST= 1 
R E AD ( 5 , 1 0 7) S Y 11, ( T IT L E ( J ) , J = I , 19 ) 
SYt1l = SYH+ 1 
READ( REJ\f)R, 104) A, B, C ,ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA 
WR I T E ( P R JilT R , 2 0 5 ) Tl Tl E 
\-/R I TE ( G , 2 2 I ) 
WR I TE ( PR It ITR, 206) 
1,./R I TE (PR I tHR, 207) A, B, C ,ALPHA, BETA,GAHHA 
1r1rM<C011PlJTE RECIPROCAL CONSTAinS 
S II~A= DS I IH ALPHA~':P I 180) 
S I IIB=DS Ill( BET M<P 1180) 
S I t~G=DS Ill( GAt1t1A~':p 1180) 
COSA=DCOS(ALPHA*PI1RO) 
COSO=DCOS(BETA*PI180) 
COSG=DCOS(GAHMA*PIIBO) 
V=1./(A*R*C*DSQRT(1.+2.*COSA*COSB*COSG·COSA*COSA-COSB*COSB-COSG*CO 
1 SG)) 
ASTAR=B*C*V*SINA 
BSTAR=A>':c·::y,·:s 11m 
CSTAR=A.':B>':V>':S I tlG 
COSAS=(COSB*COSG-COSA)/(SINB*SING) 
COS US= ( COSA~':COSG-COS B)/ ( S I tW:S I NG) 
COSGS~(COSA*COSB-COSG)/(SINA*SINB) 
A11=ASTAR~':ASTAR 
A2 2=B ST AR>':BS TAR 
A3 3 =CST AR~':CSTAR 
A12=2.*ASTAR*BSTAR*COSGS 
A13=2.*ASTAR*CSTAR*COSBS 
A23=2.*BSTAR*CSTAR*COSAS 
>'n':1n':DETERt1HIE LH1ITS OF IIIOICES 
6 DJSTHX=DISTX(I) 
7 DO 9 N=2,5 
8 IF(DISTMX~GT.DISTX(N)) GO TO 9 
D I STt1X =DIS TX ( N) 
9 CO'!T I NUE 
DHI N=CAtiCO/ (2. >':OI SHIX) 
DMI N=DHI tf.':Dt1I N 
DM~X=DSQRT(l/DMIN) 
HMAX= ( DtiAX / (AS TAR~':D SQRT ( 1 • -COSBs·:: COS OS) >':SING))+ 1. 
KtiAX= ( OIIAX I ( 8S TAR•':()SQRT ( 1 • - COSGS>'t COSGS) ,·,s INA) ) +I·. 
Ll·IAX= ( DIIAX / ( CS TAR~:o S QRT ( 1 • - COSAS~:COSJ\S) ~:SINO))+ 1. 
503 \~RITE (PR ft.ITR, 532) HHAX, KI1AX, U1AX 
****GENERATE RECIPROCAL VECTORS 
PMAX=O 
RHAX=O 
THAX=O 
LIST3=-0 
NHt lAX= -HHAX 
NKMAX=-KMAX 
tlU1AX=-U1AX 
DO 70 IJH=tlHt·IAX, HHAX 
DO 70 NK=NKt1AX,Kt1AX 
DO 70 NL=NLnAX,LHAX 
H=-NH 
K=-NK 
L=-NL 
IF(H.EQ.O.AND.K.EQ.O.AND.L.EQ.O) GO TO 15 
CALL PROHIB (SYHI,H,K,L,lNC) 
1 F ( INC -I) 1 7 9 7 0, 7 0 
15 LIST3=1 
GO TO 70 
17 DSQ=H>''H''' A I 1 +H>'<K>': A 1 2+H>':L·:: A 1 3+K•':K>':A22+K•':L>'<A2 3+L•': L>'<A3 3 
D=SNGL(OSQRT(1./DSQ)) 
RAD I::: CAriCO/ ( 2. "'0) 
DO 70 ll=l ,5,2 
18 IF(RADI-OISTN(N)) 70,19,19 
19 JF(RADI-DISTX(N)) 20,20,70 
2 0 I F ( I~- 1 ) 4 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 
21 PHAX=Pt1AX+ 1 
H=Pt1AX 
GO TO 40 
22 IF(N-3) 40,25,26 
25 IF(LIST3.EQ.1) GO TO 70 
RHAX=RI1AX+ I 
~I=RIIAX 
GO TO 40 
26 HIAX=Tt1AX+1 
N=Tt1AX 
40 NN=(N+l)/2 
IND(NIJ, 1,t1)=H 
IND(Nt~,2,H)=K 
I NO( NN, 3 rl·l) =L 
RAD( Nt~,t1)=0 . . 
IF(P11AX.GT .BOO.OR.Rt1AX.GT .BOO.OR. THAX .GT .800) G,O TO 1003 
70 CONTI t~UE 
OOOBROOO 
00089000 
00090000 
00091000 
00092000 
00093000 
00094000 
00095000 
00096000 
00097000 
00098000 
00099000 
00100000 
00101000 
00102000 
00103000 
00104000 
00105000 
00106000 
00107000 
00108000 
00109000 
00 II 0000 
00111000 
00112000 
00113000 
00114000 
00115000 
00116000 
00117000 
00118000 
00119000 
00120000 
00121000 
00122000 
00123000 
00124000 
00125000 
00126000 
00127000 
00128000 
00129000 
00130000 
00131000 
00132000 
00133000 
00134000 
00135000 
00136000 
00137000 
00138000 
00139000 
00140000 
00141000 
00142000 
00143000 
00144000 
00145000 
00146000 
00147000 
00148000 
00149000 
00150000 
00151000 
00152000 
00153000 
00154000 
00155000 
00156000 
00157000 
00158000 
00159000 
00160000 
00161000 
00162000 
00163000 
00164000 
00165000 
00166000 
00167000 
00168000 
00169000 
00170000 
00171000 
00172000 
00173000 
00174000 
00175000 
00176000 
00177000 
00178000 
00179000 
00180000 
00181000 
213. 
c 
GO TO 71 
1003 WRITE(PRirlTR,218) 
GO TO 1 OOI+ 
71 WRITE(PRINTR,208)PHAX,RMAX,TMAX 
GO TO (38,31,32,33,31~,35,36.37) 1 SYMI 
31 WRITE(6,534) 
GO TO 38 
3 2 WR IT E ( 6 , 5 3 5 ) 
GO TO 38 
3 3 WR I TE ( 6 , 5 36) 
GO TO 38 
3 4 HR IT E ( 6 , 5 3 7 ) 
GO TO 38 
35 WRITE(6,538) 
GO TO 38 
36 \/RITE(6,539) 
GO TO 38 
37 \-/RITE(6,540) 
38 IF(DIST(4)) 43,43,44 
43 IF(PMAX.EQ.O.OR.RMAX.EQ.O) GO TO 1007 
44 lF(PMAX.EQ.O.OR.RMAX.EQ.O.OR.TMAX.EQ.O) GO TO 1007 
C ~n'('"''(DETERf·\I NE I tm ICES OF POUlT '2 1 
c 
c 
92 DO 1002 1=1 ,PMAX 
95 DO 1002 K=l,RMAX 
ZHB=( !flO( 1 D 1, I)+IND(2, 1,K) )/2. 
NHB=ZHB 
AZHB=NHB 
IF(ZHO-AZHB) 1002,96,1002 
96 ZKB=(Itf0(1,2,1)+Itl0(2,2,K))·/2. 
NKB=ZKB . 
AZKB=~lKB 
IF(ZKB-AZKB) 1002,97,1002 
9 7 Z L B = ( I I Hl ( I , 3 , I ) +I flO ( 2 , 3 , K) ) I 2. 
tJLB=ZLB 
AZLB=IJLB 
IF(ZLB-~ZLR) 1002,98,1002 
98 IF(NHB.EQ.O.i\tiD.tJKB.EQ.O.AND.NLB.EQ.O) GO TO 1002 
CAlL PROHIB (SYMI ,fJHB,~lKB,NLB, INC) 
IF( lHC-1) 99,1002,1002 
C ,·o·(,'n'(CilECK PDitH 1 2 1 IS \~ITHIIJ LH1ITS OF RADIUS 
c 
c 
99 DSQ2=f-IHB•''NHB•': All +NHB•'<NKB•'( AI 2+tJHB,'<NL B•':A 13+NKB''(NKB1'( A2 2HJKB>'(~lLB•':A2 3+ 
I NL B•'(flLB>':AJ 3 
D2=Sf~GL ( OSQRT( I. /OSQ2)) 
RADI2=CAMC0/(2.*D2) 
IF(RADI2.GE.DISTN(2).AND.RADI2.LE.DISTX(2)) GO TO 151 
GO TO 1002 
C 1t,'o'n'(DETERMIIJE INDICES OF POINT 14° 
c 
c 
151 IF(DIST(I•).EQ.O.O) GO TO 159 
DO 1001 M=I,H1AX 
ZHD=( If'JD(2, 1,K)+I N0(.3, I ,M) )/2. 
NHD=ZHO 
AZHD=NHO 
IF(ZHD-AZHO) 1001,153,1001 
153 ZKD=(IND(2,2,K)+IND(3,2,M))/2. 
NKD=ZKO 
AZKD=NKD 
IF(ZKD-AZKD) 1001,154,1001 
154 ZLD=(IND(2,3,K)+IN0(3,3,M))/2. 
NLD=ZLD 
AZLD=NLO 
IF(ZLD-AZLD) 1001,155,1001 
155 IF(NHO.EQ.O.AIJO.NKO.EQ.O.AND.NLD.EQ.O) GO ,TO 1001 
CALL PROHIB (SY~I,NHO,NKD,NLD,INC) 
IF ( INC- I ) 15 6, 1 001 , 1 00 1 
C l'do'n'(CHECK POINT '4 1 IS WITHIN LH1ITS OF RADIUS 
c 156 DSQ4=NHo~:tmD''(A 11 +tlHD>'(tJKD>'(A 1 2+tJHD,'<NLD~(AI 3+NKDl'tNKD 1'(A2 2+NKD'~(NLD>'<A2 3+ 
1 NLD·:(r~LD•'( A33 
D4=SNGL(DSQRT(1./DSQ4)) 
RADI4=CAMC0/(2.*D4) 
IF(R~DI4.GE.DISTN(4).AND.RADI4.LE.DISTX(4)) GO TO 158 
GO TO 1001 
00182000 
00183000 
00184000 
00185000 
00186000 
00187000 
0018!3000 
00189000 
00190000 
00191000 
00192000 
00193000 
00194000 
00195000 
00196000 
00197000 
00198000 
00199000 
00200000 
00201000 
00202000 
00203000 
00204000 
00205000 
00206000 
00207000 
00208000 
00209000 
00210000 
00211000 
0021 2000 
00213000 
00214000 
00215000 
00216000 
002.17000 
00218000 
00219000 
00220000 
00221000 
00222000 
00223000 
00221 .. 000 
00225000 
00226000 
00227000 
00228000 
00229000 
00230000 
00231000 
00232000 
00233000 
00234000 
00235000 
00236000 
00237000 
00238000 
00239000 
00240000 
00241000 
00242000 
00243000 
00244000 
00245000 
00246000 
00247000 
00248000 
00249000 
00250000 
00251000 
00252000 
00253000 
00254000 
00255000 
00256000 
00257000 
00258000 
00259000 
00260000 
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c 
C ****SORT PLANES INTO ARRAYS 
c 
c 
159 L=l 
t1= 1 
15 8 I H ( 1 ) =I tlD ( 1 , 1 , I ) 
IH(2)=tlHB 
I H o > = rrm c 2 , 1 , K > 
IH(4)=tiHD 
IH( 5)=1 rmo, 1 ,M) 
II( ( 1 ) =I ND ( 1 D 2 D I) 
IK(2)=1lKB 
IK(3 )=HI0(2,2 .K} 
IK(4)=11KO 
JK( 5) =I ~W(3 ,2 ,M) 
I L ( l ) =I IJO ( 1 , 3, I) 
I L ( 2) =I~LB 
IL(3)=IND(2,3,K) 
IL(4)=1JLD 
IL(5)=ItlD(3,3,M) 
C ~·,~·"'"''CALCULATE AtlGLES BEH/EEtl PLANES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Mt1=0 
11=1 
160 IF(DIST(4)) 161,161,162 
161 NZ=3 
GG TO 163 
162 t1Z=5 
163 DO 170 NN=2,NZ 
S= ((I H( II) ~·,1 H( rm)·::ASTAR>':ASTAR} + (I K( I I) ,·q K(riN) ~·:BSTAR>':BSTAR) + (I L (II) 
l*IL(NN)*CSTAR*CSTAR)+((IK(II)*IL(NN)+IL(II)*IK(NN)}*BSTAR*CSTAR*CO 
2SAS) + ( (I L( I I )>':J H( tiN)+ I L (tiN )•': IH( I I) )•':CSTAR•':ASTAR•':COSBS) + ( ( IH( II),., I K 
3 ( Wl) +I K ( I I) •':I H ( tl~l} ) >':ASTA'R·:: BST AR•': COSGS)) 
T = ( ( I H ( I I )":I H ( I I ) ,., AS T /\R ,., AS TAR) + ( I K ( I I ) •':[ K ( I I),., B STAR,., B STAR) + ( I L ( II ) 
1 •':J L( I I )":CSTAR•':CSTAR) +( 2 o O•':J H( I I),., I K( II) •'rASTAR•'rBSTAR•'rCOSGS) + ( 2 o 0•': I L 
c2 (I I) ,·q H( I I )·::CSTAR·:: ASTAR·::COSBS) + ( 2 .o·:q K( II),., I L( II) ·:rBSTAR•'rCSTAR•~·COSA 
3S)) 
U=((!H(NN)*IH(NN)*ASTAR*ASTAR)+(IK{NN)*IK(NN)*BSTAR*BSTAR)+(IL(NN) 
1 "'! L( NN) ~·:cSTAR>':CSTAR) +( 2 ,0•': IH( tm) ,., IK( Ntl) •':ASTAH•':BSTAR•':COSGS) +( 2. O•'··I L 
2(NN)*IIl(W~)*CSTAR*ASTAR*COSBS)+{2,0*1K(NN)*IL(NN)*BSTAR*CSTAR*CDSA 
3S)) 
\-/=SQRT ( PU) 
YY=ARCOS(SIW} 
YY=YY•':DPR 
~IM=t111+1 
IF(YY.GT.(AtlGLES(MM)+ANGTOL).OR.YY.LT.(ANGLES(M~1)·ANGTOL)) GO TO I 
1001 
ANGAc·r ( MM) =YY 
170 CONTINUE 
CALL OARRAY(KONST,IH,IK,IL,I,J,K,L,M,PI180) 
I 00 I CONTINUE 
1002 CONTINUE 
1007 KONST=3 
CALL OARRAY(KDI~ST, IH, IK, IL,I,J,K,L,M,PI180) 
1004 READ(READR1 105) ICARD 
IF (ICARD-I.) 11,10,11 
**** FORMAT STATEMENTS ····INPUT 
101 FORt·1AT ( 20A4) 
102 F OR11A T ( F 8 .If, F 6 • 3 9 I 1 ) 
103 F0Rf1AT(5F8.2) 
104 FORI~T(JFI0.3,3F10.2) 
105 FORI1AT (I I) 
106 FORt1A 7 ( I1F8. 2) 
107 FORI1AT(I1 ,19A4) 
****FORMAT STATEMENTS ---- OUTPUT 
201 FORMAT(1H1,20A4) 
202 FORMAT( lHO, 1CM1ERA CONSTAtJT= 1 ,F8.4) 
203 FORMAT(HI0, 1 POSITION TOLERANCE = 1 ,F6.3, 8 MILLTt1ETRES (~1INIMUM OVE 
lR-RIDING TOLERANCE OF+ OR- ',F3.1, 1 PERCENT OF DIFF. DISTANCE PR 
2EVAILS) 1 ) 
204 FORt1AT(1H0, 1DIFFRACTED DISTANCES OF SPOTS ARE' ,II5F10.2, 1 (t1ILLI 
I METRES) I) 
205 FORMAT(IHO,IIIIIII1X,19A4) 
206 FORMAT(1H0,20X, 1REAL CELL CONSTANTS'II26X, 1 ~ ,8X, 1B1 ,8X,'C 1 ,6X,'AL 
1PHA 1 ,SX, 1 BETA 1 ,4X, 1 GAt1f·1A 1 /) 
207 FORt1AT ( 20X ,6F9. 3) 
208 F0Rt1AT(1H0,20X, 1 M/\XH1U~1 DH1ENSIOIIS OF ARRAYS 1\RE 1 ,516) 
218 FORM/\T(11t0, 1ARRAY LH11TS EXCEEDED---~1ATERIAL CHECK CAtJCELLE0 1 ) 
219 FORI1AT(1H0, 1 AtlGLE TOLERAtJCE = 1 ,F5.2,' DEGREES') 
220 FORt1AT( 1 Ho, • t1EASURED ... Ar~GLEs nET\-/EEN sPoTs ARE', 11 4F 1 o. 2 > 
2 2 1 FOR ~1A T ( S 5H''"'n'<>': ·:: >'n': >'n'o'< >'r;'o'n'r1': >'n'n'n~ '~''' >'n'o'n'o':·.'n'n'o':;'n~>'n':l': >'o'o'n'r>~>~'tn'do'r>':>':>~>'o'dt ,.,~ ''o': ) 
532 FORt1AT( 1H0,20X,1911MAX!t1llf1 ltlOICES AR£,314) 
533 FORf1AT(1H0,6Xo30HPROGRAI1 CRYSTAl. IDEtiTIFICATION) 
00261000 
00262000 
00263000 
00264000 
00265000 
00266000 
0026 7000 
00268000 
00269000 
00270000 
00271000 
00272000 
00273000 
00274000 
00275000 
00276000 
00277000 
00278000 
00279000 
00280000 
00281000 
00282000 
00283000 
00284000 
00285000 
00286000 
00287000 
00288000 
00289000 
00290000 
00291000 
00292000 
00293000 
0029lf000 
00295000 
00296000 
00297000 
00298000 
00299000 
00300000 
00301000 
00302000 
00303000 
00304000 
00305000 
00306000 
00307000 
00308000 
00309000 
00310000 
00311000 
00312000 
00313000 
00314000 
00315000 
00316000 
00317000 
00318000 
00319000 
00320000 
00321000 
00322000 
00323000 
00324000 
00325000 
00326000 
00327000 
00328000 
00329000 
00330000 
00331000 
00332000 
00333000 
00334000 
00335000 
00336000 
00337000 
00338000 
00339000 
00340000 
00341000 
00342000 
00343000 
00344000 
00345000 
00346000 
00347000 
00348000 
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.5.34 FORt1AT( IHO,::WX, 'PROHIBITED REFLECTIONS FOR THE 
lYPE F HAVe BEEtl 011!TTED 1 ) 
535 FORl·lA T ( 1 HO, 20X, 1 PROH I 8 I TED REFLECT I OilS FOR THE 
1YPE I HAVE OEEl~ ot\ITTED 0 ) 
536 FORMAT(1H0,20X, 1 PROH10ITED REFLECTIONS FOR THE 
IYPE A I;AVf: flEEt~ OHITTED 1 ) 
537 FOR!1AT( JH0 1 20X, 'PROHIBITED REFLECTIONS FOR THE 
IYPE 8 HAVE AEEil Ot1JTTED 1 ) 
5.38 FORllll.T( 1HO,?f1X, 1 PROHI131TED REFLECTIONS FOR THE 
IYPE C HAVE P.F.EN OMITTED') 
539 FORI1AT(1H0,20X, 1PRDHIBITEO REFLECTIONS FOR THE 
ltl (HEXIH1ntlll.:.. CELL) TYPJ:: R HAVE BE£11 OMITTED') 
540 FORI1AT(JHfi 1 20X,.1PROHIBJTED REFLECTimiS FOR THE 
IN (HEXAGO~AL CELL) TYPE R HAVE BEEN OMITTED') 
END 
SUBROUTIIIE PROHIB (SYnt ,H,K,L,INC) 
c 
FACE CE tlTRED CELL T 00349000 
BODY CEtnRED CELL T 
FACE CEtJTRED CELL T 
FACE CENT RED CELL T 
FACE CEtiTRED CELL T 
OBVtRSE RHOMBOHEDRO 
REVERSE RHDt\BOHEDRO 
00350000 
00351000. 
00352000 
00353000 
00354000 
00355000 
00356000 
00357000 
00358000 
00359000 
00360000 
00361000 
00362000 
00363000 
00364000 
00365000 
C TEST INDICES AND ELIMINATE PROHIBITED REFLECTIONS 00366000 0036 7000 c 
INTEGER H, SYMI 
GO TO (68,13,15,61,62,13,63,64),SYHI 
13 AKH= ( K+H) /2. 
KH=AKH 
BKH=KH 
IF(AKH.NE.BKH) GO TO 70 
IF(SYMI.NE.2) GO TO 68 
62 AUI=(L+H) /2. 
LH=ALH 
BLH=LH 
IF(ALH.NE.BLH) GO TO 70 
. JF(SYt11 .NE.2) GO TO 68 
61 AKL=(K+L}/2. 
KL=AKL 
BKL=KL 
IF(AKL.I-IE.BKL) GO TO 70 
GO TO 68 
15 AI<HL=(H+K+L)/2. 
GO TO 66 
63 AKHL=(t<+L-H)/3. 
GO TO 66 
64 AKHL=(H+L-K)/3. 
66 KHL=AKHL 
BI<HL=KHL 
IF(AKHL.NE.BKHL) GO TO 70 
68 ItJC=O 
69 GO TO 7 5 
70 I NC=l 
75 RETURN 
END 
00368000 
00369000 
00370000 
00371000 
00372000 
00373000 
00374000 
00375000 
00376000 
00377000 
00378000 
00379000 
00380000 
00381000 
00382000 
00383000 
00384000 
00385000 
00386000 
00387000 
00388000 
00389000 
00390000 
00391000 
00392000 
00393000 
00391tOOO 
00395000 
00396000 
00397000 
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SUBROUTIIJE OJIRRAY(Kot~ST, IH, IK, IL, IA,JA,KA,LA,MA,PI 180) 
c 
C SUBROUTit:E 1 0ARRAY 1 SORTS SOLUTIONS AND PRINTS RESULTS 
c 
c 
CIJI1~10N RAO I X( 5 ,50) ,MIG IX ( 4, 50), I ZOilES(J ,SO, 50), IHP ( 5,50, 50), 
11KP(5,SO,~O) ,ILP(5,50 1 50) ,KSETS,KP(SO) ,RAD(3 ,flO I) ,KS, ANGLES(4), 
21ZOS(3,50),10UT 1DIST(5),niSTIX(5,50),ANGACT(4t,CAMKO(SO),CAMCO, 3 LE, LES, ADEV t l( 50 J, 0 EVSQ( 50) ,KT, D2, D4 
D I i1E t·IS I Oil I H ( 5) 1 I K ( 5) , I L ( 5) , AtiG ( 5), 
1 IZON(3), IZ0(3) ,DIV(3) ,ADIV(3) ,JDIV(3) ,DEVII(S) ,DEV(SO) ,HSUM(SO) 
DOIJBLE PRECISJotl PI180 
IF(KONST-3) 1U30,600,1030 
C CALCULATE LOWEST ORDER ZON~·AXES 
c 
1030 IZON(l)=IK{l)*IL(2)-IK(2)*1L(1) 
I G 3 1 I Z otl( 2 ) ::: I L ( I ) >''! H ( 2 ) - I L ( 2 ) >': If I ( 1 ) 
1032 IZOIJ(3)=IH( I )·.':JK(2)-IH(2PIK( I) 
DO 1033 1=1,3 
IZO(I)=IZml{I) 
I 033 COIJT HIUE 
1040 IF(IAUS(IZ0(1))-IABS(IZ0(2)))1041,1042,1042 
1 041 I tiV= I ZO ( 2.) 
IZ0(2)=1Z0(1) 
IZO(l)=INV 
1042 IF(IA8S(IZ0(2))-IABS(IZ0(3)))1043,1045,1045 
I 0 1~ 3 I IN = I Z 0 ( 3 ) 
IZ0(3)=1Z0(2) 
IZ0(2)=1tlV 
GO TO 1040 
1045 ltKr1AX=IABS(IZO(I)) 
1083 DO 1061 IIIC=I,IIICMAX 
DO 1060 I7.=1 ,3 
1046 O!V(lZ)=IABS(IZO(IZ))/((ItiC~1AX+1.)-INC) 
J D IV ( I Z) =D I V ( I Z ) +0. 00 I 
AD IV( IZ)=JDIV( IZ) 
1 060 COtfT I NUE 
IF ( D IV (I ) • EQ. AD IV ( 1 ) .AND .D IV ( 2) • EQ .AD IV ( 2) • A tiD. D IV (3). EQ. AD IV ( 3)) G 
10 TO 1063 
1061 CONTINUE 
1063 DO 1070 1=1 ,3 
IF( lZOil( I) )64,65,65 
64 IZOII(I)=IZON(I)/((IN01AX+I)·IIJC)-0.001 
GO TO 1070 
65 I ZON( I)=IZDN( I)/( ( INCt1AX+1 )-INC)+0.001 
I 070 COIIT I I~UE 
c 
C LOAD SOLUTIONS INTO OUTPUT ARRAYS 
c 
GO TO (100,400,600,400) KONST 
100 KONST=2 
DU 11 0 I::: 1 , 50 
110 KP( I) =0 
KT=O 
KSETS=O 
200 IF(KT.LT.SO) GO TO 208 
900 KONST=4 
GO TO .350 
208 KT=KT+l 
KSETS=KSETS+ 1 
RADIX( 1 ,KT)=RAD( 1, IA) 
RADIX(2 ,KT)=D2 
RADIX(3,KT)=RAD(2iKA) 
RADIX ( l~ ,KT) =D4 
RADIX( 5 ,KT) =RJ\0(3 ,t1A) 
DO 210 I=1,4 
210 ANGIX(I,KT)=ANGACT(I) 
DO 220 1=1,5 
0 l S T l X ( I , K T ) =D I S T ( I) 
220 COIH I NUE 
KS=KT 
,300 KP(KS)=KP(KS)+1 
00398000 
00399000 
00400000 
00401000 
00402000 
00403000 
001~[)4000 
00405000 
00406000 
00407000 
00408000 
00409000 
00410000 
00411000 
00412000 
OOl1 13000 
OOI~ 14000 
00415000 
OOft 16000 
00417000 
001+ 18000 
00419000 
00420000 
00421000 
00422000 
00423000 
001124000 
00425000 
001126000 
00427000 
00428000 
00429000 
00h30000 
00431000 
00432000 
00433000 
00431+000 
001+35000 
00436000 
00437000 
00438000 
00439000 
00440000 
001141000 
00442000 
00443000 
00444000 
00445000 
00446000 
00447000 
00448000 
00449000 
00450000 
00451000 
00452000 
00453000 
00454000 
00455000 
00456000 
00457000 
001158000 
00459000 
00460000 
00461000 
00462000 
00463000 
00464000 
00465000 
00466000 
00467000 
00468000 
00469000 
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c 
CALCULATC 1·1El\tl DEV !AT I 011 OF SPOTS FROM TRUE POSIT I OIJS 
DEV(KS)=O. 
DEVSQ(KS)=O. 
RADTOT=O. 
DISTOT=O. 
30 DO 50 IJ=i ,LE 
RADTOT=RADTDT+RAOIX(N,KS) 
50 DISTDT=OISTOT+(CAMCOI(2*DISTIX(N,KS))) 
CA11I IJC:.; ( ( RADTOT -D I STOT) ID I STOT) +1 • 
CAI1KO( KS )=CM\CO>'•CAMI NC 
AtlGDEV=O. 
DO 55 N=l ,LES 
55 ANGDEV=ANGD EV+ ( ANG I X ( N, KS) -,'\IIGLES ( N)) 
ANGDf:.= AIJGDEV I LE 
AtJG(l) =o. -AtlGOE 
DO 56 l'l=l,LES 
M=l~+l 
56 AIJG( 11) =( AIIG IX ( N ,KS) -AtiGLES ( N)) -ANGOE 
DO 58 11=1 ~LE 
X 1 ::DIS TI X ( N, K S)- ( ( CAt1KO ( KS) I ( 2, >':RADIX (tl, K S) ) ) ~•DCOS ( ANG Ul) ,·,pI 1 80) ) 
X2 = ( CAt-IKO( KS) I ( 2, >'<RADIX (II 1 KS))) >'•OS IN( AtlG ( N) ,·,pI 180) 
58 DEVSQ(KS)=DEVSQ(KS)+SQKT((XI*XI)+(X2*X2)) 
IF(KP(KS).GT.50) GO TO 1000 
K=KP (KS) 
DO 310 1=1 ,3 
I ZOtiES (I ,K ,KS) =I Zml( I) 
310 IZCS( l,KS)=JDIV( I) 
DO 320 1=1 ,5 
IHP( I ,K,KS)=IH( I) 
IKP(I,K,KS)=IK(I) 
320 ILP(I,K,KS)=IL(I) 
GO TO 1000 
C CHECK FOR SYMMETRICAL EQUIVALENT SOLUTIONS 
c 
c 
400 DO 410 KS=l,KT 
IF(RAD( 1, If1) .EQ.RADIX( 1 ,KS) .Atm. 02 .EQ.RADIX(2,KS) ,Arm.RAD(2 
I ,KA) .EQ.RAOIX(3 ,KS) ,AriD. 04 .EQ.RADIX(4,KS) .AtlD,RAD(3 ,~1A) ,EQ. 
2RADIX(5,KS)) GO TO 420 
GO TO 410 
420 DO 430 L=1,4 
IF(MlGIX(L,KS).tlE.AIH1ACT(L)) GO TO 410 
430 CONTI tiUE 
DO 440 I= I ,3 
IF(IZOS(I,KS).NE.JDIV(I)) GO TO 410 
440 CIJNTI NUE 
GO TO JOO 
410 CONTitllJE 
GO TO 200 
600 IF(KSETS) 1600,1600,350 
C SORT SETS OF RESULTS INTO ORDER OF ACCURACY 
c 
350 N=KT 
M=N 
1120 M=M/2 
IF(M) 1130,1140,1130 
1130 K=N-M 
J=l 
1141 I=J 
1149 L= 1+11 
IF(DEVSQ(I)-DEVSQ(L)) 1160,1160,1150 
1150 B=DEVSQ( I) 
DEVSQ( I )=DEVSQ(L) 
DEVSQ(L)=~ 
CAH=CA11KO( I) 
CAI1KO( I )=CAMKO(L) 
CAMKO(L)=CAM 
D 0 I I 5 3 N~l= 1 , 5 
AR=RAD I X ( N~l, I) 
RADIX ( W1, I) =RADIX( NM,L) 
RADIXOJM,L)=AR 
AD=DISTIX(NM,I) 
DISTIX(NM,l)=DISTIX(NH,L) 
D I S T I X ( N~1, L ) = 1\D 
DO 1153 KK=I,SO 
IP=IHP(IIM,KK, I) 
I H P ( t 111 , KK , I ) =I H P ( NM, KK , L ) 
IHP( N11,KK,L) =I P 
IP=IKP(IIt1,KK, J) 
IKP(NM,KK,I)=IKP(NM,KK,L) 
I K P ( W·1, K K , L) =I P 
I P = I L P ( 11~1 , f' K , I ) 
I L P { I Jl1 , K K , I ) =I L P ( W·l, K~ , L) 
1153 ILP(tlf·I,KK,L)=IP 
00470000 
00471000 
00472000 
00473000 
00474000 
00475000 
00476000 
00477000 
00478000 
00479000 
004!30000 
004!31000 
00482000 
00483000 
00484000 
00485000 
00486000 
00487000 
00488000 
00489000 
00490000 
00491000 
00492000 
00493000 
00494000 
00495000 
00496000 
00497000 
00498000 
00499000 
00500000 
00501000 
00502000 
00503000 
00504000 
00505000 
00506000 
00507000 
oo5oBooo 
00509000 
00510000 
00511000 
00512000 
00513000 
00514000 
00515000 
00516000 
00517000 
00518000 
00519000 
00520000 
00521000 
00522000 
00523000 
00524000 
00525000 
00526000 
00527000 
00528000 
00529000 
00530000 
00531000 
00532000 
00533000 
00534000 
00535000 
00536000 
00537000 
00538000 
00539000 
oo5t~oooo 
00541000 
005112000 
005113000 
00544000 
00545000 
00546000 
00547000 
00548000 
00549000 
00550000 
00551000 
00552000 
00553000 
0(1554000 
00555000 
00556000 
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c 
DO 1154 NN= 1 D .3 
IQ=IZOS(tiN, I) 
I ZDS( Nil, I)= rzospm,L) 
IZOS(WI,L)=IQ 
oo 1154 KK=I,50 
IP=IZOIIES(NN,KK, I) 
I ZONES ( rm,KK, I)= I ZOIIES ( tJN,KK,L) 
1154 IZONES(NN,KK,L)=IP 
DO 1155 NA=1,4 
AA=AilGIX(I~A, I) 
ANGIX(NA, I)=AIIGIX(NA,L) 
1155 AHG IX( I lA, L) =AA 
KZ=KP(I) 
K P ( I) =K P ( L ) 
KP(L)=KZ 
I= (I ·1-1) 
IF(I-1) 1160,1149,1149 
1160 J=J+1 
IF(J-t<) 1141,1141,1120 
1140 IF (KOIIST.NE.4) GO TO 1180 
KT::-:30 
DO 1165 LS=31,50 
1165 KP(l.S)=O 
GO TO 208 
C SORT ZOIIEAXES HITHIN EACH SET INTO ORDER 
c 
1180 IF(KT.LE.30) GO TO 1185 
KT=30 
1185 DO 1300 KS=1,KT 
IJ=KP(KS) 
DO 1210 KK=1 ,N 
1210 HSUH(KK)=IZONES(1,KK,KS)+IZONES(2,KK,KS)+IZONES(3,KK,KS) 
11=11 
1220 M=11/2 
IF(M) 1230,1240 0 1230 
1230 K=N-M 
J=l 
1241 I::J 
1249 L=I+M 
IF (HSU11( l) -HSUM( I)) 1260, 1260, 1250 
1250 HB=HSU1·1( I} 
HSU11( I) =HSU~I( L) 
HSUt1(L)=HB 
DO 1252 ti~J::: 1 ,3 
lP=IZOIIES(tJN, T ,KS) 
IZotiES(tm, I ,KS)=IZotiES(NN,L,KS) 
1252 IZO~JES(IIII,L,KS)=IP 
DO 1254 1Hl=1,5 
IP=IHP(I-HI, I ,KS) 
IHP(NN,I,KS)=IHP(NN,L,KS) 
IHP(NN,L,KS)=IP 
IP=IKP(NN,J,KS) 
IKP(NN,I,KS)=IKP(NN,L,KS) 
IKP(Im,L,KS)=IP 
IP=ILP(tm,I KS) 
I LP ( rm, I, KS ~=I LP (NN, L,KS) 
1254 ILP(NN,L,KS)=IP 
I=( I·M) 
IF(I-1)1260,1249,1249 
1260 J=J+ I 
IF(J-K)1241,1241,1220 
1240 DO 1293 IPZ=1,N 
IPL:N=IPZ-1 
IF (1PZ.EQ.1) GO TO 1242 
IF(HSUII(IPZ).LT.HSUt1(1PZN)) GO TO 1300 
1242 IF( IZUIJES( 1 ,IPZ,KS) .LE. IZONES(2, IPZ,KS) .AND. 
1IZONES(2,IPZ,KS).LE.IZONES(3,1PZ,KS))GO TO 1290 
GO TO 1293 
1290 DO 1291 NN=1,3 
IP=IZONES(MN,IPZ,KS) 
IZONES(NN,IPZ,KS)=IZONES(NN,I,KS) 
1 2 9 1 I ZONE S ( IJI-1, 1 , K S ) ::: I P 
DO 1292 Nt-1=1,5 
I P= IHP (tnJ, I PZ, KS) 
IHP(NN,IPZ,KS)=IHP(NN,l,KS) 
IHPUIIl, 1 ,KS)=IP 
IP=IKP(NN,IPZ,KS) 
IKP(NN~IPZ,KS)=IKP(NN,t,KS) 
IKP(NN, 1 ,KS)=IP 
IP=ILP(tlN, IPZ,KS) 
I L P ( N N , I P Z , K S ) = I L P ( N~l , 1 , K S ) 
1292 ILP(NN,1,KS)=IP 
1293 COfH I NUE 
1300 COIHINUE 
219. 
00557000 
00558000 
00559000 
00560000 
0056!000 
00562000 
00563000 
00564000 
00565000 
00566000 
00567000 
00568000 
00569000 
00570000 
00571000 
00572000 
.00573000 
00574000 
00575000 
00576000 
00577000 
00578000 
00579000 
00580000 
00581000 
00502000 
00583000 
00584000 
00585000 
00586000 
00587000 
00588000 
00589000 
00590000 
00591000 
00592000 
00593000 
00594000 
00595000 
00596000 
00597000 
00598000 
00599000 
00600000 
00601000 
00602000 
00603000 
00604000 
00605000 
00606000 
00607000 
00608000 
00609000 
00610000 
00611000 
00612000 
00613000 
00614000 
00615000 
00616000 
00617000 
00618000 
00619000 
00620000 
00621000 
00622000 
00623000 
00624000 
00625000 
00626000 
00627000 
00628000 
00629000 
00630000 
00631000 
00632000 
00633000 
00634000 
00635000 
00636000 
00637000 
00638000 
00639000 
00640000 
00641000 
c 
c 
c 
WRITE OUT Rt:SlJL TS 
IF(KSETS-1) 1295,1295,1294 
1294 WRITE(6,1001) KSETS 
1295 DO 1500 KS=1 ,KT 
IF(KP(KS)-1)1302 1302,1301 
13 0 I ~IR I TE ( 6 , I 0 0 2 ) K S o l1 Z 0 N E S ( N II , 1 o K S ) , tIN = 1 , 3 ) , K S , II, P ( K S ) 
\JR I TE ( 6 , 1 016) 
GO TO 1305 
UIJ2 ~/RITE ( 6, 1003 )KS, (!ZONES (WI, 1 ,KS) ,IHI=l ,3) 
WR IT E ( 6 , 1l' 16) 
1305 WRITE(6,1004) 
DO 1308 l=i ,LE 
DISTIX(I,KS)=CAMKO(KS)/(2.*DISTIX(I,KS)) 
1308 ~/RITE ( 6, I 005) I, HlP ( I, 1 ,K S}, I KP ( I, 1 , KS), I LP (I , 1 , KS) , RADIX ( I ,KS), 
IDJSTIX(I,KS) 
WRITE(6,100R)CAMKO(KS) 
WRITE(6,1009)CAMCO 
ADEVII(KS) =DEVSQ(KS) /L E 
WRITE(6,1010)ADEVN(KS) 
\/RITE (6, 1007) 
DO 1390 1=2 ,LE 
LCS=I-1 
1390 ~/RITE(t>,100t>)I,AilGIX(LES,KS),ANGLES(LES) 
IF ( I OUT -1) 1 500, 139 5 9 1500 
1395 IF(KP(KS).LE.1) GO TO 1500 
~/RJTE(6, 1011 )KS 
KK~1AX=KP ( 1\S) 
IF(LE-3)1440,1396,1440 
1396 WRITE(6,1013) 
DO 1400 I=2,KKHAX 
'1400 \·/RITE(6,1015)(IZONES(Lri,KS),L=1,3),1HP(1,I,KS), 
JIKP(I,I,KS),ILP(1,I,KSJ,IHP(2,1,KS),IKP(2,1,KS), 
2 I LP ( 2, I, KS) , IfiP (3, I , KS) , I KP ('3 , I, KS} , I LP (3, I, KS) 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO 1500 . 
1440 ~/RITE(6, 1012) 
DO 1460 1=2,KKMAX 
1460 ~/RITE(6,1014)(IZONES(L,I.,KS},L=1,3),1HP(l,leKS·), 
11KP(I,I 1 KS),ILP(l,l 1 KS),IHP(2,I,KS),IKP(Z,I,KS), 
21LP(2,I,KS),IHP(3,I,KS), IKP(3,1,KS),ILP(3 1 1 1 KS), 
31HP(4,J,KS),IKP(4,I,KS),ILP(4,1,KS),IHP(5,1,KS), 
4IKP(5,I,KS),ILP(5,1,KS) 
1500 CONTINUE 
KS:-:0 
KSETS=O 
GO TO 1000 
1600 ~RITE(6,1017) 
GO TO 1000 
1000 RETURN 
FORI1AT ST ATEMEIHS-- --OUTPUT 
1001 FDRMAT(1HO,I3, 1 SETS OF POSSIBLE ZONE AXES IllDEX HITHW SPE~IFIED 
ILl 111 TS 1 ) 
1002 FORt1l\T(1H0,/////11X, 1 SET 1 ,12, 1 ZONE AXIS ( 1 ,H3, 1 )',10X, 1 (SET 
006'•2000 
00643000 
00644000 
00645000 
00646000 
00647000 
00648000 
00649000 
00650000 
00651000 
00652000 
00653000 
00654000 
00655000 
0065600.0 
00657000 
00658000 
00659000 
00660000 
00661000 
00662000 
00663000 
00664000 
00665000 
00666000 
00667000 
00668000 
00669000 
00670000 
00671000 
00672000 
00673000 
00671~000 
00675000 
00676000 
00677000 
00678000 
00679000 
00680000 
00681000 
00682000 
00683000 
00684000 
006B5000 
00686000 
00687000 
00688000 
00689000 
00690000 
00691000 
00692000 
00693000 
11 ,12, 1 HAS 1 ,12, 1 sn111ETRICAL EQUIVALENT SOLUTIONS)') 
1003 FORI1AT(IH0,/////11X, 1SET 1 ,12, 1 ZONE AXIS ( 1 ,313,.1 ) 1 ,10X, 1 (THER 
00694000 
00695000 
00696000 
00697000 
00698000 
00699000 
00700000 IE ARE NO sn111ETRICAL EQUIVALEIIT SOLUTIONS)') 
1004 FORMAT( 1H0,20X, 1POltiT 1 ,lOX, 'PLANE' ,lOX, 'DSPACE' ,lOX, 'ESTIMATED 
lDSPACE FROI1 OIFF. PATTERN'/) 
1005 FORMAT(IH ,22X,II,9X, 1 ( 1 ,3!3, 1 ) 1 ,7X,F6.3,15X,F6.3) 
1006 FORt1AT ( 1 H , 20X, 1 AllGLE BETWEEN PLAtiES 1 & 8 , I 1, 
I'= ',F6.2, 1 MEASURED 1 1 F6.2, 1 DEGREES') 
1007 FORI·1AT( 1 H ) 
1008 F0Rt1AT( 1H0,20X, 'tl.B. BEST FIT CAI1ERA CONSTANT USED 1 
liN ABOVE EST!t1ATES OF D SPACIIIGS = 1 ,F7.3) 
1009 FORMAT(lH ,(,5X, 1 (Jt~PUT CAt1ERA cmlSTAilT = 1 ,F7.3, 1 ) 1 ) 
1010 F0Rt1AT( 1H0,20X, 1 ~1EAN DEVIATIOII OF ~1EASURED SPOTS 1 , 
lFROH TRUE POSIT!OI~S = 1 ,FS.3, 1 HJLLIMETRES 0 ) 
1.011 FOR!1AT( 1110,20X, 1 SYH~1ETRICAL EQUIVALEtH SOLUTIONS 1 , 
1 FOR SET 1 , I 2 ) 
1012 FORI1AT(1H0,21X, 1 Z!lNE AXIS 1 ,10X, 1 POitiT 11 ,10X,'POINT 2°, 
110X, 1POIIJT 3 1 ,10X, 1 POIIJT 4 1 ,10X, 1POHIT 5 1 ,/) 
1013 FORf1AT(1H0,21X, 1 ZONE AXIS 1 ,IOX, 1PUitlT 1 1 ,10X, 1POltH 2 1 , 
!lOX, 1POltH 3 1 ,/) 
1 o 1 4 FOR r tAT ( 1 H ,.2 ox , 1 ( ' , 3 I 3 , 1 ) 1 , 7 x , ' ( ' , 3 I 3 , 1 ) • , 6 x , 1 ( • , 
13 J 3, I ) I • 6X, I (I ,3 I 3. I ) I , fiX. I ( I , 3 I 3. I ) I • 6X' I ( '3 J 3' I ) I ) 
1 0 15 F OR~1A T ( 111 • 2 ox • I ( I '3 I 3 • I ) I '7 X , I ( I • 3 I 3 , I ) I I 6 X. ' ( ' , 
13I3,')',6X, 1 ( 1 ,313, 1 ) 1 ) 
1016 FORitAT( lH ,lOX, t·:d:·::·:n':·:: ~:~:·::·:dr-::M:·::-::·:dd:1:M:;'n'i-lr\~\·:t) 
1 0 1 7 F ORHA T( 1 HO, 2 OX, 1 1~0 IO E IH IF I CAT I ON 1 , /2 1 X, h':~'n'd:Mn'r·::~hh'n'n'o'n'nh': I ) 
END 
I , I 0070 J 000 
00702000 
00703000 
00704000 
00705000 
00706000 
I 00707000 
00708000 
00709000 
I 00710000 
00711000 
I 00712000 
00713000 
00714000 
00715000 
00716000 
00717000 
00718000 
00719000 
00720000 
00721000 
00722000 
00723000 
00724000 
220. 
APPENDIX 2 
LISTING OF PROGRAM ANGLE 
F"T'l'l '' 
PPOGPN! N!GLE' 
C Ct\LCl'Lf\TfS ANGLE f:FT1'Ffil lONE f.~<FS '.~tEll I PLt.~l=C, 
C CJI.LCULP.TES AtlGLE l'?FI'.~ffl~ PLANE ~JOP.Hf,L MJC ZO!!E /\X IS ,,'HEN 
C I PLAtl= 1, CALCL'LATES Ar~GLE EET\·.'H.'N n:o PLANES \·'HEN I FLI\tl"'2• 
c 
DII1f'1~.ION UU'),V(2),\H2>.1U(2),IVC2),!1>'(2) 
IH•I TE< 1, 201) 
.F'ft,D( 1,101) 
I'PI TF( 1, ?.02) 
Fffll)( I,IG2)A,B,C,ALPHA .. BETA,GAMMA 
1'f'ITF((,II01) 
VF I TEC 6, 2C3) /\, r, c, JI.L PJ-!A, BETA, GA!1t1A 
J\LPI!I'oi=ALI"HA/57. 29 578 
BETA=BETA/57.29~78 
GPW1J',=GAt11•1A/57. 29 578 
ITITE( 1,2(>,4) 
5 pEA D (1, I (' 3 ) I PL All d u ( I " I v ( I b I 11 (I ) I I u ( 2 ) I I v ( 2 ) , 1\J( 2) 
I C I F<I FL/'.Ji- I> IJC, 20,20 
20 ~II =l?*l::*C*C*SI NC J'~!..PHI\) *SIN< P..LPHA> 
S22-=A*A* C>!< C>!< SHJ( EFTA)* Sit! C BETA> 
~32-=t-.>!<i\>i<EH'>!< ~It!( Gt.!lllAH SI NC GA!·lHA) 
~ 12=/l.*f*C*C* ( ( Cf15 ( P.LP!l f-1HCO SC EFT/'.))- (COS< GAH!lA))) 
S23=A*A*E*C* ( ( CC ~ ( EETM *COS( GA!<llA))- CO 5 ( AL Plit.>) 
531 =AH?*D*C*( (COS ( GA!ll!A> >i<CO SC ALPHA>)- CO 5( BETA>) 
DO 3C 1=1,2 
U<I>=IU<I>*SII+IV<I>*~I2+IW<I>*S31 
VCI)=IU<I>*~I2+IVCI)*S22+IV<I>*S23 
l'(l)=!U(I)*S31+IVCI)*S23+IWCI)*S33 
IF< I PLArl. EC. I) GO TO 5t? 
30 COPT!NUE 
GO TO 6C3 
'' 0 U < I > = Ill< I ) 
\'( I>= i V< I) 
1'(1)=11.~(1) 
50 t!(2)=ltJ(2) 
\'( 2) =I\'( 2) 
\'(2)=IP(2) 
E G A I l'\'~· 1 I= ( P.* A*l' ( I > *l! ( I) > +C E*~* V< I)* VC I ) ) + ( C* C>i<l'( I>* l1'( I) > + < 2. * 0>1< C* V 
I C I)*"< !) *COS C ALF![f,)) + ( 2. *C*/\>1<\'( I) *l!( I) *CO SO:'ETf\) )+ ( 2. >1<1\*E*UC 1 
2>*'' (I) *COS ( GA~i!lA)) 
f'.I t..:VI.' I= SCT\T( P.I FVl..' I) 
AI l'1.''.'2= ( fl.*A*l!< 2) >'d'( 2)) + < l?:!<e*V< 2) :!<\..'( 2)) + ( C*C*'•'< 2) *\·1( 2>) + ( 2.*D* C* 
I 1 '< 2) *''< 2) *COS ( ALF1!A)) +( 2 • *C*A*IT( 2) *U( 2> *CO SC 5E.Tf.\)) + ( 2. *I''* E* U( 2) 
2*V< 2) *co:< GP.W·lA)) 
A I LIV' '2= 5 Cr:T (AI U\'V2) 
70 P,L:::Cf,>:<f\*l!( I)>'<Lt(r:))+(f*E*''< I)>~:V(?.))+(C*C*\-'( I)*I_.C2))+CE*C*<V< I>* 
II.' ( 2 H'l ( I)* 1.:( 2)) *CO 5.' ( ALf.'H{',)) + (A* C* (PC I)* l'( 2) + l'C 1) * '·'< 2)) *COS( EETJ\ 
2))+(1'>!<fl*(l'( I>*'-'C2)+V( l)*l'(2))*COSCGMlNA)) 
GOSPO=AL/(A!UVWI*AIUVW2) 
80 COPC=CSOFTCI-COSRO*COSPO))/COSRO 
PO= /\TAN ( COPO) 
POf'NG=n0*57.29578 
IFCCCSR0)31,82,82 
8 I PONJG= 18 0+ROANG 
82 IF'CIFLAN- ))85,90,95 
8 5 ,_,pI T F ( 6 I 2 c 5) I l! ( 1 ) I I v ( I ) • IiH I ) I I u ( 2) I I v ( 2) I IIH 2) • ROAN G 
GO TO 5 
9 ('I ~! R I T E ( 6, 2 0 6 ) I u ( I ) I I v ( I ).. H' ( I ).. I u ( 2 ), I v ( 2 ) I 1 I-!( 2 b ROAN G 
GO TO 5 
9 s "r:r r r < 6, 2 o 1 > 1 u c 1 > .. r v < 1 ,.. I 11 c 1 >.. I u c 2 > • I v < 2 > 1 n: c 2 > ~ Ro Ar-J a 
GO TO 5 
I C I FOF'.ilATC IH , 40HTH IS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE TI TI..E 
1('2 FOfMATC3FI0o313FI0.2) 
IC.'3 FOF~If\.TCII,6I3) 
2C'I H•f:lAT< IH ,"INPUT NPJ1E OF CRYSTAL TO FOHlf<T 2CA4") 
2('2 FOP!!P,TCIH ,"INPUT p,,g,CIALPH/\,DETA,Gi\t!HA, TO FORNAT 3F10.3"~· 
1",3FI0.2") 
2C3 FOF.t·!l\TC /6F9. 3) 
2C"Li FOHlAT( Ill •''INPUT I PLAN, INDICES OF PLANE COR ZONE> 1, AND",/ 
I" Hl'CICE~ OF FLAtJE <OR ZONE) 2 TO FOH1AT 11,61.3",/"N•D•"~ 
2'_' IPL/'J'l=C FOP MJGLE EET'•'EEN TPO ?OtlE f,XfS",/IIX,"I FOR"~ 
3"t.l·JGLE BFTI'EEN PLANF NOF:!AL AND ZONE f,XI S", I II X, ''2 FOR "1 
Lt"ANGLE foETl:'EHl THO f-L/IJ-.J£5") 
2C'5 FOP!lt!TCIH ,"A~JGLE' OF ZONE AXIS ",313~" TO ZOtJE />.XIS" 
1 .. 3!3," IS ",F7.2," DEG") 
2C6 FOl'N.I\T( IH 1 "ANGLE OF PLPJJE NOF'-.!-!JI.L "a 31 3,'' TO ZONE A"< IS " 
113I3," IS ",F7.~," DE'G") 
2('.7 fOPlf\.T( IH I "M:GLE OF PLANE 
1 .. 3!3," IS "•F7·2•" DEG") 
END 
END$ 
"•313.," TO PLANE 
221. 
ALPH.A FE~:03 S.TPrCTT.iF.AL PHOr,1BOH FI:P.AL 
~· .. 42'7 5 .. Ll27 ~. LJ27 5·5 .. 260 55 .. 26~:, 5.5 .. 26f. 
.A"JGL E Of 7 0!'.1 E .AXIS 1 0 - 1 TO 7 ONE AXIS 1 1 1 IS 9 0 .. 00 LEG 
P,l-:GLE OF 7.0{\Tf AXIS -1 1 1 TO ?ONE P:XI S e 1 e r s 32· .. 38 DEG 
Af'TGLF OF PLPJ'.TF t·JOPHAL 1 c 1 T 0 Z Ol.'J E .AX I S 1 1 1 IS 57.62 LEG 
f'.J'TGLE OF PLP.l\I E t-.! 0 FM J\L 1 1 1 TO Z.OI'.JE f1XI ~· 1 1 1 1 s .. Q3 LEG 
.P·~·TGL E OF PL.ANF 1 0 1 TO PLf:~,nF 1 c - 1 IS 9 r:; .. etz: DEC 
J:,fiGL E OF PLPJ.JE e 1 C TO PLANE 1 1 1 IS 72.41 DEG 
Fig. A2.1 Sample of output from program ANGLE 
Small discrepancy of 0~03° indicates level of error which may accumulate in the 
angular determination as a result of accumulated computatio~ error on the HP2100 
minicomputer. Such errors can be readily reduced specification of double 
precision variables or by detailed attention to the manner in which transformations 
between direct and reciprocal lattices are performed. 
If\.) 
If\.) 
tv 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.C 
c 
APPENDIX 3 
Listing of Program DSPACING 
PROGRAtl OS PAC I tiG B.L. RHOADES 
TO DETERt1111E D SPACINGS FOR PERtH SS I BLE REFLECT I OtiS FROt1 AtiY 
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE >'n'n': OR TO I tiUEX LOOSE SPOTS ON S I tiGLE 
CRYSTAL PATTERNS 
FORM OF INPUT DATA 
DATA CARD 1 SYM,TITLE ( 11,19A4) 
N.B. FOR SYt1 WRITE 0 FOR PRIMITIVE CELL TYPE P 
1 FOR ALL FACES CENTRED TYPE F 
2 FOR BODY CEIHREO CELL TYPE I 
3 FOR A FACE CEIHRED CELL TYPE A 
L1 FOR 0 FACE CEtlTRED CELL TYPE B 
5 FOR C FACE CEIITRED CELL TYPE c 
6 FOR OBVERSE RHOtiB (HEX CELL) TYPE R 
7 FOR REVERSE RHUMB (flEX CELL) TYPE R 
DATA CARO 2 
DATA CARD 3 
DATA CARD 4 
A,B,C,ALPHA,BETA,GAHMA 
t11 N D SPAC I tiG REQUIRED . 
ICNTRL 
(3F10.3,3FI0.2) 
(F6.3) 
FOR ICNTRL WRITE 1 IF DSPACE LISTitJG miLY IS REQD. 
2 IF LOOSESPDTS lOEtlTIFICATIOtl REQD. 
3 IF OS PACE LISTING AtiO LOOSESPOTS 
ARE BOTH REQO. 
IF I CNTRL = 2 OR 3 THE FOLL0~/1 tiG OAT A CARDS ARE REQUIRED TO 
PROVIDE DETAILS OF LOOSE SPOTS TO BE INDEXED 
DATA CARO 5 
DATA CARD 6 
DATA CARD 7 
DATA CARD 8 
PHOTO 
NSP, CMICO, TOL , AtiGTOL 
INDICES OF DATUM SPOTS 
DIST, AIIGLES 
(20A4) 
(12,F8.1+,2F6.3) 
(2>'< ( 3I3 ,2X)) 
(3F8 .3) 
( 1~. B. ONE CARD FOR EACH OF NSP SPOTS) 
PROGRAII DSPAC I t~G 
COMI1ot~ PRINTR, IN0(3 ,15000) ,OSPACE( 15000) ,sYtl; TITLE 
COI1!·1otl/ CELL/ A, B, C, COSA, COSEJ, COSG . 
COMMON/RCELL/ASTAR,EJSTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSBS,COSGS 
!~HEGER READR,PRI!ITR,H,HI\AX 
Dlf1EIJSIDIJ TITLE( 19) 
Dlt1EtJSlOII FORI\A(21) 
DOUBLE PRECISJml A,B,C,PI180,V,Dt1AX,DSQ,ASTAR,BSTAR 
DOUBLE PRECISIOtl CSTAR,SitJA,SitJB,SltlG,COSA,COSf:l,COSG,COSAS 
DOUBLE PRECJSIOII COSBS,COSGS,A11 ,A12,A13,A22,A23,A33,D~1Itl 
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPIIA,UETA,GAI1t1A 
2 READR=5 
PR I NTR=6 
DATA FORI1A/6H(//6X,6H 1 H K ,6H L 1 ,7X,6H, 1DSPA,6HCE 1 ,6H,14X, 1 , 
16HH K ,6HL 1 ,7X,,6H 1 DSPAC,6HE 1 ,6H,14X, 1 ,6HH K ,6HL',7X,, 
26H 1 DSPAC,6HE' ,6H,14X,',61111 K ,6HL 1 ,7X,,6H'DSPAC,6HE' 
36H/ I f) I 
DATA LEFT , R I GH T , ASP E C , F SPEC , BLAt IK S , I S P E C , X S? E C , A I S P E C I 6 H (L1 X , , 
16H) ,6HA13, ,6HF13.3,6H ,6H3I3, ,6H12X, ,6H3A3, I 
****READ DETAILS OF MATERIALS 
10 READ(5 ,101 )SYM, (TITLE( J), J=l, 19) 
SYMI=SYM+l 
READ(REAOR,104) A,B,C,ALPHA,BETA,GAt1MA 
4 READ (5,107)011HI 
READ(5,112) ICNTRL 
WRITE (6,205) TITLE 
WRITE (PRIIJTR,221) 
HR IT E ( P R I tiT R , 2 2 1 ) 
WRITE (PRitlTR,221) 
WRITE( PR I tHR, 206) 
WRITE (PR I NTR,207) A, B, C, ALPHA, BETA, GAt1/'1A 
WRITE (6,208)D~IIIJ 
Mt1n'<Cot1PllTE RECIPROCAL Cot IS T AtlTS 
12 PI180=3.1415926535897932/180. 
S I NA=DS I tl( ALPfW:P I 180) 
S I NB=DS Itl( BETA"'P I 180) 
S I NG=DS It I( GAMt1A>':p I1 80) 
COSA=DCOS(ALPHA*PI180) 
COSB=OCOS(BETA*Pl180) 
COSG=DCDS(GA11!W:P 1180) 
V=t./(A*B*C*OSQRT(1.+2.~COSA*COSO*COSG-COSA*COSA-COSB*COSB-COSG*CO 
ISG)) 
ASTAR=B>'<Ct<V>'rS I IJA 
BS T AR=A>'<C'''V"' S IIJO 
CSTAR=A*B*V*SING 
00001000 
00002000 
00003000 
000011000 
00005000 
00006000 
00007000 
00008000 
00009000 
00010000 
00011000 
00012000 
00013000 
00014000 
00015000 
000 HiOOO 
00017000 
00018000 
g001900U 0020000 
00021000 
00022000 
00023000 
00024000 
00025000 
00026000 
00027000 
00028000 
00029000 
00030000 
00031000 
00032000 
00033000 
00034000 
00035000 
00036000 
00037000 
00038000 
00039000 
000110000 
0004 1000 
000112000 
00043000 
000440()0 
00045000 
00046000 
00047000 
00048000 
00049000 
00050000 
00051000 
00052000 
00053000 
000~4000 
00055000 
00056000 
00057000 
00058000 
00059000 
00060000 
00061000 
00062000 
0'1063000 
00064000 
00065000 
00066000 
00067000 
00068000 
00069000 
00070000 
00071000 
00072000 
00073000 
00074000 
00075000 
00076000 
00077000 
00078000 
00079000 
00080000 
00081000 
00082000 
00083000 
00081+000 
ooon5ooo 
0008(,000 
00087000 
00088000 
00089000 
223. 
c 
COS AS= ( COSO,':CQSG- COSA) I ( S ltlB'''S I tH"i) 
COSOS= ( COSA·::COSG- COSO) I ( S I ItA·:: S IIIG) 
COSGS = ( COSA>':CQSB- COSG) I (SIt tA:':S I fiB) 
All =ASTAR:':ASTAR 
A22=0 STAR :':RST AR 
A33 ::CST AR:':C STAR 
Al2=2.*ASTAR*BSTAR*COSGS 
A13=2.*ASTAR*CSTAR*COSRS 
A23=2.*BSTAR*CSTAR*COSAS 
C u~'oh':OETERtllNE LIMITS OF INDICES 
c 
c 
HMAX=OSQRT ( 1 .I (AS TAR :~AST AR:':O~II tJ:':OM IN) ) 
KMAX=DSQR T ( 1 .I (OS TAR>': OST AR·::otll fi:':Of I! tJ)) 
LHAX=DSCHH ( 1. I (CS TAR>':CST AR:':Dfll N:'1 011l tl) ) 
NHt1AX=-Ht1AX 
NKI1AX=-Kt·IAX 
NU1AX=-U1AX 
M=O 
DO 70 H=tiHMAX ,HilA X 
DO 70 K=tiKtiAX,KMAX 
00 70 L=tiLMAX, UIAX 
IF(H.EQ.O./IJID.L.EQ.O.Atm.K.EQ.O) GO TO 70 
DSQ::H:':W:AJl +H>''K:':A 1 2+H>':[.:':A 1 3+K>':K:':A22+K>':L :':A23+L>':L >~A3 3 
D=SNGL(OSQRT(l./DSQ)) . 
IF (D.LT.DHIN) GO TO 70 
C M:~'n~TEST INDICES Aim ELI Mlt~ATE PROHI 0 !TED REFLECTIONS 
c 
GO TO (17,13,15,61,62,13,63,61•),SYMI 
13 AKH=(K+H)/2. 
KH=AKH 
BKH=KH 
IF(AKH.NE.BKH) GO TO 70 
1F(SYMI.t1E.2) GO TO 17 
62 ALH=(L+H)/2. 
LH=ALH 
BLH=LH 
JF(ALH.t~E.BLH) GO TO 70 
IF(SYMl.tiE.2) GO TO 17 · 
61 AKL=(K+L)/7.. 
KL=AKL 
BKL=KL 
IF(AKL.NE.BKL) GO TO 70 
GO TO 17 
15 AKHL=(H+K+L)/2. 
GO TO 66 
63 AKHL=(K+L-H)/3. 
GO TO 66 
64 AKHL=(H+L-K)/3. 
66 KHL=AKHL 
BKHL=KHL 
IF(AKHL.NE.BKHL) GO TO 70 
17 M=M+l 
IF (t1.GT.15000) GO TO 1003 
IND(1,t1)=H 
IN0(2,11)=K 
1 NO (3 , t I) =L 
DSPACE(t1)=0 
70 Cot.JTI NUE 
NUMAX=tl 
CALL SORT (t-1) 
IF(ICNTRL-2) 90,80,90 
90 CALL OUTPUT (LEFT 1 1\IGHT,ASPEC,FSPEC,BLAt~KS,ISPEC,XSPEC,tiU~IAX,FORt1A 
1 ,AISPEC, SYt1I) 
IF(ICNTRL-2) 95,95 1 80 
80 CALL LSPOTS U1,ASTAR,BSTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSBS,COSGS, IOITRL) 
95 GO TO 10 
1003 \-IRITE(PRitiTR,218) 
GO TO 10 
1004 STOP 
c 
C **1t'lc FORMAT STATEt1EtHS 
c 
101 FORt1AT( 11,19A4) 
104 FORMAT(3FI0.3,3F10.2) 
107 FORI1AT(f6.3) 
112 f0Rt1AT( 11) 
205 FORMAT( !HI, 19A4) 
206 FORI1AT{1HO,'REAL CELL CONSTAtlTS 1 //6X,'A 1 ,8X,'B'•8X, 1 C1 ,6X,'ALPHA', 
15X, 'BETA' ,4X, 1 GAMt1A 1 /) 
207 FORt1AT ( 6F9. 3) 
208 FORt1A T( 1 HO, 1 11 I tllt-1Ut1 OS PACE DES IRED = 1 , F6. 3, 1 AtiGSTROMS 1 ) 
218 FORt1AT(1H0, 1 ARRAY Llfi!TS EXCEEOED---~IATERIAL CHECK CAIJCELLE0 1 ) 
2 2 1 FOR t1A T ( 5 51J·::'in'o'"':'io': :'n'c 'ir:'t :'t :'n': >'t ''o't'id: ,·::•: :'::': ,•::·: ,., :'1 :'n't:'n': ;'o': :'::': ~::·:~"'n'::'<>'t 1n'n't 'i: :': :'t>'<>'n': :'t :':'in': ) 
END 
00090000 
00091000 
00092000 
00093000 
00094000 
00095000 
00096000 
00097000 
00098000 
00099000 
00100000 
00101000 
00102000 
00103000 
00104000 
00105000 
00106000 
00107000 
0010BOOO 
00109000 
00110000 
00111000 
00112000 
00113000 
00114000 
00115000 
00116000 
00117000 
00118000 
00119000 
00120000 
00121000 
00122000 
00123000 
00124000 
00125000 
00126000 
00127000 
0012fWOO 
00129000 
00130000 
00131000 
00132000 
00133000 
00134000 
00135000 
00136000 
00137000 
00138000 
00139000 
00140000 
00141000 
00142000 
00143000 
00144000 
00Jlf5000 
00146000 
00147000 
00148000 
00 Jll9000 
00150000 
00151000 
00152000 
00153000 
00154000 
00155000 
00156000 
00157000 
00158000 
00159000 
00160000 
00161000 
00162000 
00163000 
00164000 
00165000 
00166000 
00167000 
00168000 
00169000 
00170000 
00171000 
00172000 
00173000 
00174000 
00175000 
224. 
SUBROUTINE SORT (N) 
c 
C SORT ARRAY INTO OESCEtlD IIIG OR.OER OF OS PACE 
c 
c 
COMI101J PRHITR, lt10(3, 15000) ,DSPACE( 15000) ,SYII, TITLE 
~I=N 
1020 ~I=M/2 
If U1) 1030,1040,1030 
1030 K=N-M 
J=l 
1041 I=J 
1049 L=I+M 
IF {OSPACE(L)·DSPACE(I)) 1060,1060,1050 
1050 B=OSPACE(I) 
DSPACE(I)=DSPACE(L) 
OSPACE ( L) :.B 
DO 1 055 tl~l= I , 3 
IB=INO(tiM, I) 
JNO(NM,I)=IND(NM,L) 
I NO ( tlt1 , L) :: I B 
lOSS CONTINUE 
I=(I-11) 
IF (1-1) 1060,1049,1049 
1060 J=J+1 
IF(J-K) 1041,1041,1020 
1040 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTIIIE OUTPUT (LEFT,RIGHT,ASPEC,FSPEC,BLANKS,ISPEC,XSPEC,NUMAX 
1 D FORt·1A D AI SPEc, s Yt11) 
C SUPPRESSES REPEATED 0-SPACIIJGS Atm FORt-1ATS OUTPUT 
c 
COI11·1otl PR I IITR, I tm (3, 15000), DSPACE ( 15000) ,S Yt1, T IiLE 
0 I MEIJS I Off- F ORI1( 13), OS P ( 4) , TITLE ( 19) 
Dlt·1ENS JON FORIIE (:21), FOR/1/\( 21) 
FOR/·1( 1 )=LEFT 
FORI·1(2)=1SPEC 
FORM(4)=XSPEC 
F ORI1 ( 5 ) :. I SPEC 
FORI1(7 )=XSPEC 
FOR 11 ( 8 ) :. I S P EC 
FORM(10)=XSPEC 
FORt1( II )::JSPEC 
FORI·!( 13)=RIGHT 
10 IM=O 
ANT= ( NUIIAX/200.) +0. 999 
NT=AIH 
20 DO 90 IH 1~1F.S=1 ,NT 
IF (NTIHES.EQ.1) GO TO 22 
WRITE (6, 205) TITLE 
22 WRITE (PRIIHR,209) HTit·1ES,tiT 
GO T~ (38,31 ,32 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,36 ,37) ,SYI11 
31 WRITE (6 ,534) 
.GO TO 38 
32 WRIT£(6;.535) 
GO TO 3U 
33 WRITE(6;.536) 
GO TO 3U 
34 WRITE ( 6 , 53 7} 
GO TO 38 
35 I.JR ITE (6 1 538) GO TO 3U 
36 WRITE(6,539) 
GO TO 38 
37 WRITE(6,540) 
38 NLAS T= ( lllJt1AX- (liT lt1E S -1 )1r200) 
DO 5 LE=1 ,21 
. FORME ( L E) =FORI1A( L E) 
5 COI~TI tiUE 
11 I F ( I I LAS T- 50 ) 1 4 , 1 4 , 1 2 
12 IF (IILAST-100) 15,15,1.3 
13 IF (tJLAST-150) 16,16,29 
14 DO 114 L=6,10 
FORME ( L) =BLAIIKS 
114 CONTIIJUE 
00176000 
00177000 
00178000 
00 17~1000 
00180000 
00181000 
00182000 
00183000 
oo 18t~ooo 
00185000 
00186000 
00107000 
00188000 
00189000 
00190000 
00191000 
00192000 
00193000 
00191~000 
00195000 
00196000 
00197000 
00198000 
00199000 
00200000 
00201000 
00202000 
00203000 
00201~000 
00205000 
00206000 
00207000 
00208000 
00209000. 
00210000 
00211000 
00212000 
00213000 
002 tl!OOO 
00215000 
00216000 
0021"/000 
0021BOOO 
00219000 
00220000 
00221000 
00222000 
00223000 
00224000 
00225000 
00226000 
002.27000 
00228000 
00229000 
00230000 
00231000 
00232000 
0023.3000 
00234000 
00235000 
00236000 
00237000 
00238000 
00239000 
00240000 
00241000 
00242000 
00243000 
0021~4000 
00245000 
00246000 
00247000 
0021~8000 
00249000 
00250000 
225. 
c 
c 
c 
15 DO 115. L=l1,15 
F"ORt1E ( L) =EILAIIKS 
115 CONTINUE 
16 00 116 L=l6,20 
FOR liE ( l) =OLAIIKS 
116 CONTINUE 
29 WR ITE(6 ,FORtiE) 
30 DO 80 1111 = 1 , 50 
IMM=HI+ Hll 
HIMA= It 1~1+ 50 
IMMB=ll111+100 
I MMC= 11111+ ISO 
J Z= 111~1-1 
I ZA= 111111\·1 
I ZB=HII1U-1 
JZC=IMMC-1 
FORM(3) =FSPEC 
FOR~I(6) =FSP.E C 
FOR~I(9)=FSPEC 
F"ORI1( 12) =FSPE C. 
OSP ( 1) =DSPACE ( Hll1) 
DSP(2)=DSPACE( HI~IA) 
OSP(3 )=DSPACE( HIHB) 
DSP(4)=0SPACE( HltiC) 
40 IF (IMII.GT.IJUIIAX) GO TO 141 
IF(IMI.EQ.1) GO TO 42 
IF (DSPACE(IMM).EQ.DSPACE(IZ)) GO TO 142 
42 IF (H1t1A.GT.tlUIIAX) GO TO 144 
IF( IMI .ECI. 1) GO TO 44 
IF (DSPACE(Im1A).EQ.DSPACE(IZA)) GO TO 145 
44 IF ( 1t111B.C1T .t1Uf1AX) GO TO 147 
I F(IMI. EO. I) GO TO l16 
IF (DSPACE(IMMB).EQ.DSPACE(IZB)) GO TO 148 
46 IF (IM11C.GT .NU~1AX) GO TO 150 
IF(IMI.EQ.l) GO TO 48 
IF (DSPACE(II'ItiC).EQ.DSPACE(IZC)) GO TO 151 
GO TO 48 
141 DO 143 tiZ=1,3 
IND(NZ,JMM)=BLANKS 
143 CONTINUE 
F" 0Rt1 ( 2) =A IS PE C 
142 FORI1(3 )=ASPEC 
DSP(l)=BLAIIKS 
GO TO 4 2 
144 DO 146 tlZ=1 1 3 
It~D(tlZ, lt1/'1A)=BLAIJKS 
146 corn I rJUE 
FOR11( 5) =AI SPEC 
145 FORM(6)=ASPEC 
DSP ( 2) =BLAIIKS 
GO TO 114 
147 DO 149 NZ=1,3 
I NO( IJZ, Hlt1B) =BLANKS 
149 CONTI llUE 
F"ORI1(8)=AISPEC 
148 FORM(9)=ASPEC 
DSP(3 )=BI.AtlKS 
GO TG 46 
150 DO 152 llZ=1 ,3 
IND(NZ,IMMC)=BLANKS 
152 CONTINUE 
FORI1( 11 )::AI SPEC 
151 FORM(I2)=ASPEC 
OSP(4)=BLAJJKS 
48 WRITE ( P R I tnR, FORI1) ( I liD ( I Z, I Mtl) , I Z= 1 , 3) , OS P ( 1 ) , ( HID ( I Z, I HI' lA) 1 I Z = 1 , 
13), OS P ( 2) , (I NO (I Z, 111MB) , I Z= 1 , 3), OS P (3) , (I 110 ( I Z, Illt1C) , I Z= 1 ,3), OS P ( 4 
2) 
80 CONTINUE 
It1= IM+200 
90·CotHII~UE 
100 RETURN 
FORI1AT STATEI1ENTS 
205 F0Rt1AT ( 1 Hl ,20A4) 
209 FORMAT(1H0, 1LIST OF 0 SPACINGS (UtiiT = AtlGSTROMS) I ,43X, 'SHEET' ,12 
1, 1 OF 1 ,I2, 1 SHEETS'///) 
534 FORI1AT ( HID, 1 P ROH I BITE 0 REFLECTIONS FOR THE FACE CEIHRED CELL T 
tYPE F" IIAVE BEEtl Of1ITTED 1 ) 
5.35 FOR11AT( tHO, 'PROHIDITED REFLECT I OilS FOR TilE BODY CEtJTRED CELL T 
IYPE I HAVE BEEN OMITTED') 
536 FORI1AT (tHO, 1PROH I A I TED REFLECT I otiS FOR THE FACE CEIJTRED CELL T 
1YPE A HAVE BEOl 0~11TTEO') 
537 F0Rt1AT(1HO, 'PROHIBITED REFLECTIONS FOR THE FACE CEtnRED CELL T 
1 YPE B II AVE BEEIJ m11 TTED 1 ) 
538 FOR11AT( IHO, 'PROIIIOITED RE FLE CTI otiS FOR TilE FHCE CEIJTRED CELL T 
lYPE C HAVE BEEN O~IITTED') 
539 FORt1AT( 1HO, 'PROHIBITED REFLECTIONS FOR. THE OBVERSE RHOMBOHEORO 
ltl (HCXAGOilAL CELL) TYPE R HAVE BE Ell OMITTED') 
540 FOR11/\T(1HO, 'PROHIBITED REFLECTIOIIS FOR TilE REVERSE RHO I IBOHE ORO 
IN (HEXAGOilAL CELL) TYPE R IIAVE EIEEfl Dt11 TTED') 
END 
00251000 
00252000 
00253000 
00254000 
00255000 
00256000 
00257000 
00258000 
00259000 
00260000 
00261000 
00262000 
0026.3000 
00264000 
00265000 
00266000 
00267000 
00268000 
00269000 
00270000 
00271000 
00272000 
00273000 
00274000 
00275000 
00276000 
00277000 
00278000 
00279000 
00280000 
00281000 
00282000 
00283000 
00201!000 
00285000 
00286000 
00287000 
00288000 
00289000 
00290000 
00291000 
00292000 
00293000 
00294 000 
00295000 
00296000 
00297000 
00298000 
00299000 
00300000 
00301000 
00302000 
00303000 
00304000 
00305000 
00306000 
00307000 
00308000 
00309000 
00310000 
00311000 
00312000 
00313000 
00314000 
00315000 
00316000 
00317000 
003lBOOO 
00319000 
00320000 
00321000 
00322000 
00323000 
00321}000 
00325000 
00326000 
00327000 
00328000 
00329000 
00330000 
00331000 
00332000 
00333000 
0033lrOOO 
00335000 
00336000 
00337000 
0033BOOO 
00339000 
003lf0000 
0031f 1000 
003112000 
226. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE LSPOTS (NI,ASTAR,BSTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSBS,COSGS,ICNTRL) 
Cot1PARES AtiGLES BEH/EEtJ RECIPROCAL VECTORS 
COMMOI~ PR ItnR, HID (3 ,1 5000), OS PACE( 15000), S Yt1, TITLE 
DOUBLE PRECISIOtl ASTAR,llSTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSUS,COSGS,S,T,Y,X 
OIHENS lOll I NOS (3 ,2) ,0 1ST( 50) ,AilG(2, 50), 
11H(2), 11~(2} ,IL(2) ,At1GIX(2) ,PIIOT0(20) 
INTEGER PO I NT S, POSTVS 
INTEGER U,V,\1 
DOUBLE PRF.CISIOil AHZERD,AKZERO,ALZERO,DH,DK,OL 
10 READ (5,901)(PHOTO(J),J=1,20) 
READ( 5, 902) liSP, CAM CO, TOL ,1\tJGTOL 
READ(5,903) (( 11lDS(N,t1) ,N=l,J) ,11=1,2) 
AHTOL=0.05 
PAHTOL=A11TOL~: 100. 
DPR=57.2957fl0 
30 00 40 11=1, llSP 
'•O READ(5,904)DIST(f'1), (AIIG( I ,H), 1=1 ,2} 
DO 20 II= 1, IJSP 
DO 20 I= 1 ,2 
COSANG=COS( AIIG( I, tl) /DPR) 
20 ANG( 1,11) =(ARCOS( COSAIJG) )''<DPR 
IF( ICIHHl.-3} 45,42,45 
42 ~/RITE (6, 959) 
45 WRITE(6,952)PHOTD 
HR I TE ( 6 , 9 53 ) 
WRITE (6, 95lf) CAtiCO, AtiGTOL, TOL 
WRITE (6, 961) PAtHOL ' 
WR I TE ( 6 , 9 5 fl ) (( I tlD S ( t l, I 1) , t l = 1 , 3 ) , t1= 1 , 2 ) 
IF(NSP.GT.50) GO TO 1000 
SORT THROUGH Ll ST OF DSPACES MlD CHECK All POl NTS 
WITHII"J TOLERAtiCE 
N.B. ALL AflGLES 11UST Cot1E HITHI IJ AIIGLE TOLERAtJCE OR 
SPOT IS REJECTED 
CALL ZOIIES (U,V,W,IIJDS,OH,DK,DL) 
WRJTE(6.960) U,V,W 
DO 50 I= 1, 2 
I H 0 } =I t·IDS ( 1 , I } 
IK(I)=IIlOS(2,I) 
50 I l ( I)= I IJOS (3 , I ) 
ICHECK=O 
00 75 11=1 ,tlSP 
OSPCE =CAMCO/ (2. '':D I ST (tl)) 
WRITE(6,949)tl,DSPCE, (AilG(KZ,tl) ,KZ=I ,2) 
l F ( TOL- ( 0 IS f (:!) ,·: AJ-1T 0 L) ) 54 , 55, 55 
54 DISTN=DIST(ti)-(DIST(ti)'''AtiTOL) 
01 STX=O I ST( tl) + (D I ST ( II)'''AtiTOL) 
GO TO 56 
55 DISW=OIST(f·I)-TOL 
0 I STX=D I ST (II) +TOL 
56 OSPX=CAtiC0/(2.'':DISTtl) 
DSPtl=CAMC0/(2.*DISTX) 
00 70 IIA=l,tll 
IF(DSPACE0lA).GT.DSPX)GO TO 70 
IF(OSPACE( tiA) .L T .DSPII)GO TO 72 
NH= I tlD( I ,NA)~'U+ I tiD( 2 ,tlA) ,·:V+ I 110(3 ,~lA) ,':\~ 
IF (NH·.GT.12.DR.NH.LT.-12) GO TO 70 
AHZERO=IND( 1 ,tlA)-tlH>':DH 
AKZERO=I fl0(2 ,NA) -tJfl·::oK 
ALZERO= I tiD ( 3, tiA) -NH'''DL 
00343000 
00344000 
00)115000 
00346000 
00347000 
0034flOOO 
00349000 
00350000 
00351000 
00352000 
00353000 
003!)4000 
00355000 
00356000 
00357000 
00358000 
00359000 
00360000 
0036100(1 
00362000 
00363000 
00364000 
00365000 
00366000 
00367000 
0036BOOO 
00369000 
00370000 
00371000 
00372000 
00373000 
00374000 
00375000 
00376000 
00377000 
0037HOOO 
00379000 
00380000 
00381000 
00382000 
00383000 
003fli+000 
00385000 
00386000 
00387000 
00388000 
00389000 
00390000 
00391000 
00392000 
00393000 
00394000 
00395000 
00396000 
00397000 
003J8000 
00399000 
00400000 
001+0 1000 
001+02000 
00403000 
00404000 
00405000 
227. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALCULATE AND CIIECK AtlGLES 
00406000 
00407000 
00408000 
DO 65 IIN=1 ,2 00409000 
S=( ( AHZERO•': I H( rm} ·::ASTAR•':ASTAR) + (AKZERO•'r I K( NtJ) >':BSTAR~r£3STAR} + (Al ZERO DOL~ 10000 
1 ,.q l (tiN} ~reS TAR>':CST AR) + ( ( AKZ ERO•': I L ( Ntl) +ALZ ERO~: I K ( tJ~I) ) ·::sST AR•':CS TAR>':CO 00411 000 
2SAS) + ( ( ALZERO•''l H (til~)+ I L (I nl) •':AftZERO) •':C STAR•': ASTAR•':COSBS) + ( (All ZERO•': I K 004 12000 
.3 ( NN) +AI( ZERO•': Ill ( llN) }'' AST/\R~1 BSTAR>':CCJSGS)) 00413000 
T=( ( AHZERO•':AHZERO•':ASTAR•':ASTAR) + ( AKZERO~: AKZERO•':BST AR•''B STAR)+ ( ALZERO 00414000 
1*ALZERO*CSTAR*CSTAR)+(2.0*AHZERO*AKZERO*ASTAR*BSTAR*COSGS)+(2.0*Al 00415000 
2ZERO•': AIIZERO·.':CSTAR~rASTAR~:COSUS) + (2 .o·::AKZERO·.':ALZERO·.':BSTAR~:CSTAR·::COSA 00416000 
3S)) 00417000 
Y=((IH(NN)*IH(NN)*ASTAR*ASTAR)+(IK(NN)*IK(NN)*BSTAR*BSTAR)+(IL(NN) 00418000 
1 \~1 L ( NN} ;':CSTAR"rCST AR) + ( 2. 0•': HI( IJ~l) ,., I K ( IH·J) ·::ASTAR·::BST AR·::COSGS) + ( 2 .o·:q l 00419000 
2 ( NN)''' I If ( Nl~) •'tCSTAR•': ASTAR·::COSBS) + ( 2. 0•': I K( ~IN) ,.,1 L (~IN) •':BSTAR•':CST AR•':COSA 004 20000 
3S)) 00421000 
Z=OSQRT(T*Y) 00422000 
YZ=SilGL{SIZ) 00423000 
YY=ARCOS(YZ) 00424000 
YY=YY*DPR 00425000 ANG~IAX=ANG(JIN, N) +ANGTOL 00426000 
ANGMI N=AIJG( liN, IJ) -ANGTOL 00427000 
IF(YY.GT.AIIGt-1/\X.OR,YY.LT.ANGt(IN) GO TO 70 00428000 
65 ANGIX(IiN)=YY . 00429000 
WRITE(6,955) (IND(K,tJA),K=1,3),DSPACE(tlA),(AilGIX(tHl),N~l=t,2),tJH 00430000 
ICHECK=ICHECK+1 00431000 
70 CONTINUE 00432000 
72 IF(ICHECK)73,73,74 00433000 
73 WRIT£(6,957) 00434000 
74 WRIT£(6,956) 00435000 
75 ICHECK=O 00436000 
GO TO 1001 00437000 
FORMAT STATEt1ENTS 
90 I FORI1AT ( 20A4) 
902 FORI-1AT( 12,F8.4,F6.3,F6.3) 
903 FORMAT(3I3,2X,313) 
00438000 
CCl439000 
00440000 
00441000 
00442000 
00443000 
0041~4000 904 FORMAT(3FR.3} 
949 FORI1AT ( 1110. I I I I I 1 X, I p 0 I NT I '13' ' 
I R E D A NG L E S 1 , 2 F 1 0 • 2 ) 
MEASURED DSPACE 1 ,F6.3 8 30X, 1 ME~SU 00445000 0041~6000 
951 FORI1AT(1H0, 1 ERROR CotWJTiotl EXISTS FOR ltlPUT TO 1 
11 LOOSESPOTS SUBROUTINE RERUtl DATA') 
952 FORI-1AT( 1HO,III1X,20A4) 
953 FORI~T(IH ,4ffi~***************************************) 
954 FORI1AT{1H0,20Xr'CAi1ERA CntlSTAilT =',F8.3,5X, 1 AilGLE TOLERANCE = 1 , 
IF6.2 1 1 DEGREES ,5X, 1 POSITIOil TOLERAIICE =',F6.2, 1 I-1ILLir~ETRES 1 ) 
955 FORt1AT(1110,9X, 1 IDEtlTIFIED AS PI.AIIE ( 1 ,313, 1 ) OSPACE = 1 ,F6.3, 1+ 
1X, 1 TRUE AIIGLES 1 ,2F10.2,5X, 1 0RDER OF REFLECTIOiJ = '• 13) 
956 FORI1AT(IIIO,II) 
957 FORI·IAT( 1HO,IOX, 'tiD IDEIHIFICAT!otl FOR THIS SPOT'.) 
958 FORI1AT(IH0,20X, 1 0ATUM PLANES ARE' ,IOX,3I3,6X,313) 
959 FORI·IAT( IHI) 
960 FORr-1AT(1H0,20X, 1 ZONE REPRESEtiTED BY DATUt1 PLAtiES IS 1 ,313) 
961 FORI-1AT(IH0,30X, 1 (11.B. HIIJH1UI1 OVER-RIDIIIG TOLERAIICE OF+ OR-
1F3.1, 1 PERCENT OF DIFF. DISTANCE PREVAILS)') 
GO TO 1001 
1000 WR1TE(6,951) 
1 001 RETURI~ 
END 
0041~7000 
00448000 
0041+9000 
00450000 
00451000 
00452000 
00453000 
00454000 
00455000 
00456000 
00457000 
00458000 
00459000 
00460000 
00461000 
00462000 
OOL!63000 
00464000 
00465000 
228. 
SUBROUTINE ZO~~ES ( U, V, II, It lOS, OH, OK, DL) 
c 
C OETERI11 NES VECTOR C (UVW) TO cmiVERT HKL RECIPROCAL VECTORS INTO 
C ZERO ORDER PLANE 
c Cotl~101~ PR I NTR, I 110(3 1 15000) ,OS PACE ( 15000), SYII, TITLE 
COMMON/CELL/A,O,C,CDSA,COSU,CUSG 
COMMON/RCELL/ASTAR,OSTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSOS,COSGS 
DOUBLE PRECIS!Otl A,O,C,COSA,COSO,COSG,OH,OK,OL,CC 
OOUULE PRECISIOtl UOASII,V[)ASII,~/DASH 
DOUBLE PRE~ISION ASTAR,USTAR,CSTAR,COSAS,COSUS,COSGS 
OIMEIJSIOII INDS(3,2) 
DIMENSION IZON(3),1Z0(3),0IV(3),ADIV(3),JOIV(3) 
I NTE G E R lJ, V , W 
c C DETERMINE LOWEST ORDER ZONE FOR REFERENCE SPOTS 
c 
c 
IZON( 1 )=IIWS(2 ,1 )-::J tms (3 ,2 )·!liDS (2 ,2 )·:q ~IDS (3, 1) 
I ZON ( 2) =I tlDS (3, 1 ) ,., I NOS ( 1 , 2)- I tJDS (3 ,2) ,·q liDS ( I , 1 ) 
I Z ON (3 ) = ! NOS ( 1 , 1 ) -::I NOS ( 2 , 2 ) - I t W S ( I , 2 ) •':f I 10 S ( 2 , I ) 
DO 1033 1=1 3 
IZO( I) =IZatl( I) 
1033 CONTINUE 
1040 IF(1ABS(IZ0(1))-IABS(IZ0(2)))1041;1042,1042 
1 04 1 1 NV= I Z 0 ( 2 ) 
IZ0(2)=1ZO(l) 
I ZO( 1 )::: I NV 
1042 IF(IABS(IZ0(2))-IABS(IZ0(3)))1043,1045,1045 
1043 ltlV=IZ0(3) 
IZ0(3):::IZ0(2) 
IZ0(2)=IriV 
GO TO 1040 
1045 INCMAX=IAB~(IZ0(1)) 
1083 DO 1061 INC=1,ItlCt1AX 
DO 1060 IZ=1,3 
IOL•6 DIV( I Z) =I J\OS ( IZO( IZ.)) /( (I t1Ct1AX+ I.)- HIC) 
JDIV(IZ)=DIV(IZ)+O.OOI 
AOIV( IZ)=JOIV( IZ) 
1060 CONT ltJUE 
IF(DIV( 1) .EQ.ADIV( 1) .AtiD.DIV(2) .EQ.ADIV(2) .AIID.D l'i(J) .EQ.ADIV(3) )G 
10 TO 1063 
1061 CmiTIIIUE 
1063 DO 1070 1=1 ,3 
IF( IZOII( I) )64,65 ,65 
64 I ZON (.I)::: I 7.011( I ) I (( I tlCIIAX + 1 ) -I tiC) .:o. 00 I 
GO TO 1070 
65 I ZOII( I) =I Zotl( I)/( { HICIIAX+ 1) ·I tlC)+O.OOl 
1070 CONTINUE 
U=IZON(l) 
V=IZON(2) 
W=IZON(3) 
C DETERMINE VECTOR C(UVW} 
c 
UDASH=A~: A1<U +A1rO>':V,'r COSG+A'': c,· .. w,·, COSB 
VOASH=A>':B,':lJ>': COSG+ B>': s,·,v + B, ... C>':W: COSA 
WOASH=C*A*U*CDSO+B*C*V*COSA+C*C*W 
C C= (U>':U>':A,':J\+2. ~~u,·:y,·: A'':B,':COSG+ 2. >':U>':\of'':A>':C,':COS B+V>':V*B'':B+ 2. >'rV>':~f,': B>':C>'rCOS 
1 A+w·::l,/>'<C>':C) ·:: (UOASH~<UOASH·::ASTAR-:: AST AR+V DASWrVDASH-1:8 ST AR>'rBSTAR+WDASW: 
2WDASH*CSTAR*CSTAR) 
. CC=1/DSQRT(CC) 
DH=CC>':UOASH 
OK=CC,':VOASH 
DL=CC>'r~/OASH 
RETURN 
END 
00466000 
00467000 
00468000 
00469000 
00470000 
00471000 
00472000 
00473000 
00474000 
00475000 
00476000 
00477000 
00478000 
00479000 
00480000 
00481000 
00482000 
00483000 
00484000 
00485000 
00486000 
001187000 
001•88000 
00489000 
00490000 
00491000. 
001•92000 
00493000 
00491•000 
00495000 
00496000 
00497000 
C049fl000 
00499000 
00500000 
00501000 
00502000 
00503000 
00504000 
0050:)000 
00506000 
00507000 
00508000 
00509000 
00510000 
00511000 
00512000 
00513000 
00511•000 
00515000 
00516000 
00517000 
00518000 
00519000 
00520000 
00521000 
00522000 
00523000 
00521•000 
00525000 
00526000 
00527000 
00528000 
00529000 
00530000 
00531000 
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APPENDIX 4 
STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF SELECTED IRON OXIDES 
A4.1 FeO (Wustite) 
Structure:- Cubic (f .. c.c.) 136 a. = 0.428 to 0.43lnm 
0 
FeO is a p-type conducter and has an unusually high concentration 
of lattice defects which consist of vacant cation sites and an equivalent 
number of electron defects represented chemically by Fe 3+ ions.. A 
relatively high rate of cation diffusion is .possible, essentially via 
cation vacant sites. 
FeO is not· stable in bulk below 570°C a~though it may continue to 
be present as a thin film adjacent to the iron surface 'down to 400°C .. 
A4.2 (Magnetite) 
Structure:~ · Cubi9 (f.c .. c .. ) a 
0 
= ·o. 8394 nm136 
Magnetite has the spi~l · (Mg Al2 0 4) structure." ·In this structure 
·the oxygen atoms are cubic close packed and· the metal ions occupy both 
the tetrahedral p.nd octahedral interstitial sites. The unit cell consists 
of 32 oxygen atoms and hence contains 32 octahedral and 64 tetrahedral 
' ' . ' 
sites.. Fe3o4 is an example of an inverse spinel. One eighth of the 
tetrahedral· sites are occupied by trivalent cations and half the octa-
hedral sites are shared by the divalent and trivalent ions .. 
Structure:- Cubic 
231. 
yFe 2o3 is a pseudospinel probably having the Li Fe5 o8 type 
structure. yFe 2o3 has all the reflections of the Fe 3o4 spinel structure 
plus additional reflections which probably result from ordered vacancies 
or ordered substitution of protons for ferrous ions in certain positions 
of the structure. This substitution has the effect of reducing the 
structure to primitive cubic. In some yFe 2o3 preparations faint extra 
reflections can be detected which can be indexed using a tetragonal cell 
with c 
0 
3a · o' Hence yFe 2o3 can be identified from Fe3o4by the extra 
\ 
spots and by its slightly lower lattice parameter. 
A4.4 
Structure:~ Rhombohedral a 
0 
0.5427 
55 4 25° 136 
Fe 2o3 may be a p-type or n-type conductor, and iron and oxygen 
ions diffuse at approximately the same rate in Fe2o3 at high temperatures. 
Figure A4 .1 shows plan and elevation views for the common unit cells 
used for a.Fe
2
o3 and its isomorphs. The structural and morphological 
hexagonal and rhombohedral unit cells are all four in common use, and 
the face-centred rhorobohedra'! cell has been found useful as it 
approximates to a distorted cubic cell with 85.7° angles. The structural 
unit cells provide the lattice points necessary to predict the diffraction 
patterns, whereas the morphological cells have proved useful for 
morphological work. 
A4.5 aFeO(OH) (Goethite) 
Structure:- Orthorhombic a = 0.4596 nm 
b = 0.9957 nm 
c = 0. 3021 nm 141 
[100] 
[ 2110] 
/ 
Conventional Structural 
Rhombohedral a= 5.4228A, c:(.= 55.273° 
Hexagonal a = 5 .. 0317A, c = 13. 737A 
f[ 0001] 
Face Centred Rhombohedral 
Structural 
a = 7. 3976A. « = 85-715° 
~ 
Conventional Morphologicq[ 
a= 3.6988A, o<. = B5. 715 o 
~ 
Fig. A4.1 Plan and elevation views of commonly used unit cells for o"Fe2 o3 • 
From Gulbransen et al 
N 
w 
N 
A4.6 yFeO(OH) (Lepidocrocl.te) 
Structure:- Orthorhombic a = 0. 389 nm 
b 1. 254 nm 
142 
c = o. 307 nm 
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